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WELCOME & INTRODUCTION
Welcome to our catalogue for Dover Stamp Auction Sale Number 10, which is a Public Sale. Once
again, our auction coincides with the Dover Stamp Fair in the shared venue at Biggin Hall, Biggin Street,
Dover, CT16 1BD. The hall is located behind Dover Town Hall and is adjacent to the Ladywell car park,
which is ‘free’ to use on a Sunday. This central location has shops and catering establishments nearby. 

Our March sale saw an increased attendance and we hope to see even more of you this time. If you are
planning to attend, we anticipate that it will take 1½ to 2 hours to ‘knock down’ all of the lots. 

This sale is our largest so far with over 1,300 lots and the largest pre-sale reserves total we have ever
offered. There is a good spread of material in many price brackets, including as ever the popular £1 start
lots with a ‘must sell’ instruction. There are plenty of interesting boxes, albums and envelopes looking for
a new home and hopefully there will be something to tempt you. There is a strong range of ‘GB’
material this time including several chunky postage lots, which will save good sums for those using
stamps on their mail. Don’t forget that Royal Mail have announced a scheme to allow old Machins to be
exchanged on a like for like value basis for their new barcoded ranges. It may also allow for fixed rate
values to be exchanged for NVI’s.

The photo plates show some of the more valuable and interesting items in the sale. Once again more
than half of the lots in this sale are new material being offered for the first time and the majority of re-
entered lots are being offered at reduced prices. We have material from some ‘new’ vendors as well as
our usual supporters. We recommend a good read of the catalogue but be careful as vendor
descriptions can vary. If in doubt feel free to contact us, we are only a phone call or an email away. 

We do try to indicate if we feel any lot appears cheap. We hope that you will find this sale contains
items to suit all budgets and from a variety of different geographical areas. 

The regular monthly Dover Stamp Fairs are planned for the third Sunday of every month (except
August). Keith Shepherd is the organiser, contact him direct for further information regarding this
(07718 157826).

We offer full facilities for absentee bidders, by post, telephone or email. All relevant information for

doing so will be found in this catalogue. You can bid with absolute confidence that any lot will be sold
at the lowest possible price and not the highest amount you have bid. If you are the only bidder, then
regardless of the amount bid, it will be sold to you at the reserve price. 

In closing, we look forward to receiving your bids and your continued support. Don’t forget, that in the
event of ‘tied’ bids, the earliest bid received prevails and that you may bid by post, email or telephone.
We also publish a list of unsold lots after the auction to all those who participate.

We hope you and your families continue to stay safe & well.

It is interesting to note that some other auctions are scaling back their activities or closing down, all of
which means a reducing number of public stamp auction sales. Our current plans are to continue as 
we are.

Yours in collecting,

Peter and John
Invicta Stamps Limited
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Viewing Arrangements & Bidding in our auctions
THE ‘TYPE’ OF EACH LOT IS CLEARLY INDICATED IN THE CATALOGUE AFTER THE LOT NUMBER

VIEWING ARRANGEMENTS

NOTE: A BUYER’S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED 

TO THE HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION

GENERAL

All viewing will undertaken in line with the prevailing Government Covid guidance, which may be
subject to change. You may telephone us on 01304 829827 or mobile 07702 270948 to discuss
any lot and we will do what we can to help you.

IN PUBLIC

Public viewing of all lots will be available at Biggin Hall on the auction date from 9.30 a.m. 
Viewing of all single lots only will be available at Dover Stamps, until 4pm on Saturday 18th June
2022 overseen by Keith Shepherd (Phone 07718 157826 to discuss and / arrange). 

BY EMAIL

Where possible small / single (S) lots, some envelopes (E) and Albums (A), or part thereof can
be scanned via emails. Please note that this may take time depending upon the physical location
of the lots.

CATALOGUE

For lots with an illustration in the catalogue, this may assist your understanding of the item
involved. The catalogue descriptions may also provide additional descriptive information to aid
understanding. Please note that colour reproduction may not be accurate, if in doubt – ask!

BY POST
There is a bidding form in the catalogue which can be sent to us at P.O. Box 5, Dover, CT16 1YQ.
Please send in good time to reach us ideally the day before the sale. We cannot be responsible
for any bid form that may be subject to postal delay.

BY EMAIL
email your bids to invictastamps@btinternet.com by 6pm on the day before the sale. Bids
received after this time ‘may’ not get entered as our staff may not be able to check emails due to
dealing with the sale itself.

IN PERSON
You can physically attend the sale at Biggin Hall on the auction date. Once registered as a bidder,
you can view any lots you wish and will be allocated a bidding number for use during the sale.

BY PHONE
Bids can be telephoned to us on 01304 829827 ideally by 5pm GMT on the day prior to the
sale.

HOW TO BID IN OUR AUCTIONS

BID STEPS
The following bid steps will be used by the auctioneer when selling lots in this sale. 

Postal bids should allow for this.

Please note the auction will take place at 2pm GMT on Sunday 19th June 2022. 

The deadline for bids is as indicated below.

Price Bid Steps Price Bid Steps

Up to £30 £1 £31 to £50 £2

£51 - £100 £5 £100 - £300 £10

£300 - £500 £20 £500 - £1,000 £50

Above £1,000 At the auctioneer’s discretion
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TERMS & CONDITIONS 

There is a certain amount of general information that we are either obliged to tell you or want to tell you to
ensure that our customers know everything they need to (the legal stuff) and that there are no nasty surprises
(the general stuff). This page is designed to cover all the bases. If you have any questions just ask and we will
do our best to provide any clarity needed..

THE LEGAL STUFF

Firstly, this auction is owned and operated by Invicta Stamps Limited, all the required information regarding
the Company may be found on the Companies House website.

Our auctions are conducted using the Philatelic Auctioneer’s standard terms and conditions (1983 Revision).
These are quite widely available online and we will gladly supply a copy upon request.

V.A.T. will be fully detailed on invoices at the appropriate rate(s) and is due on both the Buyer’s Premium
and any selling fees.

The maximum amount we can currently accept in cash payments for any auction is 10,000 euros due to the
prevailing Money Laundering regulations and legislation. (This is subject to change at any time).

A BUYERS PREMIUM of 15% plus VAT (if applicable) will be applied to the hammer price of each lot

sold in this auction. There are no additional charges for card payments.

THE GENERAL STUFF

Most importantly of all, the RESERVE prices shown in the catalogue are the minimum price any lot will

be sold for.There are no exceptions and any bids received below this price will be ignored. Any price
inquiries would need to be taken forward with vendors and can therefore only be made after the sale.

Unless stated otherwise, catalogue prices in descriptions will be those in Stanley Gibbons catalogues. Where
the description includes ‘STC’ this means ‘Stated To Catalogue’ and is a figure provided by the vendor and
unchecked by us. You may care to verify this yourself, but it is not guaranteed in any way by Invicta Stamps
Limited.

Photo plates are for information only and whilst we will provide additional information as far as we are able.
Catalogue descriptions may help but customers are strongly advised to physically view items of interest to
satisfy themselves in all respects.

Postal bids should be entered in good time, we cannot be responsible for any forms delayed in the mail.
Alternatively, you can place bids by telephoning us, or emailing us. For email bids we will ‘confirm’ receipt of
your bids to you.

Postage & packing charges are at cost and subject to VAT. This includes the cost of packaging materials as
well as any Royal Mail or courier charges and a small amount to cover staff time. In general, a single box up
to 5 kilos in weight will cost around £10 - £12 to send. All items are sent requiring a signature and Special
Delivery will be used over £100. Larger weights and oversized items will of course cost more.

Invicta Stamps Limited
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WORLD & COMMONWEALTH

1        B      Open top box with four albums containing Disney FDC’s complete sets and many miniature sheets. 141
different covers from many Commonwealth countries. Cheaply reserved we think, decent cat value as
just used stamps, FDC’s must be worth more. £100

2        B      Very large and heavy box full of albums and stock books. We spotted collections of Italy, Spain and
Switzerland amongst the content. £50

3         E      1961 Europa issue x 50 sets in blocks or sheet format for Belgium, Germany, France, Portugal, Greece,
Iceland, Italy, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland and Turkey. Most of these issues
are also ‘Bird’ thematics, Lots of stamps here and a considerable catalogue value, looks cheap, ideal for
reseller £80

4        A      A Commonwealth collection in red stock book mint & used including Aden KGVI vals to 2r, QEII vals
to 10/-, selection of States, Antigua 1863-67 1d & 6d, KGV vals to 2/- m, 1970-75 vals to $2.50 etc,
Ascension with 1922 mint vals, KGVI vals to 2/6, good selection of Australia from 1913 with Roo vals
to 1/-, KGV Heads to 5d, 1930s selection of sets, Admiral vals to £1 & $4 mint, some booklet panes etc,
condn fair to fine, Cat £2,550+ (100s) £375

5        A      A Europa collection in large black “Lindner” stock book from early to modern sets mint, u/m and used
with many countries represented with some better seen, condn fair to fine (100s) £50

6         E      A mint but mainly used Commonwealth selection of high values on Hagner page including Br. Guiana
with KGVI 96c m, QEII $2 & $5, Br. Honduras QEII $1-$5 u, KUT KGVI £1 u, Gold Coast vals to 10/- u,
Rhodesia & Nyasaland QEII 5/-, 10/-(2) & £1 used, SWA with 2/6 & 5/- pairs used etc, condn fair to fine,
high catalogue value (c39) £36

7         E      A selection of old Invoices from late 1800s-40s from Wholesalers and Retailers, Plumbers, Cabinet
Makers, Cadbury’s etc, condn mixed (dozens) £18

8         E      A small mint & used selection of Flaws including Egypt 1920s optd S.A.I.P.E with “C” instead of “8” on 1
stamp in block of 4 m/m, same but used single with “No Stop” after S used, Singapore Fish 20c with
“Orange” shift plus South Africa 1960s with various small Flaws all mint (21) £18

9        B      A Van Dal shoe box with various including Australia late 1960s u/m, GB with a few KGV mint, KGVI to
1970 sets many in blocks, later issues in Cylinder blocks u/m etc (100s) £1

10       B      All world selection on cards etc, covering all periods with some Commonwealth 1060s FDCs, we note
Australia, NZ and GB etc, plus foreign, condn fair to fine PTSA ££700+ (100s) £125

11       B      Apple box with nine albums. Includes GB coils and Framas, GB Xmas booklets, worldwide child’s
collection, Canada mint, empty spring back binder and two volumes of modern St Kitts and Nevis. Some
GB face useable for postage also. £1

12       A      Australia and New Zealand - KG6 and QE2 mint and used collections in two 22 ring binders. A few
hundred stamps, nothing startling £20

13       B      Bankers box with nine albums / stock books also covers and loose packets etc. Lots to sort through,
must be 1000’s here. £30

14       B      Box of Commonwealth and World collections in 11 albums / books with 1000’s of stamps. One to view
if you are able. £35

15       A      British Africa duplicated used collection / accumulation in tan ‘Lighthouse’ stock book. Includes Aden,
Malawi, Nigeria and Sierra Leone with values to £1 and 20/- seen, many hundreds. Will break well. £40

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve

NOTE: A BUYER'S PREMIUM OF 15% plus V.A.T. WILL BE ADDED TO THE 

HAMMER PRICE OF ALL LOTS SOLD IN THIS AUCTION
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16       A      British C/W in 64 side green ‘Lighthouse’ stock book. Around 930 mint and used items with a good
proportion being pre current reign. About ¼ of the items have tags against them with catalogue values,
which total £2,650+. This is far from all the better items, Countries include Bahamas, Bermuda, St. Kitts
(KG6 duplicated mint uncat), Grenada, Jamaica, Leewards, Falklands (KG6 duplicated mint inc 2 x 5/-
uncat), Falkland Deps, Decent South Africa, Nigeria & fore runners, KUT, Somaliland, Bechuanaland, India,
Straits (Inc QV to KGV $ values x 14 and $25 KGV used with faults), HK (with KG6 $5 x6 and $10
used), Gibraltar (includes GV 1/- x 10 mint, uncat), Malta, Fiji, Sudan and Bahrain to name a few, there is
more with just 25 GB stamps. We estimate that total cat value comfortably exceeds £5,000 and could
be significantly more. A good lot and certainly worth viewing. £800

17       A      British Commonwealth - Accumulation in two stock books, one red, one blue, well filled with circa
3,800 mint and used stamps laid out in alphabetical order from Aden to Virgin Islands. A good proportion
of this lot is pre current reign with better values sprinkled here and there. Good lot which needs viewing
to appreciate. £220

18       A      British Commonwealth ‘A’ countries, Aden, Anguilla and Antigua. Mint and used, many thematics including
several miniature sheets, Aden with 9 x 1937 Coronation sets mint and 4 sets of 1949 UPU, Antigua
from QV x 28 including some mint and 4 sets of 1949 UPU mint etc. Clean lot with over 500 items.
Reserved at under 10p each £46

19       B      British Commonwealth King George VI - Substantial and valuable collection in four padded ‘Lighthouse’
hinge-less with slip cases. Some of the pages are printed and others have been made as required. Mint
and used, although mint is generally more prevalent throughout and some is U/M. These albums and
pages would cost £100’s new and we estimate there are circa 400 pages overall. There are many
complete definitive sets as well as many omnibus issues including some 1948 Wedding sets. There are
many perforation varieties indicated, which are not guaranteed, although the few checked appeared to
be correct. Pencilled annotations of cat values can be removed leaving albums in good condition. Vendor
advises total cat value exceeds £19,000 allowing for a few stamps they removed. Substantial lot for
collector or dealer. View to appreciate. £2,750

20       B      Brown carton full of covers. Must be several hundreds GB, Commonwealth and world items seen. Good
sorter. £20

21       A      C/W KG5 to QEII, but emphasis on KG6 and QEII in small blue ‘Byron’ spring back album. Mint and
used with sets, countries in this volume include Malayan states, Tonga, Tanganyika, Kuwait, Ghana, Good
Sudan, Fiji and Nauru. Circa 60 pages and all different content. Cat value exceeds £850, Good offering
and worth viewing to appreciate. £90

22       B      Christmas covers, cards, maxi cards etc. Includes ‘Scout Post’ items, Toy Post and Christmas Labels on
cover etc. A few hundred items here. Excellent basis for a collection of these fascinating issues. £28

23       B      Collector’s clearance in medium box with albums, pages, covers etc.  Includes collections of Canada,
Luxembourg and Portugal. £30

24       A      Commonwealth - QV to KG6 only, Countries S to Z. Mint and used picked over collection in mixed
condition, but with many fine on circa 100 pages. Good ranges and better items seen. Countries of note
Sierra Leone, South Africa, Swaziland, Western Australia, Victoria, Trinidad, Zanzibar, South Australia etc.
Straits settlements and other Malayan States. We counted over 1875 items. Recommended viewing as
this could sell for way over reserve. £200

25       B      Commonwealth in a large carton with six albums and 20 or so stock cards. We note brown album with
interesting duplicated KGV Bahamas; Red album of Ireland; Blue stock book with Gambia to India with
some better content; Green album with North Borneo and okay Sarawak; Finally an album of GB with
a page of 1d reds (perf & imperf types) and some surface printed. Later GB material also. Looks good
value. £160

26       A      Commonwealth in large stock book with mainly mint and u/m, we note Bahamas 1975-83 with many
sets including 1981 Wildlife set & MSs, Br. Virgin Islands with 1880s-1970 including 1887-89 1/- (thin),
KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI to 1/- etc, Canada 1928-70s with 1937-38 7c Air, 1930s Special Deliveries m & u,
1930-32 Postage Dues to 5c used etc, Gambia 1886-1993 with KGVI vals to 1/- QEII vals to 5/- and
SWA 1926-87 KGVI to 1/- etc many modern sets throughout, condn fair to fine Cat £1,270+ (100s) £90

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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27       E      Commonwealth mixture of pre current reign material. Mixed condition but includes Mauritius 4MGN
green Britannia imperf used; HK ED7 $1 used; FMS $1 to $5 Elephants used; Antigua 2/- used; Australia
O132 used; 3 x A4 cards of Straits Settlements. Other  areas also. Value to be extracted. £1

28       A      Eastern Europe in Benham branded ‘tan’ stock book. Includes Czechoslovakia from early imperfs, Albania
with interesting 1913-17 issues and 1925 Air set mint and finally Poland with reasonable ranges. Majority
of this lot is pre 1950 and better than this description probably sounds. Recommended viewing if these
areas are of interest to you. £75

29       B      Flattish white carton full of world covers and envelopes, early to modern, probably a few hundred items
and worthy of inspection. £200

30       A      Foreign from G-J countries in large Brown stock book including early to modern mint & used Greece,
comprehensive Hungary, Italy, Ireland, Iceland and Yugoslavia (Yugoslavia), condn mixed (100s) £30

31       E      Foreign mint selection on Hagner’s including Austria vals to 3s, Belgium, Hungary from 1914-30s, 1927
Air vals to 5p, Luxembourg, Netherlands, San Marino, Tuva, Turkey and Vatican etc, condn fair to fine, stc
£1,200++ (100s) £90

32       B      Four  4 ring binders with A4 pages well filled with World stamps, several thousand from early to modern
periods, offered as received £60

33       A      Gibraltar & Andorra - Gibraltar from KG5 to QEII mint and used with values to £5 seen. Earlier items
worth checking for wmks and perfs. Andorra (Both French & Spanish), French includes SGF66, 1932
and 1944 long sets not complete but with better values cat up to £100 seen and  good 1960’s
commemoratives as well. A smattering of Spanish Andorra as well. Value here and well worth viewing.
We counted over 1,150 items. £300

34       B      Go-Cat carton with six albums. Two are Lindner printed hinge-less albums for Guernsey and Jersey with
U/M ranges to around 1989 including some booklets etc. A Windsor GB definitives album with various
mint Machins etc. to around 1983 plus some commems as well, all in Hawid mounts. An album with
some mint GB booklets and another mint Machin collection. Almost all of the mint appears to be U/M
and face value easily exceeds the reserve here. £40

35       B      Heavy open carton full to the brim with albums, covers, packets and pages includes a Czechoslovakia
collection in two albums. £30

36       B      Ice cream tub of world (mostly Commonwealth) mint and U/M includes a few blocks and mini sheets.
Well over 1,000 stamps £40

37       A      Italy & Vatican - Part and full sheets, several dozen with 1,000’s of stamps, ideal for packet maker. Colourful
lot! £10

38       E      King George 5th Commonwealth - Hagner page with 18 different mint items all identified and catalogued.
All reasonable items nothing cat less than £3.50. Total cat £221 £38

39       A      Large red ‘Compass’ stock book with a used collection of Christmas stamp issues from various world
and mainly C/W countries. From Gibraltar to Sri Lanka. Many countries represented with more valuable
contributions from Grenada & Grenadines (cat £200+), Italy (cat £88), Liechtenstein (cat £151), Malawi
(cat £100+). Nevis, Cat £120), Niue (cat £1161), Penrhyn (cat £202), Samoa (cat £101) and Sierra
Leone (Cat £139). Many other countries also, virtually all is fine used and overall cat value is over £3,000.
Very good lot of it’s type, clean material laid out in chronological order by country / area. All different
with many sets and lots of miniature sheets too. Good lot. £270

40       A      Lindner ‘Tan’ stock book with Mint / U/M and used from Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden, many
hundreds unchecked as received £40

41       B      Medium box full of various stamps from across the globe in 11 albums and stock books, good sorting
lot worth viewing. £40

42       B      Medium box with carry handles full of 11 albums and stock books, includes GB, Commonwealth and
World material plus other pages etc. On to view £35

43       B      Medium brown carton, well filled with oddments. We note several IOM year collections / packs and 2
x £5 value mint.  Some folders of ‘Disney’ sets with miniature sheets from British West Indies. Mint GB
Machins & Regionals. A mint mainly decimal GB collection on pages etc. Well worth a look we think! £1

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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44       B      Medium cardboard filing box with lid and handles full of stamps in packets and on pages etc. Includes
much Royalty (Charles & Diana) and many hundreds of stamps to go through on pages and loose in
packets etc. £40

45       B      Medium size box with Commonwealth m & u in album including Australia Roos to 2/- u, KGV Heads
vals to 1/4 u, 1937-38 Robes to £1 u, 1940 Forces u, Bermuda KGVI vals to 5/- u, Burma, Ceylon with
m & u KGV vals to 5r, KGVI to 2r mint, Caymans, Dominica KGV mint to 5/-, Egypt m & u, South Africa
with 1977-87 selection of FDCs in album etc, condn mixed with many good to fine (100s) £50

46       A      Messy green ‘New Age’ binder with several hundred GB and mostly C/W stamps, worth viewing as
pickings here, binder is quite well filled. £20

47       B      Open carton with 7 albums or stock books plus some covers and pages etc. Includes a large Italian
collection / accumulation. £30

48       B      Plastic underbed storage box with blue plastic lid, well filled with a collectors clear-out of primarily GB
and Islands material, although there are some other C/W oddments here. Some interesting bits and
bobs, noted Machin Booklet cardboard boxes of various values, marked as to their original contents and
empty now. Various pre-decimal GB Booklets and a complete sheet of ½p Machins. Some interesting
publicity material and many envelopes with unchecked content. Well worth a look with some interesting
stuff for a GB collector wanting something a little different. £20

49       A      Red stock book with 118 Miniature sheets from around the globe all good to fine used and with much
thematic interest, noted Burkina Faso, Chad, Congo etc, colourful lot £30

50       E      Selection of used on stock cards including Germany(Berlin), Hong Kong with KGV $2, Poland opts mint,
British Guiana ships used, Nyasaland KGV 2/6 u, Denmark 1929 Cancer values used etc, condn mixed £18

51       A      Small green cover album with a few GB and mainly Commonwealth covers, many being Australia. Must
be 35+ items £8

52       B      Small Green plastic crate with balance of a collectors clear-out, includes post cards and stamps etc.
Includes an old Post Office counter ‘stamp book (empty). We noticed some mint stamps as well. Worth
a rummage! £1

53       E      Small mixed lot of Germany & Italy including Germany 1924-27 to 3m, then Italy with various “Express”
values, 1921 Victory to 25c, 1922 Mazzini’s Death all good to fine used (c20) £18

54       B      Small white box with 100+ mint and used miniature sheets, all different good variety with
Commonwealth and Foreign countries (No GB). Pickings to be had. £16

55       E      Telegrams, Four x UK (Wilkinson Cat types 9, 14, 21 and 23). 1 x Portugal (1953 usage); Sweden (1952
usage) and Belgium (1948 usage). A colourful and interesting lot for study / research, cheap reserve of
£2 an item. £11

56       B      Tesco ‘Dog Mixer’ carton with foreign material, includes some pages of Germany; A France ‘Davo’ album
with sparse content; Swedish covers pre 1950; an empty Davo printed Austria album; well filled Senator
spring back album with a reasonable collection of Romania from earlies, many hundreds and some
decent cat stuff seen. Worth a look! £30

57       E      The Encyclopaedia of British Empire Postage Stamps - Volume 5 (North America) published by Robson
Lowe. Long out of print but an excellent reference work, with dust jacket and over 1 inch thick. £10

58       A      Tidy mint & used collection in green stock book of Commonwealth “C” countries including Ceylon
1862-QEII with 1862 6d u, 1872-80 vals, 1888-90 surcharges m & u, 1899-1900 vals to 75c m, EDVII
vals to 75c m, KGV vals to 2r m or u, KGVI vals to 5r including some perfs, QEII vals to 2r m, Christmas
sets to $1 m, Cocos(keeling)Islands 1963-90 with much u/m, Cook Islands 1892, 1893-1900 vals to 6d,
1919 vals to 1/- m, 1938 set to 3/- m, then strength in Cyprus 1880-1999, GB 1d reds mint optd, EDVII
m & u, KGV m & u vals to 9pi, 1928 to 6pi m & u, KGVI vals to £1 u, 1955-60 vals to £1 m, 1966-69 to
£1 etc then a very good range of sets through to 1999 with sets to £1, much u/m, Cat £2,700+ (100s) £400

Lot  Category Description                                                                                                                                                   Reserve
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59       A      Valuable collection in green stock book with Commonwealth “B” countries including Bahamas 1863-
1967 with 1863-77 1d (wmk reversed), 1884-90 vals to 6d u, EDVII vals to 2½d u, KGV m & u vals to
1/-, 1920 set to 1/- m, KGVI m & u vals to 5/-, QEII vals to 5/- etc, Bahrain, 1933-1940s with 1933-37
vals to 1r, 1938-41 vals to 5r u, 1942-45 vals to 12a u, Barbados 1861-1960s with QV vals to 1/- u, 1892-
1903 vals to 10d m, 1905 to 2½d m, 1906 vals to 1/- m & u, 1921-24 vals to 3/- m, KGVI m & u vals to
2/6 etc, Basutoland KGVI m vals to 1/- & QEII vals to 25c m etc and Bechuanaland with various overprints
including 1888 vals to 1/- u, 1891-1904  vals to 1/- u, EDVII to 2½d m & u, KGV mint vals to 1/-, QEII
m & u vals to 1/- condn generally good to fine, Cat £3,570+ (100s) £495

60       S      West Indies current reign watermark varieties x 6 all U/M. Comprises Bahamas SG718ei and 719ei
(both Inverted Wmk), then Trinidad and Tobago SG737Ei (sideways Inverted), SG720ei (sideways
Inverted), SG717ei (inverted), and 1986 Miss World $1.65 (Inverted). Nice lot, cat £108 (5 items) plus
one unpriced by SG £20

61       B      World accumulation in large box with some Kiloware in bags including modern Japan, Ireland, Norway,
USA, some on album pages, albums with u/m Falklands, West & East Germany used in old printed album
etc, condn mixed (100s) £40

62       B      World accumulation in small red box, we note GB Pre-Decimal booklets with Wildings 10/- but mainly
Machin b/lets, 1960s-70s P/Packs, 1960s-70s World Scout issues in packets A-V including Commonwealth
etc, condn mixed but many fine (100s) £1

63       E      World mixed lot on cards mainly mint, we note France vals to 19f, Greece, Italy, Spain from 1940s-50s
etc, condn fair to fine (dozens) £18

64       A      1974 - 1981 Europa issues unmounted mint collection on printed pages in a blue 22 ring binder.
Comprehensive lot missing just one Swedish stamp to complete the album, Over 525 stamps and 19
miniature sheets ( includes rare Monaco sheets cat £497 alone). Valuable and nicely catalogued lot which
is attractively presented. £100

AAT

65       E      16 different FDC’s or postcard sets with some good thematic material here. £10

66       E      SG104/107 1994 Huskies FDC’s for each of the four Antarctic Bases with special cancels. Cat £32+ £10

67       E      SG117/121, 1997 Research Expedition set U/M x 9, cat £63 £10

68       S      SG37/52, ships set fine used, cat £22 £6

ACCESSORIES

69       E      1945 (May) The Philatelic Exporter First Edition (Vol. 1. No. 1.). It is a Trade Magazine Produced for
the International Stamp Trade. Twelve Pages with Some Light Wrinkling. Subscription was only 15 Shillings
Per Annum! Looks original. £30

70       A      A blue empty Stanley Gibbons FDC album in good condition with space for 48 covers £1

71       A      A Hinge less sleeved Davo printed album of Malta covering 1989 to 2006 in very good condition £30

72       A      A maroon 22 ring loose leaf album with interleaved pages in good condition £1

73       B      A Philatelic Library in a heavy carton with many ‘out of print’ standard reference works being one man’s
lifetime accumulation. We note The British Postage stamp of the 19th Century (Robson Lowe);
Encyclopaedia of British Empire Stamps Vol 1 Europe & Volume 3 Asia; Postage stamps of GB by J B
Seymour; Philatelic Terms illustrated; Falkland Islands ‘The Travis Franks covers; British Postmarks a history
and guide by Adcock & Holland; The Postmarks of GB  & Ireland by Alcock & holland; Handbook &
Catalogue of Canadian Transportation Marks by Shaw; Specimen Stamps & Stationery of GB by Samuel &
Huggins; Cinderella Stamps by Williams; St. Helena by Melville plus others. In all we counted 23 items
with a wealth of knowledge and information. Reserve is less than £2 a book and arguably this is the
bargain of the sale! £40

74       A      An A4 “Collectors Range” album in blue with a small quantity of empty album pages. £1

75       A      Blue ‘Lighthouse’ Royal FDC album with matching blue Lighthouse slip case. Good condition 22 ring
binder with circa 18 pages. This is a good quality album with a new cost in excess of £60 with a slipcase. £15
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76       A      Brown Lighthouse cover album in slip case with 22+ empty plastic leaves in very good condition £5

77       B      Guernsey - Wartime to 2011, 6 Boxed Lindner and Guernsey Post Office hinge-less printed albums
with slip cases. Cost a fortune new. £60

78       A      Guernsey Post Office, boxed black hinge-less printed binder with pages from 1969 - 1981 £10

79       B      Haribo box with a number of small size catalogues including GB Specialised Volume 2 (4 kings) 12th
edition and 13th edition; 1951 KGVI Stamp catalogue; GB Specialised Queen Victoria 2nd edition; Murray
Payne Commonwealth KG6 catalogue, 18th edition; Collect British Stamps 2011 and A catalogue of
Cylinder Flaws on the Commemorative stamps of King George VI - very informative item. A wealth of
information here and an instant GB philatelic book shelf for someone! £5

80       B      Isle of Man -1973 - 2002,  Three green Lindner hinge-less albums with matching slip cases. Very expensive
to purchase ‘new’. In useable condition £30

81       B      Land rover shoe box containing a pair of Stanley Gibbons ‘New Imperial’ stamp albums. Empty with all
stamps removed and in very good condition. These have red binding and are the 1988 reprinted edition.
Currently unavailable from SG who have replaced it with albums for QV, KE7 and KG5 costing a massive
£1,640 to buy new! £90

82       B      Large plastic tub with an Estate office clearance including two sets of Post Office Scales (one in brass),
antique guillotine and company embossing stamp etc. Other miscellaneous stuff. Heavy Lot, very cheap
reserve. £30

83       A      Lighthouse ‘Royal’ First Day Cover album in blue with matching slip case and 20 mostly four covers to a
page leaves. This is a very good quality album and has a high cost new. This is in good useable condition £16

84       E      Lighthouse ‘Vario’ 1 strip sheets brand new x 7 packets (of 5 sheets each). Normal retail £6.50 a
pack(£45.50) £16

85       E      Lighthouse ‘Vario’ 1 strip sheets brand new x 7 packets (of 5 sheets each). Normal retail £6.50 a
pack(£45.50) £16

86       E      Lighthouse ‘Vario’ 2 strip sheets brand new x 10 packets (of 5 sheets each). Normal retail £6.50 a
pack(£65) £26

87       A      Merlin First Day Cover album in brown, this is a ‘single’ size album with 1 FDC per page showing. Comes
with matching slip case and 30 sleeves to hold 60 covers. £1

88       E      New Royal Mail 5 Post & Go stamp album double leaves refills for use with Post & Go album x5 packs
Retail £4.99 each (R.£24.95) £10

89       E      New Royal Mail 5 Post & Go stamp album double leaves refills for use with Post & Go album x7 packs
Retail £4.99 each (R.£34.93) £12

90       E      New Royal Mail 5 Smilers blank album leaves refills x5 packs Retail £5.50 each (R.£27.50) £10

91       E      New Royal Mail 5 Smilers blank album leaves refills x6 packs Retail £5.50 each (R.£33) £12

92       A      Royal Mail Presentation pack binder with inserts, will also take FDC’s if required £1

93       A      Six empty springback albums including 2 x Simplex (one with new album pages) £1

94       A      Small ‘Merlin’ FDC album, wine red with matching slip case. 20 pages to store 40 items. Good condition £2

95       B      Specialised Machin catalogues x 4, all are loose leaf types, includes two volumes of the ‘Bookmark
Catalogue’ of decimal booklets, Stanley Gibbons Volume 4 QEII Decimal Issues catalogue (8th edition)
and the Deegam Machin handbook 2nd edition and update reports. A wealth of information for anyone
interested in these fascinating issues. £20

96       A      Stanley Gibbons Commonwealth & British Empire Part 1 2020 Edition in good condn £20

97       E      Stanley Gibbons United States Part 22 5th Edition catalogue in good condition £1

98       A      Switzerland - Boxed ‘Davo’ hinge-less album with pages complete from 1972 - 1991 £20

99       B      Underbed storage box filled with empty binders and a quantity of two to view FDC album pages. Includes
a W H Smith 22 ring album brand new with 50 quadrille leaves which is unopened and worth the
reserve alone. £4
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100     A      W.H. Smith blue 22 ring binder with ‘Stamp Album’ in gold on the front. Empty binder except for 2 black
cartridge paper face sheets. £1

101     A      WH Smith Collecting system for First Day Covers with album plus 30 empty double sided refills that
can house 120 FDCs in almost new condition £15

102     A      WH Smith Collecting system for Post Cards with album plus 25 empty double sided refills that can
house 200 Post Cards in almost new condition £15

103     E      WH Smith collecting system, stamp stock leaves refills 3x7 pack x6 packs Retail £6.50 each (R.£39) £10

104     E      WH Smith collecting system, stamp stock leaves refills 3x7 pack x6 packs Retail £6.50 each (R.£39) £10

105     E      WH Smith collecting system, stamp stock leaves refills 3x7 pack x6 packs Retail £6.50 each (R.£39) £10

106     A      WH Smith collecting system, stamp stock leaves refills housed in maroon binder (Leaves retail x3 £6.50)
there are 30 stock leaves which retails £65+) in new condition £20

ADEN

107     S      1949 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG30/31 Cat £40 £13

108     S      Mukalla - SG26/7, 1951 2/- and 5/- surcharges, top two values  mounted mint, cat £34 £7

109     S      Seiyun 1949 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG14/15 Cat £18 £6

110     S      SG16/27, 1939-1948 George VI set complete (13v) lightly mounted mint.  Cat £130 £40

111     S      Shihr & Mukalla 1949 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG14/15 Cat £18 £6

ALAND

112     E      1990’s and 2000’s U/M and booklets on dealers stock pages had been priced to sell at £133 £32

113     A      2005 - 2008, 44 different illustrated First Day Covers in small red cover album, attractive lot, cat £221+ £18

114     E      75 stamps and four miniature sheets in small glassine packet, mainly fine used on piece including many
Euro values, high cat £24

ALBANIA

115     E      Stock page containing U/M marginal blocks of 15 of both SG255 and SG258. These are the 1Fand 5F
values of the 1928 Kingdom issue both are unmounted mint. Cat £250+ £44

116     S      1925 10q. Red Fresh Unmounted Mint Block of Eight. Excellent Misperf with good colour & Variety Perf
11.5 (Usually 13.5) SG 196a cat £440+ £50

ANDORRA

117     S      1986 Animals in u/m and fine used blocks of 4 with SGF382-3, stc £90 £8

118     A      French- 1944-2009 mainly u/m collection in red stock book with most identified, we note 1975 Paintings,
1992 Discovery of USA etc just to mention a few, condn good to fine Cat £600+ (few 100) £60

119     S      Spanish - SG67 1967 Europa U/M, cat £180 £15

120     S      Spanish - SG67 1967 Europa U/M, cat £180 £15

ANGUILLA

121     S      SG130/144a, 1972 Definitive set of 16 fine used, cat £60 £15

ANTIGUA

122     E      1863-86 selection on album leaf with 1863-67 wmk Star to 6d, 1872 to 6d, 1876 to 6d mainly all used,
1884-86 mint & used vals to 4d, condn fair to fine, stc £400 (25) £80

123     S      1903-07 short set to 2/6 including lower values shades, SG31-9 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £210 £40

124     S      1921-29 short set to 33/- including shades SG62-79 fine mtd mint, Cat £240+ (17) £50
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125     E      A good to fine cds used selection on 2 album pages with 1921-29 (wmk Script CA) with shades to 2/-
plus 1932 short set to 1/-, Cat £245 (30) £48

126     E      A small mainly good to very fine cds used selection with 1908-17 to 1/- (less 6d) including shades plus
mint & used “War Tax” issues, Cat £200+ (10) £40

127     E      A small mint & used selection including 1935 S. Jubilee, 1938-51 set to £1 mint, then vals to 5/- with
extra 1/- shade etc, condn good to fine Cat £245+ (40+) £48

128     S      QV selection of seven good to fine used stamps on stock card, cat £164, the odd nibbled perf but
otherwise fine. £20

129     E      SG1014/1017, 1986 Famous Trains in full sheets of 50 U/M, Cat £375 £24

130     S      SG107/109, 1938 -48 KG6 top values 5/-, 10/- and £1 values mounted mint, cat £85 £20

131     S      SG30, 1886 1/- Mauve mint cat £160 £28

132     S      SG6, 1d dull rose with the typical irregular perfs for this issue, very good used, cat £55 £12

ARGENTINA

133     S      Buenos Aries - 1858 Paddle Steamer Five IMPERF MINT PAIRS without Gum P17-P25-P4-P7-P10.
Assumed to be Forgeries. £32

ASCENSION

134     S      SG15, 4d grey-black and black/yellow fine used with 1925 cds. Has some backing paper on reverse which
can easily be removed by soaking. Good looking stamp cat £95 £28

135     S      SG21/30, King George V, 1934 Pictorial set complete (10v) fine used most with registered oval
cancellations, cat £120 £55

136     S      SG71A, 1963 1½d Black Noddy ‘Cobalt Omitted’ variety mounted mint, comes with normal stamp for
comparison. Useful bird thematic item,  Cat £130 £42

137     E      Stock page with 25 mint stamps of the KG6 definitive issue. Basic set of 16 (the 10/- is U/M, 3d blue has
gum toning). Extra values include a ½d value that looks to be the ‘Long centre bar to E’ variety.  Cat
£350+ £50

138     E      Three Commemorative stamp WMK Varieties, namely SG295bw (crown to left wmk); SG308w Duke
of Edinburgh (Inverted WMK); SG330w x 2 Lord Reith Gutter Pair (WMK Crown to Right). All U/M £10

AUSTRALIA

139     A      1913 to 1946 Kangaroo series only, includes 1st wmk to 5/- used (5/- with missing corner) and 10/-
specimen (again missing corner).2nd wmk to 2/-, 3rd wmk to 5/-; 1929-30and 1931-46 ditto to 5/-. 1931
issue 10/- to £2 mint Specimens. Thereafter detailed studies of each value with a few examples of each
from ½d to 5/- (x4 and includes one 2nd wmk). Majority used, but also includes some perforated ‘OS’
types. There are several varieties including INV WMKS etc, A very nice lot for study and classification
and immense catalogue value. Over 250 stamps across 30 pages, a most interesting lot mixed condition
but lots of good copies amongst. £300

140     E      1913/1914 small range of 12 used ‘OS’ perforated officials. Mostly good to fine used, 5 large perforation
types ½d, 2d, 4d (with a double perforation variety) and 1/-. Smaller perf types values to 2/-. Nice lot of
these awkward stamps.at £330+ £50

141     S      1913-14 6d Kookaburra SG19, fine used £14

142     S      1926-30 4½d Violet SG103 lightly mtd mint £18

143     E      1937-49 small selection on album page, we note 1937-49 Robes 5/-, 10/- & £1 fine used and 1948-56
vals to 1/- mint (no gum)  (10) £18

144     S      1966 Specimen Set of Four Fresh Unmounted Mint - Couple Soiled Perfs. SG400s/403s, Cat £75 £40

145     A      1991-2004 fine used and cto used collection in padded printed album with 85% completeness with sets
and MSs, we note 2000-1 Views to $20, 2001 Birds, 2003 Paintings, 2004 Wildlife, 2006 Wild flowers etc
just to mention a few, condn good to fine Cat £600+ (100s) £90
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146     E      20 different Presentation Packs with good thematic content. All different £18

147     A      2004 - 2007 FDC’s in SG cover album. 87 covers clean and in good condition with values to $5 £50

148     E      2004 Smiler sheets x 7, all U/M includes ‘A Bug’s Life’, Star Trek, Golf, Pixar etc. £22

149     E      2005 Smiler Sheets x 7 U/M, includes Peanuts, Star Wars, Donal Duck, Harry Potter etc. £22

150     A      2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games, 128 different FDC for Baton relay, Opening Ceremony, Closing
Ceremony and Australian Gold Medal Winners £40

151     E      2006 Smiler sheets  x 6 U/M, includes Shrek, Star War, The Ashes and Winnie the Pooh etc, £20

152     E      2007 Landmarks Modernist Architecture IMPERFORATE smiler sheet, only 2000 produced, £15

153     E      2007 Melbourne Grand Prix Ferrari 11 years of success Smilers Sheet U/M. Just 1,000 were issued of
this £20

154     E      2007 Smiler Sheets x 7 includes Looney Tunes, Harry Potter and Disney etc. All U/M £22

155     E      2008 and 2009 Smiler Sheets x 11, all U/M, Includes Harry Potter, Grand Prix, Batman and Mickey Mouse
etc. £38

156     E      2010 Smiler Sheets x 18 U/M, includes Barbie, Tennis, Melbourne Cup, Robin Hood and Toy Story £60

157     E      33 different FDC’s. 1960’s to 1990’s, all clean unaddressed and different. £10

158     E      A mainly used selection on album page with Roos from 1920s-30s with 1/- to 5/- used, Kingsford Smiths
to 3d, Cent of Victoria 1/- and Macarthur 9d used etc, condn mixed (c35) £27

159     E      A mainly used selection on album page with Roos from 1920s-30s with 2/- SG110 and 9d SG133 (both
m/m), also KGV Heads with vals to 1/4 used (c30) £22

160     E      A.A.T small cto used collection on pages ranging from 1991-2004 including 1992 Wildlife, 1998
Transport, 2000 Penguins, 2004 Mawson Station etc, Cat £110+ (c45) £20

161     A      Blue Stanley Gibbons stock book, well filled  with circa 2,200 stamps. A few earlies but majority is decimal
and with some good coverage into modern periods with issues to 2015 and later seen. Wide variety,
with duplication to some issues notably International Post types to $10 with extras, note SG4646 x 20+
and SG4256 x 20+. Also some miniature sheets, some have been folded but stamps can be extracted.
Good lot of its type, ideal for reseller. £65

162     A      Early (states) to 1949 collection in red 22 ring binder. Values to 10/- noted. Good starter lot £10

163     E      Early used selection of values to 1920s including 1913-14 vals to 5/-, 1914-20 to 5d, 1915 6d & 1/-,
1918-23 vals etc, condn mixed Cat £420+ (32) £36

164     E      Four Smiler sheets, 2000 Stamp Expo fine used, Shane Warne U/M, 2002 Elton John U/M and 2003
Rugby World Cup U/M £12

165     E      Including AAT, Cocos and Christmas Island - Mint and U/M to a face value of $52.93 with some better
sets and values on stock page. £16

166     E      KGV 1d Head detailed study of varieties written up and described on 15 album pages, there are circa
80 items mostly used and a wealth of information for study and classification of other stamps you may
have. Covers the three different colours of this stamp and cheaply reserved we think. Will repay close
study. £70

167     E      King George V Heads, accumulation of several hundreds duplicated for study on album pages. Lots of
postmark interest and shades with  several minor positional varieties annotated in pencil. Nice lot for
continued investigations. Many different values represented with probably over 100 of the 4d value.
There will be finds here for the determined. £130

168     E      MS465, Captain Cook imperforate miniature sheet U/M x 133 copies. Cat £598 £22

169     E      Range of approx. 120 mint Postage Dues on stock sheets including some blocks and noted values to 5/-.
Laid out in broadly chronological order. Useful lot reserved at just 50p an item £60

170     S      SG149/149a, 1934 Victoria 1/- both perfs good to fine used, cat £46 £9

171     S      SG150/152 1934 Macarthur set mounted mint, cat £55 £11

172     S      SG178, 1937 £1 Robes, KG6 high value on thick paper, fine used, cat £35 £9
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173     S      SG179b (LMM) and SG181a (Fine Used), 1937 ½d and 1d George VI coil join pairs, Cat £53 £10

174     S      SG193/195, 1937 New South Wales set fine mounted mint, cat £40 £11

175     S      SG196/199 1940 Imperial Forces set lightly mounted mint, cat £50 £14

176     S      SG30 1915 second WMK 5/- Kangaroo good used, a few fluffy perfs as  often found on this issue, an
awkward stamp to locate, cat £350 £35

177     S      SG314c, 1959 5d deep blue U/M coil block of four stamps, cat £55 £14

178     S      SG382/403, 1966 - 1973 Definitives to $4 Navigator. Missing 5c (SG386c) and 4c has gum blemish.
Otherwise fine u/m. Cat £75 £9

179     S      SGO130, 2d Golden Scarlet cross gutter block of 8 stamps all U/M lightly hinged in margin and central
gutter only. ‘John Ash’ printers imprint at base, couple of wrinkles in central gutter only not affecting
stamps. Impressive looker and cats £200+ as basic stamps only (for mtd!), this format and U/M worth
a significant premium. £130

180     S      SGO51,, 1915-28 10/- grey & pink perforated ‘OS’, very fine used with crisp part Melbourne cds. Usual
fluffy perfs for this series. Nice stamp. Cat £95 £42

181     S      SGO73,  1918-1923, 4d violet perforated ‘OS’ lightly mounted mint. One blunt corner perf at lower
right, Cat £120 £32

AUSTRALIAN STATES

182     E      A good to fine mint selection of Australian States on a double sided Hagner sheet with NSW 1892-
1900s, Queensland 1890 4d, 1895-96 ½d (burele band at back) x2, 2d (SG212), 1897-1908 vals to 6d,
S. Australia 1876-1902 including SG167, Tasmania 1878-1904 with 1878 1d shades x3, 1892-99 vals to
6d, 1899-1900 vals to 3d, Victoria 1901-12 and Western Australia, Cat £500+ £75

183     S      New South Wales - 3d, 6d and 1/- Government Railway Parcel stamps, all good used, a few perf faults
but seldom seen £10

184     S      Queen Victoria Mainly Used Collection (48 Values) Inc. South Australia, NSW, Victoria, Tasmania &
Western Australia. Perf Variations Inc Blind Perfs with Shades. Mixed Condition. £60

185     S      SG037b, 1874-76 1d blue-green ‘Official’ PERF 10, with a clear ‘No Stop after S’ variety. Listed but
unpriced in SG part one cat. £46

186     S      South Australia - Early issues x 11 mostly used on stock card, mixed condition but reasonable space
fillers. 4 Chalon types and other Queens Head issues, values from 2d to 2/- and a few decent lookers.
Looks cheaply reserved. £20

187     S      South Australia, SG12, star watermark, imperforate. No margin space filler of an awkward stamp. Cat
£475 £20

188     E      Tasmania - Album page of QV Chalon types. 19 stamps of which 10 are imperforate. Values to 1/-x 2.
Mixed condition with 4 or 5 pen cancelled. High cat one identified. £30

189     S      Tasmania- 1855 2d Deep green SG15 fine used with 3¾ margins, Cat £550 £75

190     E      Victoria - Album page with 22 used stamps, 18 of which are the 1884 Stamp Duty series, all face different
between 6d and £2. These would have a very high catalogue as postally used, but we consider them to
be fiscal usage. Nevertheless an opportunity to get examples of these scarce items. £40

AUSTRIA

191     A      1850 - circa 1963 mint and used collection in a 64 page wine red Lighthouse stock book. We counted
over 1270 stamps with most issues represented and with several sets or near complete sets. There look
to be potentially some perf varieties on earlier issues. Clean lot with much to commend it. Good basis
for continuation. £120

192     E      1940’s to 1970’s U/M collection on Hagner’s. A few hundreds with better £32

193     S      1948 Costumes 2s50 Brown SG1137 in a fine u/m block of 50 with control numbers along top margin
(Cat £8.75 each) £50
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194     S      1948 Costumes with 90g, 1s and 1s70, SG1124, 1126 & 1133, all u/m, Cat £236 £25

195     S      1950 Air 5s Brown (common Buzzard) SG1219 fine cds used, Cat £160 £23

196     A      1955 to 1984 (to SG2032). All different U/M collection in tan coloured Rapide 16T stock book. Laid
out in chronological order, cat £769 £70

197     A      1955-1984 U/M ex dealer stock all identified by SG number laid out in chronological order in a blue
stock book, lightly duplicated generally up to 5 of each, over 400 different stamps, ideal for any trader,
cat £2,200+. Nice clean lot £140

198     A      1957-1979 all different U/M collection in album. Pristine condition, Cat £446 £28

199     A      1964 - 1995 Mint and more often used collection filling two thirds of a red 64 page Lighthouse stock
book. Reserve looks cheap for the quantity and variety, We counted over 900 stamps. £75

200     E      1965 - 1991 laid out in broadly chronological order on seven Hagner sheets. All U/M and all different
stamps / sets, total cat £974+ £130

201     E      1983 - 2002 U/M commemorative collection on 10 very well filled stock card sides. We estimate circa
700 different stamps and a few mini sheets as well, nice condition, cat £1,400+. A very good run through
of the period covered. £125

202     E      1984-1994 U/M commemoratives in blocks of four on 10 stock page sides. Looks pretty comprehensive
and has good run throughs. Total cat exceeds £2,400 £250

203     A      1985-1999 U/M ex dealer stock all identified by SG number laid out in chronological order, lightly
duplicated generally up to 9 of each, well over 300 different stamps,  we estimate circa 1600++ stamps
ideal for any trader. Nice clean lot, which cats £4,200+, cheap reserve on this. £280

204     A      A mint & used collection in large blue stock book from 1920s to 1990s including many commems and
defins with 1948 Costumes to 20s used, 1950 Air vals used, u/m 1990s sheetlets etc, condn mixed in
places (100s) £30

B.A.T.

205     E      2017 Year Pack as issued, contains four sets plus 1 miniature sheet, SG722 to SG740 inclusive. All U/M £28

206     E      2018 Year Pack with 6 sets including Penguins & Chicks set to £5 plus one miniature sheet. All u/m, high
cat and an awkward period to source. £44

207     E      A small u/m slightly duplicated selection on Hagner sheets ranging from 1963-1987 including 1963 to
1/-, 1973 10p to £1, 1979 Penguins just to mention a few Cat £136 (dozens) £20

208     E      Duplicated U/M stock includes 1977 Wildlife x 8 sets (cat £24 each); 1979 Penguins x 25 sets (cat £12
a set); 2006 Paintings x 10 (cat £9.50 each) and 2016 90 years of style x 7 (cat £13 each). Total Cat
£680 £85

209     E      SG123/138, 1984 Marine Life definitive set across 4 unaddressed FDC’s. Cat £32 £7

210     E      SG79/82, Whales set in U/M corner blocks of four, cat £96+ £18

B.I.O.T.

211     E      A small 1968-1990 mint, u/m and fine used selection on Hagner page including 1971 Nature Reserve,
1972 Coral, 1973 Wildlife and 1990 25th Anniversary etc, condn fine, Cat £80+ (56) £12

212     S      SG1/15 1968 Set of 15 to 10R Fine used. The 1r50 has the ‘misplaced stop after T’ variety. Total cat
£45 £10

213     S      SG11b, 1r50 mounted mint with ‘No stop after O variety’, Cat £30 £8

214     S      SG12b, 2r25 fine mint with ‘No stop after O variety’, cat £80 £18

215     S      SG13b, 3r50 fine mounted mint with ‘No stop after O variety’ cat £45 £10

216     S      SG14b, 5r mounted mint with ‘No stop after O variety’ Cat £60 £15

217     S      SG15 1968 10r fine mint with unlisted variety ‘No Stop after T’ £50

218     S      SG15a, 10r fine used with ‘No stop after B’ variety, cat £180 £40
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219     S      SG2/2a, 1968 definitive 10c in U/M marginal block of six, one stamp shows the ‘No Stop after I variety’,
cat £48+ £12

220     E      SG202/213 1997 Ships set in sheetlet of 12 x 2 U/M, cat £50 £10

BAHAMAS

221     E      1920-1966 collection on leaves, incl. 1920 Peace set mint, 1935 SJ used, 1942 Landfall set mint, 1948
Tercentenary set mint, 1948 Wedding U/M, 1964 Constitution set mint, good quality lot, Cat £381 £38

222     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG194/195 Cat £40 £13

223     S      SG144, 1935 Silver Jubilee 1/- value with unlisted and very clear variety ‘Dot below S of Bahamas’ Fine
U/M £20

224     S      SG156, 5/- lilac & blue, the 1938 Thick Paper issue. Fresh mounted mint with the  typical tropicalised
gum associated with this stamp. Cat £170 £38

225     E      SG1588/1593, 2011 Anglian Diocese set in U/M blocks of 6, cat £102 £20

226     S      SG1601/1615, 2012 Marine Life set 10c to $10 U/M, missing the 5c (SG1600) and 20c is damaged, Cat
£64+ £7

227     S      SG173S, 3/- Landfall of Columbus, Brownish-black & green shade. Fine mounted mint, cat £55 £15

228     S      SG23x, 1863 1d Rose Red, crown ‘CC’, perf 12½, watermark reversed. Fresh appearance, unused
without gum. £18

229     S      SG56, 1884 Queen Victoria 5/- sage-green, fine used with light cds postmark. Unfortunately thinned at
top on reverse, not showing on face, Cat £100 £11

230     E      SGMS1582, 2011 A Lifetime of Service miniature sheet U/M x 5, cat £80 £16

231     S      SGMS1587, 2011 Royal Wedding miniature sheet U/M x 4, cat £64 £10

232     S      SGMS1620, 2012 Flamingos miniature sheet U/M x 4, cat £72 £14

BAHRAIN

233     S      1938 KG6 definitives (Overprint on India) 3p, ½a, 1a, 2a, 3a, 3a6p and 1r mounted mint, cat £87 £10

234     E      1974 - 2009 U/M all different selection on 3 Hagner pages. All in sets or Miniature Sheet format between
SG203 and SG824. We counted 78 items, with a catalogue of £245+. Not a country often offered.
Good basis. £50

BARBADOS

235     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG265/266 Cat £17 £5

236     E      SG638ei, 1979 $10 Bird with Inverted Watermark, fine U/M, £10

BARBUDA

237     S      SG1085/1102a, 1988 Caribbean Butterflies set of 19 stamps fine used, cat £52 £12

BASUTOLAND

238     S      SG68a and 68b, 1961 R! on 10/- two different types mtd mint, Cat £90 £20

BECHUANALAND

239     S      1889 “Fourpence” on ½d Orange SG53 u/m £25

240     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, some toning, SG136/137 Cat £45 £9

241     S      SG111/114, 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, cat £38 £10

242     S      SG54, 1890 ‘Protectorate’ overprint on type 9, Ovpt. Is 15mm long, mounted mint, with a small amount
of offset black on the back from being in a printed album, which does not show at all from the front. Cat
£225, sensibly reserved. Fresh colour. £34

243     S      SG99/110, 1932 George V set complete lightly mounted mint. Cat £500 £170
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BELGIUM

244     E      100 different used / fine used stamps on stock page. Vast majority are large size £9

245     E      1961 Archbishop of Malies in complete sheets of 50 SG1784-85, Cat £290 £18

246     A      Black leaved 64 page ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with slip case (black) with a 1946 - 1957 duplicated dealers
stock. 1946 Relief fund x 21, 1948 Achel/Chevremont x 6, 1950 Memorial x 4, 1954 Beguinage x 6 (Cat
£1200+), 1946 Patriots x 9. 1955 Scientists x31, 1955 Anti-TB x 26, 1956 Anti-TB x 20, 1957 Cultural
x 35 and 1957 Patton x 34. All U/M and mostly in blocks. Total Catalogue £9,452 based on Stamps of
the World 2022 according to vendor. Detailed list with the lot. Excellent value £750

247     E      Early to modern used collection on a small quantity of album pages. Includes some Railway Parcel issues £8

248     S      Revenues - Circa 1900, Telephone stamps, 8 different values 25c to 3F75, appear to be fresh U/M. Not
seen these before and very fresh. £28

249     S      SG1439/1441, 1953 Red Cross 2F50 to 5F high value trio mounted mint, Cat £73 £8

250     E      SG4645/4654, 2015 Dinosaurs self adhesive set of 10 U/M, cat £47 £8

251     E      SGMS4672, 2016 Historic Aircraft miniature sheet U/M, cat £60 £10

252     E      SGMS4674, 2016 The Great War miniature sheet U/M, cat £48 £8

253     E      SGMS4676, 2016 Endangered Species miniature sheet fine mint, Cat £35 £8

254     E      SGMS4694, 2017 Cycling miniature sheet U/M, cat £49 but sadly has been folded horizontally. £8

255     E      SGMS4700, 2017 Marine Life miniature sheet u/M, cat £38 £8

256     E      Two glassine packets of used Railway Parcel Stamps. Possibly a few hundreds and vendor says unchecked.
Worth a look £8

BELIZE

257     E      1981 Charles & Diana, UNISSUED SHEET FORMAT - Small format consisting of 9 x 50c, 9x $1 and 9
x $1.50 . Nine stamps wide by 3 deep and would enable unique horizontal strips of 9 (3 of each value
se-tenant) to be extracted. Fine U/M and most unusual! £16

258     E      SG766/781, 1984 Marine Life set (16v) complete IMPERFORATE VERTICAL PAIRS, fine unmounted
mint. £28

BERMUDA

259     E      A mint & used collection on Hagner sheets 1883-1960s including 18833-94 vals to 1/- m, 1906-10 m &
u vals to 4d, 1910-25 vals to 1/- m, 1918-22 2/- m, 1920-21 m & u vals to 1/-, 1922-24 mint vals to 1/-,
1936-47 to 1/- m, 1938-52 to 1/- m, 1938-53 vals to 5/- including 2/- (SG116b) fine used, 1953-62 vals
to 2/6 m, 1962-68 m & u vals to £1 etc, condition fair to fine Cat £1,220+ £180

260     S      SG119b, 10/- line perf 14¼. Very lightly mounted mint, could pass as u/m to the unwary. Usual gum for
this stamp and has an ironed out vertical crease which could be missed. Interestingly, this stamp has a

spectacular void area within the crown part of the design. Cat £500 as normal. £48

261     S      SG51bf, KGV MCA wmk, 2/-purple & blue/blue with ‘Damaged leaf at bottom right’ variety mounted
mint, cat £275 £70

BRITISH GUIANA

262     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, tone spot, SG322/323 Cat £22 £4

263     E      A mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1876-79 vals to 12c u, 1888-89 Surcharges m & u,
other Ship values to 8c, 1898-99 m & u, 1913-21 vals to 12c u, 1921-27 vals to 48c, 1934 vals to 72c,
1938-52 vals to $1 m & u, 1954-63 vals to $1 etc, condn mixed in places, Cat £640+ (160+) £90

264     S      SG301/304, 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, cat £35 £10

265     S      SG318, 1950 $2  perf 12½ fine used, cat £28 £4

266     S      SG342/345a, 1954-1962 72c to $5(Both) mint except 1 x $5 is U/M, cat £160 £32
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BRITISH HONDURAS

267     E      Mint & used selection on Hagner page, we note 1872-79 1/- P.12½ used, 1888-91 vals to 20c on 6d
mint, 1891-1901 2c to 10c mint, EDVII vals to 25c m, KGV vals to 500c m & u, KGVI vals to 50c m & u
and QEII vals to $1 used etc, condn mixed in places, Cat £510+ (100+) £65

268     S      SG159, 1938 $1 fine mint, cat £55 £10

269     S      SG159, 1938 $1 lightly mounted mint, Cat £55 £11

270     S      SG160, 1938 $2 fine mint, cat £60 £12

271     S      SG187/189, 1953 50c to $2 inclusive mounted mint, cat £53 £8

BRITISH LEVANT

272     S      1911 ½d Green LEVANT Ovpt VFU with VARIETIES: (i) Missing Print Near Left Margin (ii) Left ‘½’ with
Fraction & ‘2’ Joined (iii) Broken ‘N’ of ‘LEVANT’. Tiny Thin Spot. Comes with Issued Stamp for
Comparison. SG L12var £50

BRITISH OCCUPATION OF ITALIAN COLONIES

273     S      1887/1943 Mainly Fine Mint Overprints Collection with MEF (Mixed Printers) Plus EAF & Used Inc
Levant. Little Duplication 37 Values in Total. £50

274     S      Tripolitania - 1950 second Postage Due set, SGTD6/TD10 very good to fine used, Cat £400 scarce set £160

275     E      Tripolitania - SGT1/T13, 1948 set complete (13v) mint on album page, Cat £70 £23

BRITISH P O IN EASTERN ARABIA

276     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG25/26 Cat £27 £9

BRUNEI

277     E      A small mainly mint selection on 2 Hafner pages spanning 1907-1981, we note 1907-10 vals to 8c m,
1924-37 vals to 25c m, 1947-51 vals to $1 mint with a few used throughout, 1964-72 vals to $1  including
some u/m Glazed paper issues etc, condn fair to fine Cat £330+ (90+) £45

BULGARIA

278     E      1902 Battle of Shipka Pass. Two varieties, firstly the ‘10’ Green value Marginal block of eight stamps. The
Marginal stamps x 2 are both completely imperforate between stamp and margin. Also the ‘15’ Blue
value vertical block of 16 (2 x 8). Each of the eight horizontal pairs is perforated at left, then imperforate

between and imperforate between stamp and side margin as well. Both items fine unmounted mint,
cat £288 as basic stamps. Both are good variants. £30

279     S      1932 Air set to 28L fine m/m (18L with corner crease, others fine) SG323-25, Cat £210 £13

BURMA

280     S      1937 short set to 12a SG1-12, fine mounted mint (12) £10

281     S      1937 with most values to 5r (5r slight blunt corner perf) good to fine cds used SG1-15, Cat £82 £12

282     S      1938-40 6p Bright blue SG20 in u/m blocks of 4 with 8 blocks, Cat £72 £4

283     E      Mint & used selection on Hagner pages including 1937-46 m & u vals to 2r, 1945 set to 10r m, 1947 vals
to 1r m, 1948 Anniv set to 5r m etc plus some Japanese Occupation issues, many Officials with vals to
8a m or u etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £340+ (120+) £45

BURUNDI

284     S      SG1385/1396, 1982 African Animals set to 75F fresh mounted mint, cat £1,200! £60
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C.O.G.H.

285     E      A mainly used selection on Hagner pages with some duplication and some nicer cancels seen, we note
1863-64 4d (2¾ margins), 1864-77 4d to 1/-, 1868 4d on 6d Lilac, 1871-76 1d (SG29) mint, used to
5/-, 1880s used surcharges, 1884-90 vals to 5/-, 1893-98 vals to 1/-, 1902-04 vals to 5/- etc, condn mixed
in places, Cat £1,000+ (dozens) £100

286     E      Hagner sheet containing 18 Triangles in mixed condition, half of which have 2+ margins. Includes 3 x 1/-,
3 x 6d and 7 x 4d. Huge catalogue value, but reserved at under £9 a stamp £160

287     E      Selection of 74 used Triangular types on four Hagner sheets, mixed condition varying from zero to 3
margins. 26 x 1d, 28 x 4d, 16 x 6d and 4 x 1/-. Half a dozen are three margins, many are two plus margins.
Good range of different shades and printers completely unchecked by vendor. Cat value will easily
exceed £10,000, reserved at circa £5 a stamp £375

288     S      SG20, 1864 6d bright mauve triangular stamp with three good margins. Good used with nice colour,
cancelled by the contemporary triangular obliterator (normal on these issues). Cat £550. £90

289     S      SG3, 1d brick-red, paper slightly blued, a very good used pair, virtually clear margins all round but just
touching at one corner affecting one stamp only. Light contemporary obliterator cancels to each stamp.
Very easy on the eye, cat £700+ £180

CANADA

290     S      1859 5c Beaver issue SG31 good to fine used x5 examples with 1 “Target” cancel and one part open
cds cancel etc, Cat £100 (5) £9

291     E      1864 - 1970 valuable collection on stock pages. Includes some interesting revenue issues also. Mint and
used from ‘Colony issues’ and circa 50 sideface QV issues. 1893 pair used (cat £135); Jubilee 14 stamps
to $1 used; 1898-1902 set of 11 plus extras; Extensive George V including1928-29 set used (Cat £225)
and 1930-31 top values. 1935 set used. Then run throughs of KG6 and QEII. Back of book includes 8c
blue registered stamp used and some special deliveries and postage dues. Officials include several ‘OHMS’
perfins. Finally seven stamp booklets . High cat value here with a chance of finds £340

292     S      1903-12 5c Blue/bluish SG178 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £90 £7

293     S      1916 GV IMPERF HORIZ PAIR of PROOFS 2c+1c Brown without gum. Die I NE Corner Fault
(Presumably from Where Originally Security Punched). Numbered 0063g in Pencil on Reverse. Sg238var £75

294     E      1968 Christmas booklet with two panes of 10x5c with phosphor SGSB65p (20 booklets), Cat £120 £8

295     E      1969 Christmas red booklet with two panes of 10x5c phosphor band SGSB67p  in fine condition (32
booklets), Cat £160 £10

296     A      A valuable duplicated accumulation in brown stock book with Provinces including New Brunswick,
extensive Newfoundland from 1880 to 1947 with 1897 vals to 60c, 1910 vals to 5c, 1911-16 vals to 5c,
1928-29 vals to 10c m, 1931 m & u vals to 30c, 1932-38 vals to 48c m & u, 1937 Coronation to 48c m,
1941-44 to 23c m, Nova Scotia 1860-63 vals to 10c m etc, then Canada 1873-1960s with mint QV
including 1897, KGV mint vals to 20c, 1935 S. Jubilee vals to 13c m plus a few used to 50c, KGVI mint,
condn mixed in places but many fine mint, with some even u/m, Cat £5,100+ (100s) £500

297     A      Canada Post Millennium Collection book, which contains several stamp designs (2 per page) only
otherwise available in certain Miniature Sheets. This format unique to this product and referenced in the
Stanley Gibbons sectional catalogue. Nice item with a high cost new. £30

298     E      Classics on Hagner page including 1868-90 6c (SG59 & 59b) used 15c SG61a used, 1889-97 8c (no
gum), 1893 20c(2) & 50c SG115-16 used, 1897 Jubilees mint vals to 8c, EDVII 5c & 7c(2), 1908 10c &
15c m, 1911-22 3c,7c & 20c mint and 1922-31 vals to 10c mint, condition mixed but some fine seen,
Cat £1,200+ (c27) £36

299     E      Literature - Canada’s Registry system 1827-1911 by Horace W Harrison 1971, dedicated by the author
and in good condition. Available on Amazon at £46 £10

300     E      New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island - Stock card of 24 stamps all but two are mint
/ unused. Mixed condition but look a decent enough lot, Unchecked by vendor. £30

301     E      QE2 mint sets and sheetlets on 3 album pages, includes three sheets of 12 £8
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302     A      QV to 1969 collection mint and used with $ values seen, a few hundred in two green 22 ring binders £15

303     S      REVENUES - Saskatchewan Province, 1938 law Stamps, 5c to $50 set of 11 stamps U/M. Barefoot Type
C ‘rouletted’ £36

304     S      SG133, 1897 20 cent Jubilee fine used, cat £120. One reduced perf but a way better than normal copy £20

305     S      SG140, 1897 $5 Olive-green Jubilee with light roller cancel and has a horizontal crease. Cat £700 £70

306     E      SG1762b, 1997 $8 Grizzly Bear in sheetlet of four copies U/M, cat £48 £12

307     S      SG2275/285, 1928-29 George V pictorial definitive issue, fresh mounted mint. Cat £400 £120

308     S      SG335/340, 1935 Silver Jubilee set U/M, cat £40 £10

309     S      SG355b, 1935 6c Daedalus with the ‘Moulting Wing’ variety with normal for comparison, Mounted mint.
Cat £110 £26

310     S      SG42, 1859 17c Jacques Cartier fine used, cat £95 £20

CAYMANS

311     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG129/130 Cat £24 £8

312     E      A fine mint or used collection on leaves including 1900 1d SG2/2a u, EDVII vals including 1/- m, 1908-
09 ¼d vals in mint blocks of 4, good selection of War Tax issues m & u, 1921 vals to 5/- m, 1935 to 1/-
m, etc, Cat £285 £36

313     E      Mainly mint selection on double sided Hagner with QV 1900, EDVII vals to 3d, 1912-20 to 6d, War Tax,
other KGV vals to 1/-, KGVI to 1/- and QEII vals to 1/- plus a few Omnibus sets etc, condn good to fine
Cat £350+ (100) £50

314     S      SG128a, 1946 Victory 3d orange with the listed ‘Stop after 1946’ variety mounted mint, cat £45 £10

315     E      SG132, 1949 UPU 3d in part sheet of 30 U/M, cat £75 £10

316     S      SG135/147 second George VI definitive set, lightly mounted mint, cat £85 £21

317     S      SG161a, 1959 £1 blue, fine used with double ring cds. £8

318     S      SG165/179, 1962-1964 definitive set of 15 fine used, cat £75 £18

319     S      SG284/1295, 2012 Marine Life (12v) set in U/M gutter pairs, cat £190++ £50

CEYLON

320     E      1938-1949, 40 values to 5r, mainly U/M (the 5r is fine used), includes several better perfs etc. Total cat
£336 £32

321     E      1971 Three errors - SG583a, SG585a and 586a all U/M with inverted or doubled surcharges etc. Visually
impressive. £20

322     E      A4 Stock card with 14 x George V definitive controls (between SG301 and 346). 8 are single stamps,
the others 2 or more. All mint. Had been (historically) priced at over £100. Values include 1c, 2c, 3c, 9c,
10c, 15c, 25c and 50c. £55

323     E      KG6 2c black and carmine x 112 copies on Hagner page. Virtually all good / fine used with circular
postmarks. Unchecked for the various perf types on this issue. Excellent study lot for postmarks and will
reward classification. £10

324     S      REVENUES, Ceylon Postal Commission - 1890 3c on 4c purple and 3c on 4c red, both normal and
italic letterings. Barefoot 1/4. Some faults but rarely seen or available. £14

325     S      SG146, 2c brown, watermark Crown CA lightly mounted mint, cat £80 £18

326     S      SG157 1885 5c on 48c Rose, perforation 14 mounted mint, wing margin example mounted mint. A
valuable stamp which cats £2,500. Offered ‘as is’ by vendor as we cannot guarantee the overprint,
although it looks okay. £180

327     E      SG448/465, 1958-1962 definitive set of 17 fine mint on album page, Cat £60 £10

328     S      Small brown envelope with GV to E2 Used Collection (31 Values) Inc 1935 Silver Jubilee Fine Used Set
of Four & War Purposes Contribution Stamp. Mainly Sound with Odd Fault. £15
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329     E      Small selection of 15 ‘QV Chalon’ stamps. 9 are imperfs including a 6d pair. Also has an item marked
SG37a, which cats £200 if correct (not guaranteed by us). Good value here. £50

CHINA

330     S      1950/1 $12,500 Purple VARIETY WEAK PRINT with MISSING CORNER PRINT NW. On Granite Paper
with Correct Perf 10.5 & W14 Wmk of Manchukuo (Sideways). Unused without Gum as Issued.
NE310var £150

CHRISTMAS ISLAND

331     E      1998 Marine Life sheetlet of 20; 2002 to 2005 Chinese New Year sheets of15; 2004 Underwater Life
sheetlet of 20. All U/M, cat £70+ £11

332     E      SG407/8,425/6 and  428/9. 1996 New Year, 1996 Birds and 1999 New Year all in U/M gutter strips of
10 stamps, cat £51 £10

333     E      SG412/420, 1995 Marine Life set in U/M gutter strips of 10. Cat £120 £20

COCOS (KEELING) ISLANDS

334     E      SG347/50, 1996 Quarantine Station set in U/M gutter strips of 10 stamps U/M. Cat £80+ £14

COLOMBIA

335     E      100 different used and fine used stamps on stock card. All appear to be larger size, quite a colourful lot £8

COOK ISLANDS

336     E      SG127/9 1938 wmk 4, KG6 1/- to 3/- fine mint on album page, cat £85 £30

337     S      SG41/50var. Short set to 50c, 10 values all fine used and each with ‘Brackets for ‘O’ variety in Northern’.
Not often seen individually let alone a complete set! £40

338     E      SG541/42, 19764 Bi-centenary of the American Revolution set each in a sheetlet of 5 stamps plus label
u/m, fine and rarely offered. Good Capt. Cook thematic item. Cat £70 as basic stamps only. This format
rarely offered. £12

339     E      SG713/789, 1980 Corals (1st Series) Complete u/m on Hagner sheet. Cat well over £110+ £18

340     E      Small mint selection on album page with 1944-46 to 3/-, 1949-61 to 3/- etc, condn fine Cat £157 (23) £15

341     A      Stock book with an U/M dealers stock 1970 to 2010 including better mid 1980’s sets and Mini Sheets.
Over 180 stamps and 35 miniature sheets with only modest duplication, there are plenty of different
items. Cat over £525, good lot for resale. £60

CYPRUS

342     S      1878-80 GB 1d red optd good used with 975 cancel “Limassol” SGZ29 Plate 216, Cat £300 £60

343     S      1880 selection of GB 1d reds good to fine mtd mint with Plates 201, 215-218, Cat £129 (5) £25

344     E      1880-1970s mint & used in small stock book including 1880 1d Red (Pl.215) & 2½d Rose (Pl.14 both
mint, 1894-96 vals to 2pi m & u, EDVII vals to 2pi u, KGV to 2pi u, KGVI to 45pi used plus a range of
QEII mint with a few sets and vals to £1 etc, condn fair to fine Cat £350+ (several dozens) £30

345     E      1928 50th Anniv British Rule 8 fine used values (SG123-127,129-131) on album page Cat £130 (8) £30

346     S      1928 50th Anniversary of British rule short set to 45pi SG123-31 good to fine used, Cat £170+ £35

347     S      1938-51 ¼pi Ultramarine & orange SG151 in u/m blocks of 4 with 20 blocks, Cat £140 £8

348     A      1956-2002 mint collection in album with many sets and some mini sheets, early Europa’s, values to £1
and £2, many sets in blocks of 4 which renders many u/m stc £850+  (100s) £46
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349     A      A QV to KGVI mint & used collection in red springback album including 1880 ½d with “Larnaca” pmk,
1d reds optd Pl.201, 215 & 216 used, 1881 Die I WMK CC ½p & 1p, 1882-86 vals to 12p Die I, 1882
surcharges with better good to fine used, EDVII vals to 18pi used, 1912-15 vals to 45p m (45p toned)
used to 18p, 1921-23 vals to 2¾ m and used to 4p, 1924 most vals to 45p used, 1934 set to 45p u,
1935 S. Jubilee m & u etc, Cat £2,350, (150+) £380

350     A      An untidy collection from QV to QEII mint & used, we note 1880 mint QV, 1886 ½pi on ½pi used,
1892 vals to 4pi u, EDVII vals to 18pi u, KGV vals to 45pi used etc, KGVI many vals to 90pi used, then a
range of QEII with used vals to £1 etc, condn fair to fine (few 100) £75

351     A      Mint & used collection in album including 1880 2½ rose Pl.11 & 13 u, 1882-86 Die I to 4pi u, 1894-96
to 4pi u, 1904-10 vals to 18pi u, KGV 1928 to 45pi, 1934 to 45 pi used, KGVI to £1 u, then a duplicated
range of early QEII values including some mint Europa sets etc, condition mixed Cat £1,180  (100s) £65

352     S      SG143, 1934 45pi top value fine used, cat £90 £22

353     S      SG162, 1938 90pi fine mounted mint, cat £40 £10

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

354     E      1919-1960s mint & used collection in small black stock book including, 1920 Masaryk u, 1925 1k-5k m,
then a good range of sets mint & used from 1940s to 1950s etc, condn fair to fine Cat £470+ (many
dozens) £30

355     E      Czech Republic 2010-2016  U/M issues on stock sheet. 38 stamps all cat £’s each £12

DENMARK

356     A      1851 to modern used in small album we note 1851-54 4rbs(faults), 1854-59 4sk(3), 1864-70 2sk,4sk &
16sk f/u, 1870-74 2sk(2), 4sk & 8sk(3), 1875-1903 many vals to 1913-28 many vals to 5k including 27ore
etc, 1929 Cancer research, 1930 60th B’Day to 40ore, 1934 Air, then a good range of sets and singles
to 1990, condn mixed but many fine can be had, Cat £1,300+ (100s) £80

357     A      Early to modern used collection in a 64 sided red ‘Compass’ stock book. Laid out in chronological order.
This is a nice one country lot starting with 10 x 4sk imperf,  several are four margin; 1864 perf 2sk
(faults); Extensive 1875 types with values to 100 ore, different perfs and some ‘inverted frames’ and 8
ore with no stop after Postfirm; 1924 Danish Post complete etc. Much else through to modern issues,
although quite sparse after 1990. The early issues worthy of checking with a detailed catalogue and value
to be found. Overall there are 1,730 items here of which in excess of 570 are pre 1935. Some duplication
for shades / perfs etc. but mostly different. Includes a few U/M miniature sheets. A valuable lot reserved
at under 7p a stamp £100

358     E      Mint & used selection in small stock book from 1851 to 2002, we note 1851-54 4RBSs (3) u, 1854-59
vals to 8sk u, 1864-70 vals to 16sk u, 1870-74 vals to 16sk, 1904-05 50ore & 100ore, 1913-28 vals to
10k used etc then mint with much u/m from 1984 to 2002 with many sets and singles including 1991
Posters etc, condn mixed with the earlies otherwise good to fine Cat £2,650+ (few 100) £160

359     S      MS852, 1987 Hafnia Exhibition (4th issue) Miniature Sheet U/M. Accompanied by numbered receipt /
entrance ticket to the exhibition. A rare survivor as  the ticket states ‘ Please give up this ticket at the
entrance’. Cat £38 (without the receipt etc.) £12

360     E      Railway Stamps - 52 used examples on 2 pages and 2 documents. Interesting items not often seen £16

DOMINICA

361     S      1874 1d Lilac Perf 12½ SG1 good to fine mounted mint, Cat £150 £25

362     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG112/113 Cat £25 £8

363     E      QV to QEII slightly duplicated ranges on stock pages mint and used, we note 1877-86 vals to 4d, 1903-
20 vals to 1/- mint, 1918-19 War Tax issues, 1923-33 vals to 3/- m, 1938-47 vals to 2/6 m & u, 1954-62
vals to 10c m & u etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £700+ £95
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DUTCH COLONIES

364     E      Netherlands Antilles - 75 different FDC’s 1960’s to 1980’s in packet. Clean unaddressed illustrated
covers in the main. Cat value not calculated but will add up! £24

EGYPT

365     E      1866 - circa 1935 used collection on pages removed from an Imperial printed album. 210 different
stamps with some shade variations noted. A good basis for a collection of the period, clean lot with the
majority having circular postmarks. Recommended viewing as we consider the reserve to be very cheap £40

366     E      1922-46 collection on leaves, includes 1923 King Faud defins used, 1925 Geographical Congress mint,
1926 Agricultural set mint; 1933 Railway mint, 1933 Aviation fine used, 1938 King Farouk 18th Birthday
£1 mint, Cat £780+ £80

367     A      1956 - 1972 U/M collection in blue Lighthouse stock books, with many sets and several of them in
blocks of four. Very clean lot. STC over £2,200 by vendor. £200

368     A      Duplicated U/M dealers stock, mostly 1950’s to 1970’s with many blocks of four and also miniature
sheets in quantity. Excellent stock lot for breaking and STC £5,100+ by vendor, we consider this may be
understated based on a sample check of some of the pages. Clean lot £470

ESTONIA

369     E      2008 - 2017 U/M collection on Hagner sheets, 54 stamps, 1 miniature sheet and a booklet £19

ETHIOPIA

370     E      1960’s U/M range of 19 sets on 2 Hagner sheets, STC £107 seldom seen material £12

371     E      SG323/325, 1942 Independence set U/M x 9 sets plus a very battered  FDC, which has been opened
by censor and redirected and is in poor condition. Total Cat £88 £8

FALKLAND DEPS

372     E      1944-49 complete coverage of KG6 period both mint and fine used. SGA1/D8 plus SGG1/G24, also
has a shade variety of the maps set 6d. Total cat is £461 according to vendor, laid out on album pages. £90

373     E      SG26/26a, ½d De La Rue printing  U/M marginal block of 12 from top right corner of sheet, together
with a matching block of the same stamp Waterlow Printing for comparison. Cat £120+ £20

374     E      SG26/26a, stock card with 41 x U/M copies of both the Waterlow and DLR printing of the ½d stamp.
Includes some blocks, total cat £451, very cheap reserve £34

375     S      SGA1/D8, , 1944-1945 set of 32 a mix of mint and some U/M, Cat £88 £20

376     S      SGG2/G2var, 1d Thick map value, lower marginal pair, showing part marginal inscription. hand stamp

has a broken Antarctic Circle 80 degree line above the d of 1d. In pair with normal and a fine reference
piece. Unlisted but every bit as spectacular as the ‘Gap in 80th parallel listed variety, which this is not.
Worth checking if other examples exist! £50

377     S      SGG26/G38, 1954-62 definitive short set (13v) to 5/- all fine used, Cat £85 £14

378     E      Two album pages  with issues 1953 - 56  (SGG25 to G41 inclusive) also 2 sets from Falklands. Look to
be first hinge and in nice condition. Cat over £200 and includes the 15 value ships set. Clean lot £38

FALKLAND ISLANDS

379     E      1918 - 1920 ‘War Stamp Overprinted issues on two pages, all but three stamps are mint. Includes ½d
x 21, 1d x 11 and 1/- x 4 (these all mint). Ideal for study / classification. £30

380     A      1970 - circa 1997 U/M and used collection in two green Wessex Paragon stock books. A few hundred
stamps laid out in chronological order and with some good run throughs although not complete for the
period. Many sets included with some nicely used sets also. Several hundreds and a good basis for
continuation. £50
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381     S      1974 Battle of the Falkland Islands, 2p, 6p and 16p values all U/M with inverted watermarks. £20

382     A      1978 - 2003 Booklets collection with 1978-82 Mail Ships (4); 1985 & 1988 Insects (3), 1990 Cape Horn
Ships local and airmail books, 1998 Rare Visiting Birds (2 diff) and 2003 Rockhopper Penguins. All books
mint and also fine used with FDI cancels. Also a few extra booklets of some plus a few stamps from
different printings with descriptions  . Very nice lot and a chance to get all booklets together.
Recommended viewing £70

383     E      2017 Year Pack in envelope complete as supplied by the Falklands Post Office £35

384     E      2018 Year Pack in envelope complete as supplied by the Falklands Post Office £40

385     A      Nice condition expensive Red Safe FDC album with a collection of 22 mainly Buckingham Covers
commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Falklands War. Includes covers signed by Rex Hunt and
Baron Parkinson. Nice lot which would have been expensive to acquire new. The album easily worth
£20 empty as well. £40

386     E      Qv to QEII mint & used selection on stock pages including 1891-1902 vals to 4d m, 1912-20 vals to 6d
m, other KGV vals to 8d m, KGVI vals to 1/- m plus a few odd used scattered, QEII vals to 1/3 m, 1963
Red X m, FFH etc also u/m commems to 1990. Dependencies KGVI sets to 1/- mint etc, condn generally
good to fine Cat £750+ (few 100s) £100

387     S      SG139/142, 1935 Silver Jubilee set mounted mint, cat £50 £16

388     S      SG160, 1938 2/6d Penguins fine mtd mint, Cat £60 £12

389     S      SG160, 2/6d slate (Penguins) mounted mint, cat £60 £18

390     S      SG172/182, 1952 Second KG6 definitive short set to 2/6d U/M, cat £11 £16

391     E      SG232/245, Hagner page with 1968 Flowers definitive set of 14 . All U/M except £1 value which is
Mounted. Cat £65 of which the £1 value is £12 £14

392     E      SG276/288 1972 Decimal currency definitive set of 13 v, in corner marginal plate blocks of four u/m.
Cat £168 basic, undoubtedly a premium rating in this format! £60

393     S      SG42, Queen Victoria, 5/- red, fresh lightly mounted mint - nice stamp, cat £250 £85

FAROE ISLANDS

394     A      1987 Year Book complete with all stamps U/M £8

395     E      2012 sets x 5 U/M with good thematic content, cat £97 £16

396     E      An u/m collection of almost complete ranges from 1975-1991 with 1 miniature sheet and sets, nice lot
Cat £440+ (few 100) £32

397     A      Large green stock book of u/m ranges from 1991 to 2009 with many sets including many useful booklets,
high catalogue value (few 100s) £100

FIJI

398     S      1872 2c on Penny x2 shades and 6c on 3d Yellow green SG13-a and 14 unused and used small faults,
Cat £250+ (4) £20

399     A      1876-QEII selection of mint & used in blue stock book including 1878-99 vals to 4d, 1903 vals to 1/-,
1906-12 vals to 1/-, 1912-23 vals to 5/-, 1922-27 vals to 5d, 1938-55 vals to 5/- including some better
perfs, 1954-59 vals to 5/-, 1959-63 vals to £1, 1962-67 6d-£1 mint, 1960s omnibus issues etc, condn
good to fine Cat £760+ (few 100) £100

400     S      1891 2½d on 2d Green Type II, SG71 fine used, Cat £170 £45

401     S      1912-23 1/- x4 backs, SG134-c, good to fine cds used, Cat £110 £20

402     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG270/271 Cat £14 £4

403     E      A fine cto used collection on Hagner pages etc from 1987 to 2015 with at least 85% complete with
sets and miniature sheets and some sheetlets, clean lot and would fill many gaps, Cat £1,480+ (100s) £290

404     E      Between SG249 and 266b, KG6 mint or used across four album pages with values to £1. Cat £175 £34
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405     E      Duplicated  stock of Mint (some U/M) and used QE2 material on 4 Hagner sides with several sets and
values to 4/- seen. A few hundred £16

406     E      SG253, 1938 2d Die 1, a fine lower marginal mint block of eight stamps (2 x4) displaying full marginal
imprint and both vignette and centre plate numbers. A scarce piece (stamps cat £40 each) although
somewhat toned, but impressive facially. Total cat £320+ as basic stamps and this is a premium multiple.
Comes on a Murray Payne card indicating a historic purchase price of £180 £50

407     S      SGF242/245, 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, cat £35 £10

FINLAND

408     S      Small fine used selection on card including 1930 Red X SG278-80 and 1931 Red X SG282-4, Cat £135 £12

FIUME

409     S      SG1/20 (less 6), 1918 Overprint on Hungary set to 10k, (less 1 x 10F), heavily mounted mint but could
possibly be improved with some careful TLC,  cat £1,000++ £80

FRANCE

410     E      15 different Red Cross booklets issued between 1964 and 1982 with U/M blocks of four stamps in each £24

411     S      1870 1c Green and 2c Brown SG185 & 187 both good to fine m/m, Cat £345 £36

412     S      1871/81 Five Mint (4 x Imperfs - Three to Four Margins; 1 x Perf) All Affixed to Carte Postales Plus 1
x Carte Postale Unused. Six Items. All Fine & Fresh with Pencil Notations Reverse.sg 16-20-30-40-49
cat £560+ (2005) £120

413     E      1949 U/M sets x 6 including Views (less 1068b), cat £73 £11

414     S      1949 Views 100F, 200F and 300F U/M, cat £55+ £8

415     E      1953 - 1979 and later Red Cross Booklets x 43 in packet, good cat value £80

416     A      1956 to 1969 mint and used collection in small ‘Byron’ spring back album. Good lot with many different
sets etc. Over 90 pages with in excess of 600 stamps includes several National Relief Fund and Red
Cross sets (several of these are mint) and also Airs used. Cat value likely to be in the region of £800++ £55

417     B      1962, 1963 and 1964 collection in three large binders some duplication / blocks, mint and used plus
several FDC’s and commercial covers. A quite extensive lot £30

418     A      1978 - 1981 U/M collection in binder on ‘Safe’ Dual Hinge-less pages, possibly complete for period
covered, cat £481 £36

419     E      1980’s and 1990’s, 18 different booklets with sets in strips, blocks of 10 etc. Uncat but reserve looks
very reasonable. Worth viewing £30

420     A      1985-2004 Booklet collection in album, cat £1045 £95

421     E      1994-1995 six different booklets mint includes Entertainers, Red Cross and Stamp Day, cat £119 £16

422     E      20 very well filled Hagner sheets with a modestly duplicated range of fine used issues with several blocks
of four. 1985 to 1999 period. Includes some booklet issues. Good lot will fill gaps and all looks to be
circular postmarks. Must be 1000+ stamps here. Ideal for collector or dealer alike. High cat and cheap
reserve. £36

423     E      A 1936 selection of mainly good to fine used on Hagner page, we note sets including Nansen, Air to
10f, Paris Exhibition etc (29) £27

424     A      A mint and mainly used collection in large stock book from early imperfs, then a good cross section of
1920s, 30s and 40s etc, then many defins and commems to modern, we note many Art and Red X
issues etc plus a few colonies, condition mixed (100s) £50

425     A      A modern used and u/m collection in large red stock book with many u/m MSs, booklets plus commems
m & u ranging from 1997 to 2007 etc with many useful, good lot with high catalogue value, condn fair
to fine (100s) £40
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426     A      A used collection in brown stock book from imperfs, a few Air vals to 3f, then many pictorials and
definitive issues with vals to 5f, many vals to 2002 and beyond, condn mixed (100s) £20

427     E      An u/m selection on stock pages from 1976-1994 ranges with many Red X sets and some booklets
plus better later sets, we note 1990 Singers, 1992 Composers and 1994 Entertainers etc, Cat £320+
(dozens) £20

428     A      Early to 2009 with many vals to 5f, 10f and 20f etc with many definitives and commems with Art Red
X, Fund issues etc housed in large album, high catalogue value, condition mixed in places (100s) £40

429     A      Empire’ issues to circa 1939 in Blue ‘Abria’ stock book. A used accumulation of a few hundred stamps.
Napoleon types perf and imperf including a very poor space filler 5F (Cat £1,200); Peace and Commerce
types duplicated with values to 5F; Merson types to 5F; Sowers etc. and a smattering of later issues.
Close inspection will surely reward. Many different stamps to sort through and worth reserve for the
space filler. £40

430     A      Euro period U/M collection in black four ring binder. Includes a few miniature sheets as well, cat £425,
awkward period to source. £55

431     A      Large Chinese stock book with mint many u/m & used issues spanning 1998-2005 with many sets and
sheetlets plus a few booklets plus used duplicates towards the back of the book (100s) £35

432     A      Maroon ‘Lighthouse’ black leaved stock book with slipcase with a mint (90%+ is U/M) 1926 to 1970
collection. Strength in issues to 1960,  and includes many blocks of four in the 1930’s, several being
Corner Dated blocks which are priced in Yvert catalogue. Several Air stamp issues and Relief Fund sets
including 1952 (x2)and 1954. A small amount of duplication but good ranges here. Condition is generally
good with many better to be extracted. Cat value exceeds £5,000 according to vendor and a good
chunk of that is prior to 1939 which is for mounted stamps, much of this is U/M and worth more. Plenty
of upside potential. Nice lot £550

433     A      Old stock book of French origin containing a selection of U/M ‘dated’ corner blocks of four. We note
1940 ‘Mercury’ types x 19; Sowers without ground x 9; 1932-1939 Peace types x 25; Marshall Petain x
16; There are well over 100 other blocks, all in good condition, time with a specialised catalogue that
lists the dated blocks will repay. Reserved at under £1 a block which seems very reasonable. £160

434     E      Packet of mostly 1990’s and later used blocks and booklet stamps and miniature sheets, some duplication
but a nice clean lot of reasonable catalogue value (not calculated). Includes a few Euro values. Over 40
items plus a few loose / part blocks not counted. Wil be ideal for collector or reseller. Worth a look. £36

435     S      SG114/1116 and 1118, 1951 National Relief Fund 8f, 10f, 12f and 30f all fine used with circular postmarks.
Cat £51 £8

436     S      SG307 2f Lilac and buff ‘Merson’ type very good used with circular cancellation. Cat £110 £18

437     E      SG388/394, 1924 War Orphans short set of 7 values to 25c on 1f + 1f, all fine unmounted mint. Cat
£97 as mounted. Very fresh. £26

438     S      SG463, 1928 Sinking Fund fresh mounted mint, cat £200 £36

439     S      SG493, 1931 Sinking Fund fine used, cat £200 £40

440     S      SG532/3, 1935 Unemployed Intellectuals set M/M, cat £78 £10

441     E      SGD797, 1943 20f bistre postage due top value x 100 good to fine used copies, cat £425 £8

442     E      Small m & u selection on 2 album pages with P & C 3c, 5c, 10c, 35c, 75c & 2f u, then Sowers mint or
used vals to 1f including 10c green in Pl. Block of 10 mint plus other values to 1f m & 1f05 u etc, 1920s
2f Merson m etc, condn.. fair to fine Cat £350+ (dozens) £15

FRENCH COLONIES

443     A      A mint & used duplicated selection in large “Briefmarken” stock book countries including Guadeloupe,
Upper Volta, Indo China with Air vals to $2, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Martinique, Monaco and Caledonian
etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £20

444     S      Cameroun, SG184 & 186, 1940 War Relief Fund two of the three values, 1F25 + 2F and 2F + 5F both
fine c.t.o. used, cat £91 £16
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445     S      French Ant. Terrs - 1965 I.T.U. 30F U/M, cat £225, scarce stamp £30

446     S      French Ant. Terrs - SG 23 & 35, 1960 Kerguelen 25f and 1963 Crozet 5f Fine used on commercial cover.
Sellotape mark at top and filing crease on cover to New Zealand. Stamps cat £140 as used £30

447     S      French Ant. Terrs - SG14, 1956 25f Fur Seal U/M, cat £150 £30

448     E      French Ant. Terrs - SG16 & 19/21 1956 Penguins 50F plus 1957 Geophysical set all fine used on 1959
typed address cover to Portsmouth, England, Cat £120+ as used stamps £24

449     S      French Ant. Terrs - SG23, 1960 Kerguelen 25F U/M, cat £43 £10

450     E      French Antarctic Terrs. - 2022 U/M issues, 6 stamps and 6 miniature sheets, not catalogued yet! £12

451     E      French Congo - 1900-1904 short set to 2F (missing 50c value), 13 values, most are lightly mtd mint, 
cat £162 £30

452     S      French P.O. in China - SGD23a, 1901 5c pale blue Postage Due with surcharge doubled, mounted mint,
thinned at left. Fresh appearance, cat £275 £24

453     S      French Polynesia - SG142/44 1971 World Water Ski Championships U/M set, cat £40 £10

454     S      French Polynesia - SG170, 1973 Pierre Loti U/M cat £60 £10

455     S      French Southern & Antarctic Terr.- 1965 50f Air Discovery of Adelie land, 1840, SG38 fine u/m. 
Cat £140 £28

GAMBIA

456     E      A small clean mint & used selection on stock page including 1886-93 vals to 1/-, 1898-1902 vals to 4d,
1902-05 to 6d m, 1912-22 vals to 1/- m, 1922-29 to 1/- m, KGVI vals to 2/6 m, plus a few used scattered
and 1966 set to £1 u/m etc, Cat £490+ (c110) £75

457     E      SG650/657, 1986 Mercedes Benz car set in full sheets of 50 U/M, cat £200 £16

GB QV LINE ENGRAVED

458     S      1840 2d Deep Full Blue Shade (SK) Pl.1 1844-Type Pmk. ‘S’ Square Touching with Huge Margin Right
Showing Adjacent ‘SL’. Red Circular Authentication Mark Reverse. Some Shallow Thinning. SG 4/6i Cat
From £2000 £240

459     S      1840 Penny Black (CL), very good used with red Maltese cross cancel. Almost four margins, just touching
at base. £60

460     S      1841 1d Red & 2d Blue (Pl.4) on Thicker Lavender Tinted Papers (BC & KI) Three to Four Margins with
2d small thin.  SG Spec (1d) B1l cat from £275 & (2d) ES16 cat from £1800. Total cat £2075+ £95

461     S      1841 2d BLUE MINT SHADE (GD) Pl.4 Three margins cut into at left, Showing VARIETY Break Above
‘N’ of ‘PENCE’ with Some Over inking NE Star & Near ‘E’ of ‘POSTAGE’. Adjacent Stamp ‘GC’ Showing
Left Margin. SG 13/15 Cat £5000 as Cheapest Shade without Printing Varieties. £400

462     S      1841 2d Blue Pl.4 Block of Four MK-NL Three margins only cut into at top. Oily Cancel Showing Reverse
with faults. SG 14 cat £1300 + with Shifted Transfers (upper) MK & NK Spec Es14e £80

463     S      1841 2d Blue Plate 3 Very Unusual Stamp with Added Colour to Appearing as 1840 2d Blue. Four Clear
Margins Lettered ‘TL’ with Excellent Original Colour & Complete Maltese Cross. Sg13/15var. £80

464     S      1841 2d Violet-Blue Pl. 4 Horiz Pair on THIN LAVENDER TINTED PAPER CC-GD (Re-entry Showing
‘C’ as ‘G’). Gibbons Spec ES17 Early Stage cat £800 as Two Singles. Scarce in Multiples Albeit with Lesser
Margins & 3.5mm Scissor Cut SE ‘C’ Square. £80

465     S      1841 BLUE CANCELS Pair : 1d Red (Pl.81) & 2d Blue (Pl.4). Both Three Margin Used Examples. QV
Spec (i) B1xb & (ii) E1(2)wb Cat. £1250.00 £120

466     S      1855 (June) 1d RED-BROWN Fresh Mint Large Crown T1, Die II, Alpha II, Blued Paper, Perf 14 Lettered
‘TH’. Original Dried Gum with Hinge Remain. QV Spec C6(1) Cat. £525 £160

467     S      1857 (March) 1d Pale Red VFU on Yellowish/Cream Ppr (Die II Alpha III LCI P14). Pencil Notation on
Reverse by LE Specialist. QV Spec SG C9(3) cat £70 (2015) £24
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468     S      1857/77 QV FIVE FISCAL IMPRIMATURS All without Gum as Issued. All Fine and Mostly Plated &
Dated on Reverse in Pencil. A Scarce Lot. SG Cat £935 £350

469     S      1858/1876 2d Blue Shade Mint Plates Selection from 9 to 15 Including Plate 12 & Re-entries. Lettered:
AG (9), CK(15), DA(15), ED(14), TL(13), SC(13), OD(15), KC(12), JK(9) Re-entries: DA, ED, OD. SG
45/47 Cat £6500+ £1,950

470     S      1860 1d Inland Revenue Postal Fiscal Provisional Issue. Fresh Colours - Small Fault at Top. GENUINE
OVERPRINT. SG F8 & QV Spec L108 Cat £950 £150

471     S      1861 3d EXPERIMENTAL ESSAY of HEAD of KING of PORTUGAL MARGINAL IMPERFORATED
PAIR by De La Rue on ungummed paper. Excellent Original Indian Red Shade. Scarce in Marginal
Multiples. £475

472     S      1861 Experimental Engraving Corner Letters (MH) Mint 1d Rose-red Plate 51 Die II, Alpha IV, LC II, Perf
14 - Wonderfully fresh with original notation reverse reference ‘1 June 1864’ QV Specialised C12 (3)
£275 (2015) £75

473     S      1864/79 1d Plate 124 Block of Four (SH-TI) UM-MM + Selvedge with Deckled Edge Showing ‘(H)AND
SIDE of the Letter. In Wetting’. Perfs Fully Intact with Usual Crackly Original Brownish Gum. Pencil
Notation Reverse in Margin. Cat £168 for MOUNTED SINGLES WITHOUT SELVEDGED
INSCRIPTION £120

474     S      1864/79 1d Plate 187 Block of Four (HA-IB) UM x 1 and MM x 3. Selvedge showing ‘(HA)ND SIDE of
the Letter. In Wetting the’. Usual crackly gum with 187 pencil notation in margin. SG 43/44 Cat £280++ £140

475     S      1864/79 1d Plate 96 1d Rose-red Shade Unmounted Mint Larger Block of Six with Usual Gum
Wrinkling & Some Localised Tone Spots SG 43/44 Cat £390 as MOUNTED SINGLES £195

476     S      1864/79 Penny Plate 149 Mint with VERY WEAK PRINT VARIETY Lettered AI. Comes with Used 149
for Comparison. sg 43/44 cat £60 without Variety Printing £80

477     S      1864/79 Used Penny Plates Almost Complete (Less 14 Values) Mainly Fine with Some Faults - Many
with Pencil Notations on Reverse. 138 Values in Total. SG 43/44 £120

478     S      1864-79 1d Red Plate 157 fine m/m with usual gum wrinkling, centred upwards and to right, Cat £70 £8

479     S      1870 ½d Bantam Plate 10 Tied Original Piece with Nice Edinburgh 1878 Thimble CDS & Numeral Plus
Scarce Bo’ness (Borrowstounness) Thimble. SG 48/49 £12

480     S      1879 Large Original Piece Tied LE & SP Multiples: 2 x Line-Engraved (1d Lake-red Pl.206 & 1½d Pl.3)
Plus 3 x Surface-printed 2½d Rosy Mauve Pl.14. An Excellent Combination of Different Printings &
Colours. London & Calais (Red) CDSs. Small Fault Middle 2½d. SG 44/51/141 Cat £340+ off Cover  £75

481     S      QV Line-engraved Penny Plates Selection All with readable CDS cancels on original pieces, with stamps
tied by numeral parts of duplex cancellations. Pieces Inc ‘Too Late London’ Plates 73-87-95-104-125-
127-147-159-160 (w/ Bantam Pl.6)-170-176-186. Average to Fine. SG Cat £70 £35

482     S      QV Line-engraved Penny Star Shades Selection All with duplex postmarks with CDS on piece and with
numerals cancelling stamps). Tied Original Pieces Inc SG 36 (Hereford) DEEP Rose-red Shade & ‘Posted
Since - Last Night’ Edinburgh Cancel. Eight Values. SG 36/41 Minimum SG Cat £325 off Cover £95

483     S      SG14e, 1841 2d Blue cut square on small part envelope with a tidy ‘full’ black Maltese Cross cancel. 2 -
3 margin stamp only, but nice deep shade and good example of the postmark for this issue, which is
surprisingly difficult with MX, cat £275. £25

484     S      SG19 2d deep blue, Small Crown WMK, Perf 16, fine mounted mint. As often for early line engraved
issues, the stamp is mis-perforated and centered high and right. Very fresh and cat £4,700 £375

485     S      SG2, 1d Black (FL) four margins, close but clear at left with a most attractive crisp red Maltese Cross
cancellation. Very nice stamp. £100

486     S      SG2, Penny Black, Plate 2 (LD). A fine used four margin copy with a tidy red Maltese Cross. Three very
good margins, close but clear at ‘D’ square. Nice stamp! £140

487     S      SG3, Penny Grey-black, Plate 1a (QH), A very nice looking four good margin example mounted mint.
Scarce item, cats £18,500 (as plate 1a) and has the benefit of a Brandon certificate of genuiness. In our
opinion a very reasonable reserve. £3,000
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488     S      SG43, Plate 170, U/M marginal block of four stamps (GK/HL). Very fresh and good centering for this
issue. A little gum crazing as to be expected with the original gum as it shrinks over time, that said much
better than usual. Excellent multiple. The catalogue prices for these issues are for mounted, this U/M
block will command a good premium to that. £100

489     S      SG49 (OP), Plate 6, very fresh lightly mounted  mint, possibly u/m, has a little of the gum crazing
associated with these early issues. Nice example, cat £120 £18

490     S      SG5, 1840 2d blue imperforate (PK), Plate 1, An attractive 4margin stamp with a crisp red Maltese Cross.
Has  a possible thin / repair behind upper right hand corner square, completely undetectable on the
front. Looks really good, reserve reflects the possible defect, without which it would be double this, Cat
£950 £175

491     S      SG9, 1d pale red-brown (worn plates), mint pair (AI/AJ), both stamps 3+ margins cut into at base, Cat
£1,350+, cheap reserve £70

GB QV EMBOSSED

492     S      1854 1s Green Embossed Die W.W.2 with 3-4 Margins & SCARCE ARGYLE STREET BOXED CANCEL.
Nice colour. Old Style Hinge Remains on Reverse with silk thread fault. SG 55 Cat. £1000 £88

GB QV SURFACE PRINTED

493     S      1867 9d Straw Pl.4 Lettered ‘HL’ with Unusual Pen Cancel. Good Colour with Small Pencil Notation &
Little Paper Adherence Reverse. A couple of toned /discoloured perf tips. SG 110 £120

494     S      1877 4d Sage-green Pl. 15 INVERTED WMK Very Fresh Lightly Mounted Mint. A couple of reduced
perfs and we consider regummed. SG153Wi Cat £3000 £750

495     S      1880 2½d Blue Pl.19 (DG) Variety Blind Perf at Right. Very Fresh with Superb Original Colour. Small
Brownish Gum Remnants Reverse . SG 142 Cat £575 (Without Variety) £195

496     S      1880 Provisional Issue 1d in GREENISH SHADE ‘GF’ on CROWN WATERMARKED WHITE PAPER.
Obliterated with a ‘383’ Numeral of Hull. Some Light Toning & Small Shallow Thin. Origin Unknown.
SG166var £175

497     S      1882 4d Grey-brown Pl.17 Vertical Pair Tied Original Piece with Complete Stockport CDS & Numeral.
SG 160 Cat £160 £40

498     S      1884 £1 Brown-lilac Early Used Colchester CDS 6 Aug 1884 also with a heavy GPO Oval. Hinge remains
with stains from oily cancel showing on reverse. SG185 Cat £3000 £425

499     S      1887 1s Jubilee Deep Dull Green Shade VLMM UNLISTED VARIETY DOUBLE FRAME LINE AT LEFT
Similar to the listed 2d Jubilee SG Spec K30b. Imperceptibly Mounted Mint with Some Light Original
Gum Wrinkles. Note: Gibbons Lists Only Inverted Wmk Variety for this Issue. SG 211var. The forgoing
information supplied by vendor and not checked by us for either shade or variety. £750

500     S      1887 2d Jubilee Variety ‘Double Frame Line at Left’ Affecting Two Stamps in Positional Marginal Corner
Block Four. SE Stamp Very Lightly Mounted with the Other Three Unmounted. Toned Gum with Hinging
in Margin. Marginal Setting 3. SG Spec K30b £495

501     S      1887 3d Jubilee Used Pair (One Perfinned Little Wrinkling) with Varieties: (i) Broken Frame at Top & (ii)
Broken Top Centre Ornament. QV Specialised K32ea Various Frame Damage from £60 with Broken
Ornament NOT LISTED. £50

502     S      1887 4d Jubilee BOARD OF TRADE Perfinned SCARCE USED. Perfins Checked and Appear Genuine
with Top Right of Perfinned ‘T’ Missing as Seen Previous.  Some Original Paper Adherence Reverse at
Base. Tiny Soiling Reverse. £50

503     S      1887 6d Jubilee IMPRIMATUR Four Margins UM with Vertical Fold. From Imperforate Spare Registration
Sheet Plate 5 with ‘5’ pencil notation on reverse. Cat £900 AS MOUNTED £195

504     E      1887-1900 Jubilee issue x 9 values on album sheet. 2d, 2½d, 3d, 4d, 5d, 9d, 10d and both different 1/-
values.  All are selected very good to fine used cds copies and in the correct colours - the 1/- green is
an exceptionally fine example. Cat £371, this is premium material and we consider excellent value at
the reserve compared to what you will find elsewhere. Good quality lot! £80
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505     E      1887-1900 Jubilee set of 14 values on album page good to fine used, all with circular postmarks and all
with decent colours for these. Cat £380 and a very good ‘set offering’ for this issue. The 2d, 4d, 10d and
1/- green are all very fine used copies and several other values are very good also. Not a bad stamp in
this set. £44

506     S      1890 Jubilee 3d on ORANGE PAPER Lightly Mounted Mint with Horizontal Gum Fold. Comes with 3d
Mint on Yellow Paper for Comparison. SG 202/204 Cat £825 £150

507     S      1891 £1 Green Fine Used Variety Frame Unbroken JC (Plate 3) Excellent Colour with One Shortish
Perf. SG 212var. QV Specialised KA17aa cat £1650. £450

508     S      1896 1d Lilac ARMY OFFICIAL SCARCE USED BLOCK OF TWELVE with Multiple Edinburgh Double-
lined Cancels. One stamp reinforced into block with minor faults. Stamp at upper right damaged. SGO43 £40

509     E      2½d Rosy-Mauve used copies on album page, Anchor WMK plates 1 and 2, Orbs WMK, plates 4 to 16
inclusive. 13 stamps in all, all look sound copies with mostly part duplex cancels. Vendor says cat £1,175. £44

510     S      QV Surface Printed on Ten Original Pieces (All Multiples) Inc: 1½d/1s Green Jubilees Tied London Chief
Office Cancels, SG 165/166 Tied Dublin Cancels, Jubilee ½d Vermilion Strip of Five & Limerick Skeleton
Pair. Average to Fine   £50

511     S      SG103, 1867 3d Rose plate 4 good to  fine used, Cat £300, vendor says possibly inverted wmk, we have
not checked. £30

512     S      SG120, 2/- Pale Blue (MJ), good used example, cat £275 £25

513     S      SG126 5/- rose (AA) Plate 2, good used with a tidy ‘99’ duplex cancel plus part cds. Good perfs and
very clean on reverse, a most presentable example,, cat £1,500 (plate 2). £200

514     S      SG129, 1878 £1 brown-lilac plate 1 (HI) with Maltese Cross watermark. Excellent colour and perfs,
centered to right with a lovely crisp ‘Glasgow’ 1882 cds cancellation. A very fine example of this stamp
with strong visual appeal. Cat £4,500. £1,400

515     S      SG144 (NK), 3d pale rose, plate 17, fresh mounted mint, cat £525 £70

516     S      SG156 1876 8d Orange (NH), fresh mounted mint and if we were being harsh centered fractionally
low. Good colour and perforations, Cat £1,850, Reserve looks very cheap £275

517     S      SG156, 8d orange, garter wmk, sound to good used with duplex cancel, cat £350. £30

518     S      SG160, 4d grey-brown (AC), Plate 17 lightly mounted mint. Cat £450 £60

519     S      SG162, 6d on 6d (AJ), mounted mint. Very good colour for this stamp. Cat £675 £75

520     S      SG171, 1d pale lilac 14 Dots, fresh mounted mint example, an awkward stamp. Cat £225 £40

521     S      SG178, 2/6d Lilac, good used with hexagonal postmark, Cat £160 £24

522     S      SG180, 1883 5/- rose, good to fine used, a couple of fractionally reduced perfs at top, Cat £250 £34

523     S      SG183 (KH), 1883 10/- Ultramarine good used with parts of two registered oval postmarks. Cat £525 £85

524     S      SG183, 1883 10/- Ultramarine very good used, cat £525 £50

525     S      sg183A, 1883-4 10/- Pale Ultramarine (HF), mounted mint. Two vertical creases not overly obvious from
the front, remains an attractive stamp. Good colour, centering and perfs. Cat £2,500 and sensibly reserved £250

526     S      SG207, 5d dull purple & blue DUTY PLATE 1 (specialised SPEC K35) quite lightly mounted mint. Cat
£800 £275

527     S      SG84, 6d emblems wmk, very nicely used with a superb ‘242’ Derby numeral postmark. Nice example
cat £130 £22

GB POSTAL HISTORY

528     S      1812 (November) Wrapper to Rugby Warwick’s. Mileage Mark Only. Very Clean with Bishop Mark
Reverse. Small Hole to Front. £10

529     S      1813 (Nov 5th) Wrapper to Bloomsbury London with Faint Canterbury Straight-line & Circular Dated
Backstamp in Red. Complete in Very Good Condition £16
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530     S      1817 (August) Wrapper to East Grinstead with ‘6’ Mileage Mark & Bishop Mark on Reverse. Good
Condition £16

531     S      1822 Pre-stamp Wrapper to AMSTERDAM with Straight-line Markings Reverse & Amsterdam Receiver
All in Red. Complete & in Nice Condition. £40

532     S      1824 Pre-stamp Entire to Charing, Kent with Rate Mark & 1824 Bishop Mark Reverse. Average Condition. £25

533     S      1825 Norwich to Wymondham Entire with ‘4’ Rating & Backstamped. In Good Condition with Crease. £12

534     S      1835 Pre-stamp Wrapper to London Rated ‘8’ Complete in Good Condition with Very Light Filing
Crease. Backstamped Bristol. £16

535     S      1836 (December) Entire Margate (Circular Mark) to Oundle Northants with Mileage Markings. Very
Clean Entire with Interesting Reading. £25

536     E      1836 Pre-stamp Entire (Embossed Top Left) to London with Crawford St (St. Marylebone) Straight-
line & Rated ‘2’. Fancy Oct 21 1836 Cancel in Red. Some Tearing with Filing Crease. Complete. £40

537     S      1837 Entire to Wymondham Rated ‘8’ with Fakenham Backstamp Unusually Appearing Undated!
Manuscript Dated Oct 5th 1837. Complete in Reasonably Good Condition with Soiling/Filing Creases. £25

538     E      1837 Pre-stamp London Entire with Black Straight-line & Rated. Small Backstamp in Red. Fresh &
Complete with Filing Crease. £25

539     S      1838 (December) ‘Private’ Entire to Shaftsbury (Wilts). Very Clean with Mileage Markings £25

540     E      1838 French Entire to London Dual-rated in Reasonably Good Condition with Foxing & Filing Crease.
On ‘Bath’ Embossed Paper £20

541     E      1840 (Mar 19th) Entire Ashburton to Exeter Marked ‘Pre-Paid’ Complete in Good Condition with Filing
Crease £25

542     E      1840 (Sept 17th) Entire Luton to London with Red PAID Tombstone & Luton Backstamp in Reddish
Brown Shade with Rate in Red. Very Fresh & Complete with Filing Crease. £20

543     E      1841 (29 April) French Entire to London with Paris Thimble of 30 April Plus THREE RATINGS & Red
Backstamp 2 May. Complete & in Exceptionally Nice Condition with Light Soiling. Filing Crease. £40

544     E      1841 French Rated Entire to London with Clear Paris Cancel in BLUE. More of Less Complete in Average
Condition with Faults. £12

545     E      1843 (June) Birmingham Entire to Salop Rated ‘4’ in Red with Welshpool Backstamp. Complete in Poor
/ Average Condition with Creasing. £12

546     S      1843 1d Red Cover with Horiz Pair Tied Mixed Inking MXs (Blue-black & Black). Multiple MXs Contrary
to Regulations. Three/Four Margins with Unusual Ragged ‘Perfs’ Top Margin Stamp ‘QJ’. Wax Seal in Place
with 3 Backstamps £80

547     E      1843 Large Entire Birmingham to Bishops Castle Marked ‘Pre-Paid’ with Red ‘4’ Rating & Backstamped.
Complete in Fair Condition with Creasing. £16

548     S      1843 Local Birmingham Entire Rated in Red with Small Tear & Edge Soiling. Complete. £16

549     S      1843 Quite Large Pre-Paid Birmingham Entire with Two Backstamps Inc Shrewsbury with Rating in Red.
Average Condition. £16

550     S      1845 Letter London to Sheffield 1d Imperf Red-brown Shade Affixed with BLUE SOUTHAMPTON
ROW STRAIGHT-LINE CANCEL WITH ‘N ROW’ SHOWING ON STAMP CONTRARY POSTAL
REGULATIONS. Attractive Deer Seal in Olive Still Intact. £100

551     S      1846 Paid at Edinburgh Wrapper with Scarcer Glasgow Rectangular Time Backstamp & Rated ‘1’ in Red.
Complete in Nice Condition with Vertical Filing Crease £25

552     S      1849 Blue Entire to Coventry with PAID Circular Double-lined in Red & Probable Portugal St (London)
Straight-line in Black. Some Creasing and Small Edge Tears. Complete. £25

553     S      1865 6d Lilac Pl.5 on Wrapper (Very Early Used) to Madrid via London & France. In Nice Condition
with Hinge Remains Reverse. SG 97 Cat £225 on Cover £60
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554     S      1872 Penny Pink Railway Stationery (Great Indian Peninsular) Helensburgh Cover. Used from London,
small tear top & torn flap where opened. Some Light Toning. Scarce. £45

555     S      1881/92 Penny Pink Envelopes (3) Inc 1 x Redirected. Various Destinations with Backstamps. Part of
Backflap Missing on Larger Sized Envelope. £40

556     S      1890 Harry Furniss Penny Post Jubilee Comic Caricature Envelope & Insert. Small Nibbling to SW Corner
and some Light Soiling. Bottom Backflap Opens. Original & Scarce - Not a Cheap Facsimile! £75

557     S      1890 Penny Postage Jubilee undenominated postcard / insert printed in blue with a picture of Rowland
Hill and the legend ‘He gave us Penny Postage’. Excellent condition, very fresh. £18

558     S      1890 Post Office Jubilee Uniform Penny Postage Envelope & Insert Both Overprinted Specimen Type 9.
Some Foxing Mainly to Envelope. Sold ‘As Is’. £50

559     S      1911 ½d Dull Yellow Green Shade (Harrison Print P. 14) VARIETY ‘Left Frame Broken’. Stamp is CDS
Tied to PPC (Some Wrinkling) 15.9.1911. Stamp is Fault-free. SG 267/71var £50

560     S      QV 1d Pink Postal Stationery Pre-paid Reply Envelopes (Five) with Printed Addresses. All Complete
with One Addressed ‘Pheasant, Poultry & Dog Food Warehouse’ in Norwich. Generally in Fine Condition
with Some Foxing. Interesting & Unusual. £95

GB KE7

561     S      1902 Halfpenny Blue-green ARMY OFFICIAL Horiz Pair Colne CDSs with VARIETIES: Broken ‘M’ of
‘ARMY’ on Left Stamp Plus Broken ‘R’ of ‘ARMY’ & Broken Second ‘F’ & Raised Base of ‘L’ of ‘OFFICIAL’
on Right Stamp. Perfs Fully Intact. sgO48var £75

562     S      1902/12 1 ½d Used Collection 200 Values Mainly off Paper/Sound Stamps with only Few Faults with a
Plethora of Cancels Inc CDSs. Excellent for Study - Cheapest Gibbons Cat Value £4600. SG221/289 £150

563     S      1909 4d Brown-orange DLR (Part CDS Confirms Shade of November 1909) Comes Complete with
Only Other DLR Shades: Pale Orange & Orange-red. Average to Very Fine. SG 239/41 total cat £188 £60

564     S      1911 2d Deep Dull Green & Red, Superb West End Hexham CDS Used on 26 Aug 1911 with Variety
Weak Printing Right-side of Value Tablet Giving Impression of ‘Deformed Tablet’. Wonderful Clean Back.
SG 290 cat £33 Inc Premium as Variety-free Adhesive. £75

565     E      Album page with 17 good used stamps to 1/-. Most have circular cancels and most stamps are in the
correct colours and not faded. STC £345 as cheapest options and virtually all values represented for a
basic set. Much above average offering for this series with a couple fine used including 1/- value. £28

566     E      Stock card of duplicated used. 4 x ½d, 2 x 1d, 10 x 1½d, 4 x 2d, 2 x 2½d, 7 x 3d, 4 x 4d Orange, 7 x
4d Green & brown, 8 x 5d, 3 x 6d, 1 x 7d 1 x 9d 4 x 1/- and 1 x 2/6d. 90% of these have circular
postmarks some being rubber parcel types, others good cds copies. Overall an attractive lot unchecked
for shades / printers. Cat £1,298 as cheapest shades, so probably some upside to that. Cheap reserve.
44 stamps in all £40

GB KG5

567     E      1911 - 1912, Well written up range of 14 used  ‘Downey Heads’ on two album pages. All good examples
and includes 1912 multiple Cypher values with inverted wmk (cat £75) both good examples. Clean lot
worthy of expansion. £16

568     S      1911 (22 June) Halfpenny Green Superb Upright Newmarket First Day of Issue Cancel. Scarce SG322 £50

569     S      1911 ½d Green Crown Wmk Die IA Fresh Light Mounted Mint VARIETY Diagonal Line ‘Cracked Plate’
Appearance Extending from Top Right to Base of King’s Neck. SG 322var £250

570     S      1911 ½d Green Crown Wmk Die IA Superb CDS Used with Two Partial Frame Breaks (Inner Left &
Outer Top) SG 322var £45

571     S      1911 ½d Green Crown Wmk Die IB Variety ‘White Blob Right of Left ½’ Similar SG Specialised N1c &
N2h (SG Cat £250 & £275 for Mint Respectively). Fine Used & Comes with Issued Stamp for
Comparison. SG 321/23var £95
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572     S      1911 ½d Pale Green Crown Wmk Die IA Clapton CDS Used with VARIETIES: (i) Missing Scales at
Left & (ii) Broken Bottom Frame. SG323var £75

573     S      1912 ½d Deep Green Crown Wmk Die 2 Fine Used with Excellent Printing VARIETY Affecting Left
Dolphin. Straight-line Cancel Clear of Variety. Some Original Paper Adherence Reverse. SG 338var £75

574     S      1912 1½d Red-brown Shade Broken Dandy Roll Variety: LONG TAIL to G (Stamp 1/1) in
UNMOUNTED MARGINAL BLOCK of FOUR Plus Part of ‘GE’ from ‘POSTAGE’ Showing Stamp 2/1.
Very Light Gum Wrinkling. SG Kings Specialised N18 zk cat £60 as Mounted Single. £60

575     S      1912 1½d Red-brown Shade VFU Variety Misplaced Watermark ‘S’ & ‘T’ From ‘POSTAGE’ with Only
Half of Simple Cypher Wmk Visible. Kings Spec N18ya £10

576     S      1912 1d Downey Scarlet Shade VERTICAL COIL JOIN SINGLE Die 2 Unmounted Mint. King’s Spec
N11gvar (Aug 12) UNPRICED AS VERTICAL COIL JOIN PAIR. SG 341/3var £85

577     S      1912 1d Scarlet VARIETY ‘E’ OF ‘REVENUE’ Connected to Ornament. Excellent Printing VARIETY. Very
Light Hounslow CDS with One Short Perf. Comes with Ordinary Printing for Comparison SG357/61var £50

578     S      1924 1½d Red-brown Shade Fresh Light Mounted Mint UNLISTED VARIETY ‘WHITE BALD PATCH
BEHIND EAR’. SG420var £195

579     S      1924 3d Postage Due in Dull Violet B24 CONTROL on EXPERIMENTAL PAPER Wmk 111a (Closer
Spacing Horiz Rows - 12.5mm Instead of 14.5mm) PARTIALLY PERFORATED MARGIN (SG Notes:
PERFORATED DOES NOT EXIST). UM with Light Gum Tone. KIngs Spec SG R14b cat £175 WITHOUT
CONTROL £150

580     S      1934 (20 August) I½d PHOTOGRAVURE INTERMEDIATE FORMAT (18.4mm x 22.2mm) SCARCE
FIRST DAY ISSUE AYLESBURY PIECE. CONFIRMS EARLIEST FDI (INTERMEDIATE) AS GIBBONS
STATE ‘1934’ in CONCISE/SPECIALISED (N52). Notation Reverse SG441 £100

581     S      1934-36 Photogravure set to 1/- SG439-49 good to fine m/m, Cat £50 £4

582     S      1935 Halfpenny Green Marginal Vertical Small Format PAIR with VARIETY Top Stamp SIMILAR ‘Horn
Variety’ (Specialised N47d cat £350 Mounted Single). Superb Fresh Unmounted Mint. SG439var £195

583     S      1936 GV 2 x 4d Airmail Covers to Las Palmas, Canary Islands (via Paris) with Halfpenny to 2½d
Photogravure Stamps in Different Configurations. Both Covers with Multiple Cancels Reverse & in Very
Nice Condition. Scarce Destination £60

584     S      A small good to fine m/m selection of Downey Heads 1911-12 ½d and 1d with shades and INVERTED
WMKs, Cat £80+ (9) £9

585     S      Postal Order; 1937 Scarce GV 2 Shillings Unused PO Issued Dungannon, Co. Tyrone Dec 1937. Excellent
Original Colour & Complete with Counterfoil. Fine Condition with Some Light Vertical Creasing. £75

586     S      SG389, 7d sage-green mounted mint, cat £70 £11

587     S      SG420c, 1½d block Cypher printed on the gummed side, very lightly mounted mint, cat £650 (as mtd).
Scarce item £250

588     S      SG432/433, 1925 Wembley pair both fine used, cat £100 £20

589     S      SG438, 1929 Postal Union Congress £1 black, lightly mounted mint. Unfortunately has a light vertical
gum crease at one edge, which does not affect facial appearance. Realistic reserve we think and actually
much better than it sounds £260

590     S      SG439/449, 1936 Photogravure definitive set of 11 mtd mint, cat £50 £10

591     S      SG442b, 1934 Photogravure 2d orange WMK SIDEWAYS mounted mint, perfs very good on three
sides, some curtailment on fourth side. Awkward stamp, cat £125 £26

592     E      Two Hagner pages with mint and U/M Royal Cypher and Block Cypher definitive ranges to 10d. Some
duplication and some interesting shade variations. Cat Value £599 (royal) and £215 (block) based on
cheapest shades. Some very fine colours here, total cat £814 £80
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GB KE8

593     S      1904/08 EdVII Three ½d Green Shades with Different SCARCE CHRISTMAS CANCELS: (i)1904 CDS,
(ii) 1905 ‘Posted In Advance For Delivery on Xmas Day’ Part Slogan Cancel (on Small Original Piece),
(iii) 19 X 08 Cancel. Good to Very Fine. SG 217/18 £95

594     S      1936 (December 10) Edward VIII Typed Envelope Cancelled on Submission of King’s Abdication Date.
Envelope Opened at Top Bearing 1½d with ‘Post Early For Christmas’ Slogan. £15

GB KG6

595     S      1912 1d Downey Bright Scarlet Die 1B SPECIMEN TYPE 22 Unmounted Mint INVERTED
WATERMARK with Typical Straight-edge (Ex-booklet). Gibbons King’s Spec N10s STC £325 for
MOUNTED MINT & for NORMAL WATERMARK. £195

596     S      1924 CANCELLED BOOKLET PANE of SIX Type 33p Fresh Mainly Unmounted (Top Middle Stamp
LMM) with Good to Excellent perforations. Couple of Tiny Marks on Gum. Ex-Voucher Booklet Sent to
Advertisers. Kings Spec NB12x Cat £550 £195

597     S      1939-48 complete set of KGVI High values to £1 SG476-78c, fine mtd mint £85

598     S      1941 Halfpenny Pale Green VERY WEAK PRINTING Plus COMPLETE OFFSET on Vertical Strip of
Three All Unmounted Mint SG485var £195

599     E      1948 2½ Silver Wedding Complete Sheet of 120 with QCom10a ‘Spot on Shoulder’ Variety From Cyl.5
No Dot R.15/1. Fully Unmounted Mint. Some Most Perforations Split across middle of Sheet but Margins
Still Intact.  One small tone spot. Consecutive No.048623. Excellent For Framing. £95

600     S      1948 Silver Wedding  2½d in strip of 4 and £1 marginal block of 4 SG493-4, all u/m £25

601     S      1951 Halfpenny Pale Orange Coil Join Horiz Strip of Three Fresh Unmounted Mint with Nice Perfs All
Round. Kings Specialised Q3j (for Horiz Pair) Unpriced. sg503var £25

602     E      SG465wi, 1937 George VI 2d Orange with inverted watermark x 20 used copies around half with
circular postmarks. Cat £22 each, total £440, ideal for reseller / packet maker £16

603     S      SG476/478b, 1939-1948 George VI square high value set, lightly mounted mint, several incl. 10/- dark
are very lightly hinged. £120

604     S      SG494, £1 1948 Royal Silver Wedding, marginal U/M, cat £40 £10

605     S      SG509/512, 1951 Festival High Values set U/M, the 5/- and £1 are marginal copies. £36

GB QE2 PRE DECIMAL

606     S      1957 2d Wilding Light Red-brown Horiz Strip of Three with VARIETY DOUBLE PERFORATIONS on
ALL THREE STAMPS. Fresh Unmounted Mint with Overprint Including ‘Provident Society’. St Edwards
Crown Sideways Wmk SG543bdvar £195

607     S      1958-61 Wilding Graphite line 3/- booklet SGM15g (October 59)  complete with usual trimmed perfs
at bottom otherwise fine £30

608     S      1962 NPY Phosphor Unmounted Mint Bottom Marginal Set of Three all with Marginal Markings. Hinged
in Margins. SG 631p/3p Cat £35 £15

609     S      1963 1s6d Compac CANCELLED in RED on ORIGINAL TYPED POST OFFICE PIECE Explaining
Technical Problems to Subscribers. Scarce as Most Examples have been Removed from Explanatory
Piece. Sg645var £30

610     S      1964 FRB 3d Variety Excess Ink (Reddish Violet) Obliterating Year & Value Affecting Right-hand Stamp in
Marginal Unmounted Mint Strip of Three. SG 659var £450

611     E      1965 Lister set in blocks of four and also a single set on part album page. The 4d (block of four) has a
very pale grey background, whereas the single stamp has a very dark shade - very noticeable. The block
of four has marginal traffic lights attached which look correct - most interesting. All U/M £14

612     E      1966 Battle of Hastings selection u/m, comprising of 4d Cylinder blocks, 9d Cylinder block of 6, 1/3
Cylinder block with “Club” Flaw (R17/2) £4
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613     E      1966 Battle of Hastings, 4d value in a strip of six stamps with a very visual ‘Magenta Shift to left’ giving
displacement of design across all six stamps. Supplied with six individual ‘normal’ stamps for comparison.
Startling appearance when compared to normal and needs no explanation when viewed. Fine U/M, nice
item and very reasonable reserve. £40

614     S      1967/8 1s6d Unmounted Mint with VARIETY GREENISH BLUE OMITTED (PVA Gum). Comes with
Both Normal Mint Phosphor Shades (Gum Arabic & PVA Gum) for Comparison. All Stamps with
Phosphor Bands Fully Intact with Nice UV Reaction. SG 743va cat £100+ £50

615     S      1968 5d Blocks of Six Unmounted Mint in THREE DISTINCTIVE SHADES Inc: (i) Cyl.1 Corner Marginal
in ROYAL BLUE; (ii) DEEP BLUE (Some Perf Separation) (iii) Unrecorded GREYISH BLUE Shade
Appearing Ex-booklet (Misperfed & Short Perfs 2 Sides). SG 735/735e. All Phosphor/PVA Gum. £15

616     S      SG516a, 1952 1d booklet pane U/M, 3 stamps plus 3 labels, trimmed at right, cat £50 £10

617     S      SG536/9, 1955 Waterlow Castles set Lightly Mounted Mint. Cat £250 £30

618     S      SG540wi/545wi, 1955/58 Wildings ½d to 3d in blocks of 4 and 6 ex booklet Mint and some U/M STC
£88 £10

619     S      SG573wi, 1958-65 2d light red-brown Wilding, crowns watermark inverted. Very lightly mounted mint,
an awkward stamp, cat £140 £28

620     S      SG587/594, 1958 - 1961 Graphite’s set of 8 U/M, 1½d has trimmed perfs at base otherwise fine, cat
£110. £20

621     S      SG587/594, 1958-61 Graphite set of 8 mtd mint, the 1½d has trimmed perfs at right, cat £110 £10

622     S      SG595/598 1959 2nd De La Rue Castle high value set U/M. All except the 10/- have some colour offsets
on part of the gum, facially fine. Cat £195 £26

623     S      SG605,606,607 and 609, Phosphor Graphite 2d, 2½d, 3d and 4½d all fine mint with good perfs, cat £70 £12

624     S      SG614b, 2½d one band lightly mounted mint with good perfs, Cat £45 £9

625     S      SG614wi, 2½d carmine-red Type II (2 Bands) with Inverted Watermark, U/M. Perfs trimmed a little on
one side, otherwise fine, scarce Wilding stamp, cat £175 £44

626     S      SG642p/644p, 1963 Red Cross Phosphor set U/M vertical strips of three, Cat £195 £36

627     E      SG671a 1965 Battle of Britain 4d value in a complete sheet (less one block - creased), U/M, folded so
that blocks of 6 can be extracted without folds. Cat £47 £8

628     S      SG702/702c, 1966 British Technology, 6d value in lower right hand corner marginal traffic light block of
6 stamps unmounted mint. Includes (R19/6), listed variety ‘Broken D’. Excellent positional block. Cat
£35 as a single stamp. Premium item. £12

629     E      SG706f 1966 Battle of Hastings 4d with Magenta Omitted U/M with normal stamp for comparison.
Can £40 £10

630     E      SG715var, 1967 EFTYA 9d with nice downward shift of brown affecting trucks and crane load which
are now white, U/M with normal to compare £20

631     E      SG816, 1970 Rural Architecture 9d value with a major shift of the Queen’s Head (Grey) putting it into
the building. Very visual and supplied with normal for comparison. U/M £15

632     S      Wildings, SG515wi, 516wi, 517wi, 519wi. ½d to 2½d U/M inverted wmks in blocks of four or six with
good perfs - several are booklet panes, cat £136 according to vendor (we think this may be under done) £20

633     E      1965 Churchill and 1965 Battle of Britain Presentation Packs both with the typical shrinkage of the outer
cellophane wrapper. Both in good condition £25

GB QE2 DECIMAL

634     S      1971-96 3p Ultramarine in an u/m Cyl 2 (no dot) block of 8, Cyl 2nd phosphor U101 L2S2, Cat £120 £12

635     E      1982 Postage Dues Presentation Pack with complete set of 12 stamps to £5 U/M, usual retail circa £25 £10

636     S      1984 (September) 50p Booklet VARIETY PHOSPHOR BANDS OMITTED on 3x13p, 2x4p & 1x1p
(5mm Bands Showing Top 2x1p Stamps). Superb Post Office Fresh with Excellent to Very Good Perfs.
Booklet FB27 - X845py cat £250 £95
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637     E      1984 Frama labels complete set of 34 (½p to 17p) U/M £6

638     S      1984 Frama labels complete U/M set of 32 values (½p to 16p in ½p increments) £9

639     E      1997 Princess Diana set in strip of 5 in “Welsh” Presentation pack in fine condn £20

640     S      2nd class flame red Machin x 12 used examples. All have been identified as ‘forgeries’ by a specialist.
Interesting! £12

641     E      50p booklet ‘Old Spot Pig’ containing booklet pane SGX845ny ‘MISSING PHOSPHOR’ x 18 copies.
Cat £22 each total cat £396 £60

642     E      Circa 1990’s Printers sample of an unissued design, we think for the 1997 Tales of Terror issue. In packaging
as sold by Stanley Gibbons, stamps are in a cross gutter block of four (2 designs - one is clearly
Frankenstein). Most unusual £10

643     A      Collection   of decimal Machin Cylinder blocks of 6 in a red Lighthouse stock book. There are over 175
blocks with some duplication but many different cylinder numbers. Values range from ½p to 75p with
many values represented. Face value exceeds £120. These are completely unchecked by us so chance
of a find here. Good lot for continuation / expansion. All appear to be U/M. There is also a 12p Machin
‘Coil Leader’. £90

644     B      Colourful Royal Mail ‘Datapost’ carton with circa 100 or so mostly large format presentation packs 1980’s
to mid 2000’s. includes several later (better) definitive packs. Total Face value exceeds £285, offered for
it’s postage value. £140

645     E      GB ‘10p’ coil roll (8p, 2 x 1p and 2 labels) a few hundred stamps left on the coil roll, over 1cm thick.
Unchecked. £10

646     B      Green box file containing a specialised collection of decimal ‘1st class’s stamp booklets written up on
leaves in polyprotec sleeves. Slight duplication, includes a total of 652 1st class stamps with current usable
face value of £619.40. Always sought after for postage purposes and can now be exchanged with Royal
Mail for current bar-coded issues. A few cylinder books noted as well as other supporting paperwork
relating to offers etc Cheap reserve.. £325

647     B      Green plastic crate with a specialised duplicated accumulation of various decimal folded booklets. Each
booklet in a Polypocket with detailed typed write up. Up to 15 of some includes several cylinder book.
Includes Postal History series (£1.30 to £1.53), Various Christmas booklets, Greetings booklets and a
range of Airmail and post card rates (e.g. 35p, 41p, 60p, 63p etc.) Also quantities of some 1st and 2nd
class booklets. Will break well for collection or postage - useable face value exceeds £1,125. Cat value
is of course much higher and not calculated. £550

648     E      High Value defins, large format U/M face £13+ £5

649     E      Midpex 2009 exhibition, Thematica Miniature sheet commemorating the first stamp designs
commissioned from Jeffery Matthews for the Post Office. 36 sheets which retail at over £120+ all fine
unmounted mint £12

650     E      Regionals & Machins, 3 Hagner sheets packed with decimal Machins including many Regional types from
Wales, NI, Scotland and IOM. All U/M with phosphor band variants etc. Over 520 stamps with a little
duplication in places and face value is in the region of £60 or so £34

651     E      Selection of 5 collectors packs with 1973-1975 & 1977 to 1978 fine u/m (Retail around £30+) £1

652     S      SGFJ5, 1986 National Gallery £1.20 booklet. This is a Cylinder book, ‘MISSING PHOSPHOR’ Fine U/M £20

653     S      SGPM2, 2001 Submarines (6 x 1st) self-adhesive booklet. This is a fine U/M cylinder book, cat £70++ £24

654     E      SGX933, 1983 16p Machin on phosphorised paper with a significant perforation shift, spectacular and
offered with normal for comparison £10

655     S      SGY1664a, 1993, 2nd class bright blue with 1 Centre Band, Coil Leader from DLR 10,000 x 2nd class
coil plus 15 stamps. Average to good perfs, improving up the strip. Only available from this source, with
a very high cost just to remove a few stamps! £16

656     B      Small illustrated box with circa 60 decimal Presentation Packs, many country regional and definitive packs
with better values. Total face value easily exceeds £150 and includes Special Delivery stamps. Postage to
be extracted if required. £75
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657     E      Small specialised collection of 2nd class stamp booklets written up on leaves in polyprotec sleeves. Slight
duplication, includes a total of 190 2nd class stamps with current usable face value of £129.20. Always
sought after for postage purposes and can now be exchanged with Royal Mail for current bar-coded
issues. A few cylinder books noted. £70

658     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV1 - 2008 100 Years of the Territorial Army £8

659     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV16 - 2012 Titanic in original packaging £8

660     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV17 - 2012, 50 Years of James Bond in original packaging £8

661     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV2 - 2008, 1908 Olympics sealed in original packaging U/M £8

662     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV21 - 2013 David Livingstone in original packaging £8

663     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV25 - 2014 Donald Campbell in original packaging £8

664     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV26 - 2014 WW1 Christmas Truce in original packaging £8

665     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV29 - 2015 The Gurkhas in original packaging £8

666     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV3 - 2008 60th Birthday of the Prince of Wales in original packaging £8

667     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV41 - 2016 Duke of Edinburgh’s Award in original packaging £8

668     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV5 - 2009 Big Ben in original packaging £8

669     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV6 - 2009 Cambridge University in original packaging £8

670     E      Smiler Commemorative sheet AV8 - 2010 Halley’s Comet in original packaging £8

671     E      Stock card with 12 vertical pairs of the 24p 1st Class (Gold) Postal Forgeries. Each pair obliterated in
red with various cancellations to deface them from being used fraudulently. We note ‘Specimen’ overprint,
‘Press’ Overprint, ‘Specimen Date Stamp CDS’, ‘Counter Training Office cds’ etc. All different obliterations
including one ‘Forgery’. No idea of the provenance of the obliterations but offered as the forgeries for
research and study - a very interesting addition to any decimal Machin collection. Good lot to study and
write up for display. £30

672     E      Stock page with Machin Errors and Varieties, mostly described, includes SG841ney Phosphor omitted
and also same strip with a phosphor shift. SG726ey Phos Omitted. Over 20 items here all U/M. Clean
lot £30

673     E      Year 2000 special items x 4 comprising Stamp Show 2000 pass including overprinted Millennium
Timekeeper Mini sheet; Penny Black stamp reproduction pack with a mint block of four; Her Majesty’s
stamps miniature sheet presentation pack and Matthews Palette Miniature Sheet souvenir in special
stamp show pack. Usual retail of these items is £175+. Attractively reserved (4 items) £50

GB FDC & COVERS

674     S      1952 (5 December) 1½d & 2½d Plain Bournemouth FDC with ‘Post Early For Christmas’ Slogan.
Envelope Unopened. SG517 and 519 £15

675     S      1953 (2 Nov) Plain REGISTERED FDC of 4d, 1s3d & 1s6d (sg521, 530/1) Unusually with Additional 3
Nov 1953 Cancel. Some Discolouring to Reverse. Unopened. SG cat £200+ £75

676     S      1958 Commonwealth Games Pictorial Cover with Last Day of Games Cardiff CDS Plus ‘VIth British
Empire and Commonwealth Games’ Slogan. Unopened. Very Attractive. SG567/9. NOT FDC £20

677     E      1971 31st Anniversary of the Battle of Britain illustrated commemorative cover signed by WW2 British

air ace Group Captain Sir Douglas Bader. This is on the Royal Air Force Museum cover number S,C.
30 and the design features a Supermarine Spitfire. Nice item £50

678     A      1990’s and 2000’s FDC’s in album, several dozen, all typed address and with Philatelic Bureau postmarks.
Album is wine red and in very good condition. £12

679     E      1993, First Day of ‘New Services. Namely ‘Recorded Delivery’ and the Recorded with Signature on
Delivery’ service (dispensed with many years ago). Two covers to the same Buckinghamshire address
and with the matching ‘Certificates of Posting’ for each item. Nice items both receipts dated 26 June
1993 and with items posted and dated 26 June. Most unusual and unlisted in the Bradbury catalogue
‘New Services’ section! £7
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680     E      1995 V.E. Day Benham full set first day cover signed by Wing Commander Roderick Alistair Brook

Learoyd V.C. This VC was won in August 1940 and he sadly passed away in 1996 barely a year after this
cover was signed. Victoria Cross signatures are widely collected. Nice cover, a couple of corner bends
mentioned for accuracy, but a nice item that could be framed. £16

681     E      1997 Aircraft full set First Day Cover, Benham BLCS129b signed by Wing Commander Roland

Beaumont, noted WW2 pilot and also the first British pilot to fly at the speed of sound in May 1948! £20

682     E      1997 Battle Of Britain Open Day, Biggin Hill commemorative cover limited edition of 125 covers
personally signed by RAF Air Vice-Marshal Johnnie Johnson, noted RAF WW2 ace and pilot. Nice cover
with special postmark and Battle of Britain memorial flight cachet on reverse. £20

683     E      1998 Benham L56 commemorative cover for the Windsor Victoria Cross exhibition signed by Flight

Lieutenant Bill Reid V.C. Nice Victoria Cross item. £16

684     E      1999 50th Anniversary of the Comet airliner commemorative cover produced by Adrian Bradbury and
signed by John Cunningham, the De Haviland Comet Test Pilot and WW2 hero. Currently available on
Benham website for £25 plus postage! £10

685     E      1999 Travellers Tale, Benham BLCS151b full set First Day Cover with a ‘flown’ cachet for a Concorde
flight in February 1999 and with Concorde inset silk illustration. Cover is signed by Brian Trubshaw

noted British Airways Concorde Captain and pilot. £20

686     A      2001-2005 collection of Benham WWII 60th Anniversary of operations housed in album with 20
different covers in fine condn. £20

687     E      2003 Last Flight of Concorde from London to New York, Buckingham Covers envelope with complete
set of 1969 stamps plus 1st Class UK Concorde stamp and signed by the Captain of the flight, Adrian

Thompson and with a flown cachet. Available to buy on the Buckingham website at £85 £40

688     E      2005 Wedding of Charles and Camilla Benham Limited Edition  of 100 FDC with 2 mini Sheets and
Windsor special handstamp. Scarce cover not often seen £10

689     E      2006 Welsh Assembly, Steven Scott official first day cover, signed by Neil Kinnock, former leader of the
labour party, M.E.P. and noted politician. £9

690     E      2012 50th Anniversary of the Anglo-French Concorde treaty commemorative cover bearing both French
and British stamps showing the Concorde aircraft. The cover is signed by Christopher Orlebar a
Concorde Captain and pilot. This is a Buckingham cover currently available on their website for £25 plus
postage! £12

691     E      2019 Elton John Royal Mail ‘Dodgers Stadium’ special official cover bearing a complete set of issued
stamps. Very rare thus, originally issued with two stamps, one from the stamp set (Captain Fantastic) and
the Dodgers Stadium stamp from the miniature sheet. This cover has the additional 7 stamps from the
set added and these have then been cancelled with the correct postmark to match the cover and making
this a very scarce full set ‘official ‘ First day Cover. The original two stamp cover cost £26 to buy as issued
and we know of only 8 such covers. £60

692     E      2019 Elton John Royal Mail ‘Dodgers Stadium’ special official cover bearing a complete set of stamps
from the Miniature Sheet. Very rare thus, originally issued with two stamps, one from the stamp set
(Captain Fantastic) and the Dodgers Stadium stamp from the miniature sheet. This cover has the
additional 3 stamps from the mini sheet added and these have then been cancelled with the correct
postmark to match the cover and making this a very scarce full set ‘official ‘ Miniature Sheet stamps First
day Cover. The original two stamp cover cost £26 to buy as issued and we know of only 2 of these
covers. £70

693     E      2019 Marvel Super Heroes Retail NVI Booklet. Peter Payne ‘Official’ First day Cover, just 6 covers

produced in this design (21st Anniv. Of Payne Covers). There were six produced in another design also.
Very difficult item to locate due to tiny number that exist and scarce £38

694     E      2019 Marvel Super Heroes, Peter Payne Official First Day Cover for the  set of 10 stamps. Scarce cover,
just 17 individually numbered covers exist. £42

695     E      2019 Marvel Super Heroes, Peter Payne Official First Day Cover for the 10 stamps and labels taken
from the A4 generic sheet. Issue coincides with 21st Anniv. Of Payne covers. Scarce item, just 10

individually numbered covers exist, this is number 8. £42
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696     E      2021 National Parks, Peter Payne ‘Official’ First Day cover, an attractive item showing a view of The
Porlock Vale. Scarce item as just 12 of this cover exist with his sponsored postmark. £50

697     E      2021 Only Fools & Horses Miniature Sheet, Peter Payne ‘Official’ FDC. One of his more quirky designs
for ‘The Sacking of Troy’, special Trojan Way postmark. Rare cover only 14 exist. £55

698     E      2021 United Kingdom, A Celebration Miniature Sheet, Peter Payne ‘Official’ FDC. Large sized item themed
on the novel ‘Quentin Durward’ by Sir Walter Scott. Scarce cover, just 12 individually numbered covers

were produced. £55

699     A      A collection of 1971 Strike Mail with many Machin covers, some illustrated and some plain FDCs etc
plus some labels and a few Tunnel Post, condn fair to fine (c55 covers) £20

700     E      Benham ‘small silk’ sets for 1980 year complete, all issues from Birds to Christmas, a total of 38 covers.
Interestingly a couple of issues have two different covers for a value, with different references, which are
quite unusual. Benham retail is well in excess of £140+ £20

701     E      Set of 10 Millennium Countdown Benham Gold 500 Commemorative covers, each with between 2
and 5 stamps and cachets etc. Counting down from 1,000 days to 100 days in 100 day increments to
the Millennium, all with special postmarks. Designs show various events in British history for each of the
10 Century’s preceding this event.  Borders to the illustrations printed in 22 carat gold. Complete set of
ten and very attractive. £18

702     A      Small FDC album well filled with covers 1965 (United Nations) to 2016. 52 covers includes a few
Benham and a couple of better postmarks. Worth viewing. £32

GB COLLECTIONS

703     B      Apple box with four Royal Mail ‘Postcard’ albums, all well filled with mint PHQ card sets. Has a few of
the more elusive earlier cards (Churchill and 73 Wedding etc.) then later sets through to around 1997.
Will provide a good basis for collecting these items, the albums are probably worth the reserve empty £30

704     B      Box it!’ Carton with four albums of used / fine used stamps some presentation packs and a few pages
as well. Pickings to be had. £30

705     B      Carton of PHQ cards 2007 - circa 2015, there are around 100 different sets still in their original shrink
wrapped cellophane plus a further quantity of perhaps 25-30 sets loose. Although not expensive to buy
(up to 30p a card or so), the original cost adds up and the later sets are not often seen. Easily over 500
cards here, reserve is cheap £30

706     A      1858 to 1977 valuable mint collection in SG printed album. Of note SG40, 2 x 1d plates, Bantam plate
5 (cat £110), SG165/7 (Cat £340), 1883-4 Lilac and Green values x 6 LMM (Cat £1,390), 1887 Jubilee
complete except 1/- green; EDVII 15 values to 1/-; Basic Downey Heads set of 10 complete; 1912 Royal
Cypher set (missing 9d olive); 1924 & 25 Wembley’s the latter is U/M; 1934 Photo set; 1939 High Values
complete; RSW; 51 Festival High vals; Several different Wilding sets including Tudor, Edward and Phosphor
Graphite, comprehensive commems including most Phosphors (Mtd); SGX842 U/M; Good postage
dues with sets and near complete sets from first issue; 12 different Officials; Page of Channel Is Wartime
issues complete plus Pre decimal CI including first postage dues. A high cat collection with much of
interest. £800

707     A      1870 - 1970 mint and used collection in green spring back album. Of note 10 x Bantams used; 0ver 100
diff 1d red plates used; 24 Wembley mint and 25 set used; 48 RSW used; mint commems from 1953
coronation with phosphors (better sets checked of these were U/M). Decimal comms to circa 1976
mint; Tudor Wildings mint inc s/w wmks, Edward wmk ditto; later wildings inc Graphite’s, SG595a/598a
Castles and Phos Graphite wildings. Machins including ½p left band. Worth a look, valuable lot. £250

708     E      1897/1898 Prince of Wales’s Hospital Fund Charity labels. 1/- blue and 2/6d red (1897) plus 2/6d blue
and 10/- green (1898). Four values all very fine used (probably cancelled by favour) on piece with neat
London 22 January 1901 CDS cancels. The 1897 values are more frequently seen than the 1898 ones
but this is in mint condition. Very unusual to come across these labels used and nice to have all four
together. £26

709     A      1971 - 2014 U/M Commemoratives largely complete in three large four ring binders. Face Value circa
£1,500+ based on a 1st class worth 85p valuation £700
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710     A      1972-75 collection of FDCs accompanied with Presentation packs housed in Collecta sleeved cover
album £2

711     B      1984 - 2017 Year Books numbers 1 to 34 inclusive in a large plastic box with lid and a brown carton.
The later years still shrink sealed as received from Royal Mail. Huge catalogue value, face value of stamps
is circa £1,900/ £2000 All useable as postage £900

712     E      2009 commemorative Miniature sheet for the Friends of Thematica at Midpex themed on the stamp
designs of Jeffrey Matthews. 12 U/M copies of this sheet. Vendor says usual retail would be £40+ £12

713     A      A 1971 to 1993 good to fine used collection in 3 printed Windsor albums, complete with commems
with just 1 set missing plus a few Machin booklet panes, condn fair to fine (100s) £20

714     A      A mint and used collection in large stock book from 1952 to 2009 with mint pre decimal QEII including
Castles to £1 then Commems u/m to 1980 plus various used with some fine used commems to 2009,
condn fair to fine (face £23+) (100s) £15

715     E      A small mint & used selection on stock cards from QV to KGV, we note QV IR Officials low vals used,
1902 optd “Govt Official” used, 1879 2d Blues with Plates 8, 13 & 15 used, EDVII vals to 1/- mint (some
no gum) KGV mint & used vals to 5.- etc, condn very mixed in places, stc £700+ (dozens) £40

716     E      Album page of 1870-1879 ½d Bantams, 14 different stamps said to be Plates 1 to 20 (excluding the
difficult Plate 9). Cat £700+ £75

717     B      Apple box containing 8 red ‘post card albums. These contain good ranges of National Postal Museum
cards (Includes Post Office Rifles and the good Valentines telegram cards), Post Bus cards, British Telecom
Showcase cards and other miscellaneous cards relative to postal services in general. A very good lot of
it’s type with several hundred cards. A wealth of information and potential for improving displays here. £50

718     A      Blue four ring album in a battered green slip case with a range of GB pre decimal and mostly decimal
Presentation Packs. Also has a 1971 Ulster Paintings ‘Harrison & Sons’ special pack. All packs are ‘small
format’ types with three collectors year packs included as well (1967 1977 and 1973). Also includes
1977 Definitive High Values (Face £8) and first decimal Postage Due set. Reasonable value here £16

719     A      Blue four ring binder with a range of small format Presentation Packs 1978 to 1981. Includes a 1981
Royal Wedding Japanese folder issued by the Post Office and 1978, 1979, 1980 and 1981 year packs as
well as most of the individual packs for separate issues as well. Looks fairly complete for period covered. £20

720     A      Blue ‘Stanley Gibbons’ 22 ring binder with a fairly specialised collection of mint (Look U/M), Decimal
Machins. We note coils, stamps ex PSB’s and in general a quite well written up collection with stamps in
‘Hawid’ type mounts with descriptions beneath, over 250 stamps and worthy of continuation. Clean lot £44

721     B      Clear ‘Really Useful Box with mint(mostly decimal) remaindered and in places a quite duplicated
accumulation. Includes 20+ x £2.30 discount Christmas Booklet, some presentation packs and many
50p booklets (including 2 wrapped bundles of 25 booklets). Also several 2nd class booklets and a packet
of 30 or so ‘stitched booklets’. Face value of stamps exceeds £980. Good source of postage and quite
a few Cylinder books spotted. £475

722     B      Euroffice white carton with we estimate over 500 postcards a real mix of NPM, Scottish Postal Board
and other issuers all related to the posts etc. Also we noted several modern (up to and including 2019)
sets of PHQ cards which are rarely seen. Very well filled box, reserve looks very reasonable. £30

723     A      Green ‘Lighthouse’ printed hinge-less album with matching slip case in green with pages for a QEII period
collection 1952 - 1979. Also includes pages for Postage Dues, pre-decimal regionals and Machins. The
pages are mixed up but can easily be resorted. Nowhere near full but contains some ‘mint’ stamps
unchecked by us but if correctly placed includes Tudor Wilding set; some Edward Wildings; Crown
Wildings set plus sideways wmk; there is over £20 of decimal for postage use and this album is in nice
condition for use and costs a tidy sum new. Nice lot of it’s type. £25

724     B      Green plastic crate with a specialised duplicated accumulation of 10p and 50p decimal folded booklets.
Each booklet in a Polypocket with detailed typed write up. Up to 30 of some includes some cylinder
books and a couple with bar printed on cover. Will repay detailed study with specialised catalogue, but
also has face valuable, now exchangeable with Royal Mail for at least 12 months. In total we counted
535 booklets with a face value of £194.30 £100
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725     B      Heavy box with over twenty years of the British Philatelic Bulletin, we spotted issues from 1967 and
1989 and everywhere in-between. Lots of information on British Stamps here £10

726     E      Large wallet containing circa 265 ‘Pre-Decimal stitched booklets. We counted 1 x1/-, 138 x 2/- (includes
a wrapped bundle of 10 x May 1968 machine vended booklets with post office wrapper intact), 31 x
4/6d, 23 x 5/-, 43 x 6/-, 11 x 10/- and 11 x £1 ‘Stamps for Cooks booklet. Some duplication but many
different booklets in here and cat value will add up. Cheap reserve! £50

727     A      Large white four ring binder with a slightly duplicated collection of ‘Prestige Stamp Booklets from1972
Wedgewood to Euro 1996. Total usable face value is £182+, cheap reserve £90

728     B      PHQ Cards 2007 - 2017, white office depot box with circa 75 sets of cards all still shrink sealed in their
original packaging. All different sets, these later period cards are more difficult to source. Clean lot £25

729     B      Plastic Really Useful box with lid containing 100+ small format GB Presentation Packs, around half are
pre -decimal including Battle of Britain and 7 x 1969 High Values (2/6d to £1). Decimal includes 10 x
1973 Postage Dues pack amongst other definitive and commemorative issues including 2 x BBC ‘staff ’
pack and Heinz Pack. Enormous retail on this lot £60

730     A      QEII Errors & Varieties - Green ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with over 250 identified items. These include
missing phosphors, perf shifts, a couple of Dr. Blade flaws, also a £1 Machin imperf pair and other
commemorative flaws. Many are in positional pieces and there are a few non varieties, but overall a very
good offering of it’s type. We would say over half of the items are Machin related. Time spent with a
Concise catalogue as a starter would identify around half of the items, others will need specialised
catalogues. Virtually everything is fine unmounted mint. Reserved at under £2 an item. £350

731     E      Queen Victoria used x 53 on Stock page. One Bantam, the rest are surface printed. Mixed condition as
to be expected but many sound stamps here. More valuable items include SG127, Plate 2 with faults
(cat £1,500), SG76 (Cat £350), 2 x SG125 (Cat £300), SG152 single and a pair with faults (Cat £475
each), SG72 (Cat £350) and SGO68 (Cat £275). Very little duplication here with over 45 different
stamps. Total Catalogue value in excess of £9,500. Reserved at under 4% of that. £350

732     S      QV Collection Used from 1840 to 1900 Inc. Penny Black & 1840 Twopenny Blue, 10d Embossed, 5/-
Plates 2 & 4. Average to Fine (81 Values) MINIMUM CAT £18,270 £1,200

733     S      QV to E2 Triangular Bulk Posting Cancels Some on Original Pieces Including St Martins (Strand) SM22 &
SM42. Unusual - 18 Values Mainly Fine. £40

734     E      RAF signed commemorative and First day covers x 9, five of which have at least two signatures. We
note the autographs of ‘Bob’ Stanford Tuck DSO, DFC; Roland Beaumont CBE, DSO, DFC; Bill Bedford
OBE, AFC; Johnnie Johnson; Neville Duke x 3; Nice lot which will write up well with a bit of research.
Reserve is under £10 an item which is cheap for these signatures £75

735     A      Royal Mail wine red Presentation Pack album containing circa 50+ decimal Definitive (including High
values to £10) and Postage Due packs. Face value exceeds £150++. Ideal for filling gaps OR USING AS
DISCOUNTED POSTAGE. £80

736     E      SGME1 1d black Mulready letter sheet used addressed to Dover and with a red Maltese cross. Filing
crease and some wrinkling from age and with a hole at lower right but collectable none the less. Cat
£550 £50

737     B      Small green crate with a duplicated written up collection of mostly GB Decimal Folded Booklets, values
from 50p to £1.80 in various quantities. Written up in poly pockets and includes some outer wrappers
etc. From a specialised collector, total face value of stamps is over £790. We note some cylinder books,
others with notes regarding perfs etc. Both left and right selvedge types seen. Plenty of upside here and
of course good for postage. £375

738     A      Tan coloured Royal Mail Presentation Pack album with over 40 packs  1982 - 1986 period. Face value
exceeds £60 and an album as well - will break for collection or for postage! £30
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739     E      Three pages with 23 Commemorative stamps from 1963 - 1966 period, all overprinted cancelled in
various types. Scarce items, most appear to be U/M. Page 152 of the Specialised catalogue indicates
‘these were for use in trials carried out by the Forensic Department and should not have reached the
general public’. The written up pages indicate these were from ‘Press Handouts’. Whatever their origin,
these are the first accumulation of these we have seen and undoubtedly unusual. Reserved at under £9
a stamp £200

740     B      White carton containing decimal booklets including PSB’s and Christmas Booklets. Circa 75%+ of this
lot is 1st and 2nd class booklets of various types. Well over 100 items, useable face value is  in excess of
£1,400. There are some cylinder books sprinkled amongst and much of the content here is valid for the
recently announced Royal Mail ‘swap scheme’ relating to Machin type stamps. Good postage lot £700

GB CHANNEL ISLANDS & IOM

741     B      Box file with a fine used / cto collection in many packets. Unchecked and look to be many different sets
probably a few hundreds. £26

742     S      General Issue - 1948 2½d Ultramarine Fresh Mint with Variety ‘Line Across Wheel’ (from R. 6/1). Small
Hinge Remain with Light Gum Wrinkle Not Showing Front. Spec QCom13b cat £50 (2015) £18

743     A      Guernsey - 1969 to 1989 boxed Lindner hinge-less printed album with many stamps in it. Circa 90%
complete including some of the Europa sheetlets and £5 definitive. The album would have cost more
than the reserve when new and is in good condition. £36

744     S      Guernsey - SG G2 / G2d, Marginal Imprint Block of 10 1d wartime stamps, the four stamps above the
imprint are Imperforate between horizontal pairs x 2. Very sought after as such particularly in this
format, Cat £1,600+ and rare as a single pair. Slight wrinkling in margin at base mentioned for accuracy
but this is an impressive block of exhibition quality given its scarcity. £700

745     S      Guernsey - SG13/28 and 27a/28a, 1969 definitive set U/M plus 10/- and £1 perf changes, Cat £41 £10

746     S      Guernsey - SGD1/D7, 1969 Postage Due set in U/M blocks of four, a couple all except the 1d are
marginal. Very slight perf separation on a couple of values otherwise fine. Cat £88+ £18

747     B      Guernsey & Jersey - Small ‘Really Useful Box’ with sets, miniature sheets, Pres Packs, a few registered
envelopes etc. mainly 1980’s to early 1990’sd period with a little duplication, some still sealed as received
from new issue distributions. Worth a look and cheaply reserved. £16

748     E      IOM - Collection / Accumulation 1980’s to 2008 incudes some better sets, Face Value is £82+ £24

749     A      Isle of Man - Boxed green ‘Lindner’ hinge-less album with pages from 1987 to 1990 around 85% filled
plus a quantity of booklets and PHQ type cards at the back- useful and reserve is less than the album
would cost on it’s own to buy new. £30

750     A      Isle of Man - Boxed green ‘Lindner’ hinge-less album with pages from pre decimal regionals to 1986.
Circa 95% filled- useful and reserve is less than the album would cost on it’s own to buy new. £30

751     E      Jersey - 2000 Year Pack with all sets and mini sheets plus £10 stamp £20

752     E      Jersey - 2006 & 2007 Jersey Post ‘Bonus Gift First Day Covers only supplied to Bureau new issue clients
who took the complete year set. The FDC’s have a special pane of 2 stamps only available on these
covers, Unlisted SG but difficult to find. Nice officially issued items. £18

753     E      Jersey - Selection of 2004 issues fine used cut from FDC’s includes a number of all different sets plus six
miniature sheets, cat well over £100 as fine used stamps. Good lot £10

754     S      Jersey - SG3, 1943  ½d Old Jersey farm U/M block of 9 stamps, cat £108 £20

755     S      SGC2a, 1948 General issue 2½d blue marginal U/M with the ‘Broken Wheel’ variety, cat £75. (Hinged
in marginal selvedge only) £18

GB LOCALS & CINDERELLA

756     E      1880s National Telephone Company Perforated Stamps Collection (36 Values). All Original Gum Inc
Block of Nine, Marginal Block of Four, 2 x Blocks of Four & Marginal Singles. Five Denominations: 1d, 3d,
4d, 6d & 1 Shilling. C/w Old Newspaper Related Article.  £275
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757     E      1934 Apex Air Post Exhibition London May 7-12 Scarce Unmounted Mint Imperf Block of Twelve Labels
with Some Wrinkling & Small Confined Areas of Staining.    £95

758     S      1940 Imperf Blocks of Four Souvenir Labels In Black & Blue Based on Chalon Head Portrait of Victoria
Printed by Perkins Bacon in Sept 1939. Both Sheets Show Guide Lines & are Fine Unmounted Mint
with (Usual) Light Gum Wrinkling.   £40

759     S      1990 Stamp World London Alexandra Palace Scarce Souvenir Sheets Set of Six - Limited Printing
Numbered 02083 Includes Reproductions of Penny Black & Two Penny Blue from Original Dies. All Six
Superb Fresh Unused. £150

GERMANY

760     S      1875 50pf Grey PFENINGE with final “E” SG36 good to fine used, Cat £550 £40

761     E      1945-46 selection of mint German Locals with a selection from Cottbus mint vals to 5rm+2.50 and
2rm-5rm u/m, various opts with surcharges and a page of Thuringen, condn fair to fine (c63) £28

762     S      1950 20pf Red European Recovery Programme Superb Used Complete Berlin CDS with Wonderful
Original Colour. SG B71 £25

763     E      1961 Famous Germans duplicated u/m ranges to 70pf including 5pf x47, 7pfx27, 8pfx37, 10pfx22,
15pfx50, 20pfx22, 25pfx12, 30pfx8,40pfx22, 50pfx10, 60px9 and 70pfx23, Cat £118 £1

764     A      1990’s and 2000’s mint and used collection filling a green 64 sided ‘Compass’ stock book. Many hundreds
including miniature sheets and some multiples and a few varieties . Very high cat value £55

765     E      A mint 1940s selection of “Locals” on Hagner pages with Saxon Province, Leipzig, Thuringen etc with
both perf and imperf issues, a few used seen (dozens) £27

766     S      Baden (French Zone) - SGFB38/FB41, 1949 Freiburg rebuilding set mounted mint, Cat £90 £12

767     E      Bag containing several hundred ‘all different’ unmounted mint stamps from the 1980’s and 1990’s. Mostly

in blocks of four, very fine condition, cat £1540+, cheap lot, £90

768     S      Berlin - 1949 Fifteen Values: Berlin Views FU/VFU Inc 3Dm & 5Dm (Both CDS) SG B37/53 (25pf Tiny
Perf Fault) Plus Surcharged Fine Used Set of Four SG B64/67 £45

769     S      Berlin - 1951 20pf Brown Death Centenary of Lortzing (Composer). Superb Fresh with Wonderful
Original Colour. SG B74 £40

770     S      Berlin - 1951 Freedom Bell Eleven Very Fine Used Values with Clapper at Left, Right (Set of Five) &
Centre. All Fresh with Excellent Original Colours. SG B76-78-82-83-84-85-86-101-103-104-105. Very
High Cat Value. Couple tiny faults. £75

771     S      Berlin - 1952 30pf Blue 125th Death Anniv of Beethoven Good used. Fresh with original colour. SG
B87 £20

772     S      Berlin - 1952 Famous Berliners Set (Less 6pf Purple) Nine Values used, mostly CDS SG B91-92-94-95-
96-97-98-99-100. £15

773     S      Berlin- 1949 10pf (SGB24 and 1DM pair (SGB59) x2 on large piece (1 stamp has damaged corner
other is fine) £23

774     S      Berlin- 1949 1m Olive-green optd in Red SGB33 fine used on small piece, high catalogue value £36

775     A      Early to 1945 mint and used collection in a boxed ‘Davo’ printed album which is in good condition.
Stamps commence in 1875 (pages from 1872. We counted 440 mostly different stamps with some
better mint late third Reich issues. Includes separate pages for Airs and officials etc. Very clean lot. £48

776     S      East Germany- 1955 135th Birth Anniversary of Engels miniature sheet SGMSE2333a u/m, Cat £110 £12

777     S      SG300, 800T on 500m green, wavy line used cancellation. Cat £2,500. As this stamp only cats 25p mint,
sold ‘as is’ and not guaranteed to be correct. Reserved as a cheap space filler but may well be a genuine
cancellation if so a bargain! £25

778     E      Small 3rd Reich selection of used including 1939 Danzig optd vals to 1r on 1g, Postal Employee’s vals to
25pf + 15pf, Winter Relief vals to 25pf +15pf etc (c37) £27
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779     A      West  Berlin & Zones - Over 1150 mint and used stamps in a 64 page green ‘Compass’ stock book.
Good variety and mostly different with some better sets. View to appreciate the content. £100

780     A      West 1951 - 2011, mint and more often used collection from Post Horns onwards with some better
catalogued items. Many sets and we counted over 1,400 stamps and mostly different. Housed in a red
64 page stock book. Plenty of stamps for your money and worth viewing. £50

781     E      West- a small 1950s good to fine used selection on album page, we note 30pf Liebig, Strauss 40pf, Airs
etc (c31) £22

782     E      West Berlin - SFB739/748, Famous Women 100pf to 500pf plus four of the lower values in U/M blocks
of four, some are marginal. Cat value exceeds £336 £38

783     S      West Berlin - SGB777/B791. 1987-90 Tourist Sights long set U/M ( 14 values) missing the different shade
of the 70pf, cat £40+ £9

784     E      West Germany- 1959 Beethoven miniature sheet SGMS1233a x2 both very fine used, Cat £140 (2) £18

785     A      West Germany- Large collection in printed album from 1949 to 1981 with a few earlier issues including
1949 UPU etc then more comprehensive from 1955 through to 1981 with many sets, miniature sheets
including 1959 Beethoven, many sets on covers and some miniature sheets on covers etc, all good to
fine used with catalogue value well in excess of £1,000++ (100s) £40

GHANA

786     A      1960’s and 1970’s U/M miniature sheets - 39 different in green stock book. Looks good value £21

GIBRALTAR

787     E      1886-1960s mint & used with later u/m, we note QV vals to 2p & 6d, EDVII vals to 1/-, KGV vals to 2/6
with various wmks, KGVI vals to 10/- including some mint better perfs etc, 1953-59 vals to £1 used plus
1960s Omnibus sets u/m etc, condn fair to fine Cat £1,450+ (200+) £200

788     S      1889-96 set to 5p SG22-33 (less SG24 & 30) fine mtd mint with extra 25c shade (SG26a), Cat £198
(11) £38

789     S      1903 1d Dull purple/red SG47 in u/m vertical top marginal pair, slight gum crease but does not show
from front, Cat £70 £10

790     S      1940s Mint Selection of Eight Values Including SG 123-124a-125-125b-126c-127b Cat £95 (2014). Odd
gum toning with small pencil (perf) notations reverse. £25

791     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG134/135 Cat £60+ £20

792     E      2019 issues on stock page u/M. 10 sets and 3 mini sheets, all U/M, cat £182 £29

793     E      2020 issues U/M on stock page, 9 sets and 4 mini sheets, cat £213 £34

794     E      2020 New Schools set in sheetlets of four U/M, face value £31.28 £10

795     E      A comprehensive mint & used collection of KGVI on album pages, we note 1938-51 to £1 including
many perf varieties with better seen, some u/m and some on small pieces etc, condn generally good to
fine throughout, Cat £1,230+ (c86) £250

796     E      A fine mint and used collection of QV issues on album pages with 1886 optd vals to 2½d u, 1886-87
vals to 2½d m, 1889 vals to 75c on 1/- m, 1889-96 used vals to 2p, 1898 vals to 1/- mint & used vals to
6d, clean lot, Cat £940+ (c50) £125

797     E      A mainly KGV mint & used collection on album pages including 1912 to 2/- m & u, 1921-27 m & u vals
to 10/- including many shades, 1931-33 set m & u including some perfs, 1935 S/ Jubilee m & u etc, condn
good to fine Cat £850+ (90+) £170

798     E      EDVII mint & used selection on album page including 1903 mint vals to 1/-, 1904-08 m & u vals to 1/-
and 1906-11 m & u vals to 1/-, condn fair to fine, Cat £720+ (32) £95

799     B      Mint Collection in four Stanley Gibbons ‘Devon’ Albums, 1980 - 2012 is quite extensive and is at least
85-90% complete we think, There are a few KGV items at the front of one volume and then a gap to
1964, many hundreds of stamps and sets and we think very good value at the reserve price. £225
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800     A      QV (few) to mainly KGV to QEII original collection in small green album, includes 1896 20c olive-green
used, 1935 Jubilee set mint, 1953-59 set used (£1 is fine used), 1960-62 set mint, 1977 and 1982 def
sets U/M, Cat £697 £55

801     S      SG11, 1886 2½d blue fine mint cat £85 £15

802     E      SG1120/1123, 2005 Battle of Trafalgar set in sheetlets of 6 U/M, cat £66 £8

803     S      SG114/117, 1935 Silver Jubilee mtd mint, cat £332 £8

804     S      SG114/117, 1935Silver Jubilee set fine used, cat £50 £12

805     S      SG115b, 1935 Jubilee 3d with listed variety ‘Short Extra Flagstaff ’ lightly mounted mint. One slightly
reduced perf at right otherwise fine, cat £325 £60

806     S      SG124aa, 2d Grey Perf 14, ‘Ape on Rock’ variety’ lightly mounted mint, a nice example of this classic
listed variety. Cat £700. £250

807     E      SG1268/1273 2008 Lord Nelson set in sheetlets of6 sets U/M, cat £90 £16

808     S      SG128b and 129b, 2/- and 5/- both perf 13. cat £47 £8

809     S      SG130a, 10/- perf 13, lightly mtd. Mint, Cat £42 £8

810     S      SG156, 1953 5/- Government House x 6 copies all good to fine CDS copies, cat £102 £12

811     S      SG160/173, 1960-62 definitive set of 14 good to fine used, cat £60 £15

812     E      SG1745/1751, 2017 H.M.S.Gibraltar set (7v) in sheetlets of 5 stamps, with decorative borders. A most
attractive thematic set. Face value exceeds £34 and awkward to find thus. £55

813     S      SG374/389a, 1977 Definitive set to £5 complete u/m, cat £25 £4

814     S      SG474, £5 aeroplane fine cds used x 15 copies, cat £14 each suit reseller,  total catalogue £210 £10

GILBERT & ELLICE

815     E      1939-1955 definitive M/M set of 12 plus SG47a, 48a, 51b on album page; some toning on 2/6d Cat
£80+ (15) £15

816     E      A mainly mint selection including 1911 set, 1912-24 to 1/-, 1922-27 m & u vals to 1½d, 1939-55 m & u
vals to 1/-, 1956-62 vals to 6/- m, 1966 to $2 on £1 & 1968 to $2 mint etc, Cat £260 (C140) £40

817     S      SG12/22, 1912-1924 short set to 2/6d mint, cat £65 £15

818     S      SG23, 1912 5/- fine used, cat £65 £16

819     S      SG36/39 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £65 £16

GOLD COAST

820     E      1938-1943 definitive mint set of 13 including U/M on album page; assumed lowest cat £40+; odd tone
spot £8

821     E      1948 definitive near set of 11 (missing SG141) on album page; top 3 values U/M Cat £100 (11) £25

822     S      1948 definitive set SG135/146 good to fine used all with circular postmarks, cat £48 £14

823     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding unmounted mint set of 2, SG147/148 Cat £38 £12

824     E      Good to fine mint & used selection on stock pages including 1876-84 vals to 6d u, 1884-91 m & u vals
to 1/-, 1898-1902 vals to 1/- used, 1901 Surcharge set m, 1902 m & u vals to 1/-, 1907-13 m & u vals
to 2/-, 1913-21 vals to 1/- u, 1921-24 vals to 1/- m, 1938-43 m & u vals to 2/-, 1948 m & u vals to 10/-
etc plus a few QEII vals m & u etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £850+ (150+) £128

GREECE

825     A      1886-1998 Mainly used collection in two 64 page red stock books. Over 1850 stamps (majority different)
with many sets. 1886 types with different perfs etc. and some better stamps if correctly placed.  Good
basis for continuation, excellent one country starter. Pickings to be had we think and sensibly reserved. £160

826     E      1992 Prefecture Capitals (3rd series SG1911/1922B, 1996 Castles (1st series) SG2004/2012B and 1998
Castles (2nd issue) SG2069/78 fine U/M. Three sets all issued in booklet form and cat £61+ £18
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827     S      SG1791A/1793A, 1988 Waterfall’s set in U/M blocks of four, Cat £135+ £16

828     S      SG461/7, 1933 Air, the Aerospesso Company issue mounted mint, cat £200+ £40

829     S      SG479a, 1934 Athens Stadium, perf 13 x 11½ marginal U/M, cat £140 £46

830     E      Small bundle of 45 different 1960’s and 1970’s First Day Covers, unchecked by vendor or us. Priced to
sell £10

831     A      Used collection in red “Edelweiss” stock book from a few imperf, 1901 Olympics, a good selection of
issues with commems and defins including Costumes, then further modern issues to 2007, condn mixed
(100s) £20

GREENLAND

832     S      SG48/62, 1963 Definitive set of 18 U/M to 10Kr, cat £36 £8

GRENADA

833     E      A neat mint & used collection from 1863 including 1875 1/- u, 1883 vals to 8d m, 1895-99 vals to 6d
m, 1902 to 3d m, 1913-22vals to 2/- m, 1921-31 to 1/- m, 1934-36 vals to 2/6 m, 1938-50 vals to 5/-
including some better perfs, 1953-59 to $1.50 mint etc, Cat £700+ (130) £100

GRENADA

834     E      SG1212/1217, 1982 Famous Trains in complete sheets of 50 U/M, cat £295 £21

835     S      SG192/204, 1953 definitive set of 13 U/M, cat £65 £15

836     S      SG4, 1d green mounted mint, one toned perf, Cat £110 £15

HAITI

837     E      A fine cto used in blocks and sheets etc including 1960 Occide Jeanty 1g50 (6 sheetlets of 12), Olympics
10c x89 and 2g50 x80 and 1961 Tourists with 5c x100, 10c x 800 and 1g50 x200, total Catalogue value
£200+ (1000+) £10

HELIGOLAND

838     S      SG8, 1sch rose & yellow-green, lower left corner marginal block of 15 (3x 5) unmounted mint. This block
has been hinged in the margins. Die III, perforation 14, so we consider this is the Hamburg reprint. As
original would cat £2,400++, reprint worth far less. £18

HONG KONG

839     E      1937-1976 original collection on leaves. Of note 1954 set used, 1962 set of 15 mint and used, Useful
pickings, cat £468 £40

840     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG171/172 Cat £275+ £90

841     E      A QV to QEII mainly used selection on stock pages including 1862-96 2c (shades), 1882-96 vals including
Company Chops, EDVII used, KGV vals to 50c u, 1937 Coronation u, 1938-52 8c to $5 u, 1941
Centenary vals to $1, 1949 UPU u, 1954-62 vals to $10, 1962-73 vals to $10 used, 1960s Omnibus m &
u etc plus other values to $1,30, condn fair to fine Cat £590+ (150+) £80

842     E      China - 39 different  clean unaddressed FDC’s, cat £207 as used stamps £32

843     S      China - SG1398/1413, 2006 Bird definitive set to $50 U/M, cat £42 £8

844     S      China - SGMS1494, 2008 Chinese New Year (Pig/Rat) miniature sheet U/M, Cat £38 £8

845     E      QV to QE2 used including many fine used on album page with values to $20. 46 stamps, STC £107 £12

846     S      SG168, 1941 Centenary $1 value x 3 good to fine used examples, cat £39 £8

847     S      SG24, 1880 5c on 18c good used, cut down wing margin straight edge at right, cat £75 £10

848     S      SG973/988 199 HK Landmarks and Tourist Attractions set u/m, cat £50 £10

849     S      SG9b, 1863 4c slate WMK, Crown CC, mounted mint, Cat £130 £20
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850     E      Six FDC’s in very good condition  for 1984 Aviation,1984 Chinese Lanterns, 1984 Jockey Club set, 1986
60th Birthday, 1986 19th century Portraits and 1983 Goldfish set plus mini sheet (2 covers). Cheap
reserve £9

851     E      Three  generic ‘Smilers’ sheets, all A4 size, one for the 2007 Greetings stamp issue containing 20 stamps
plus labels and two different sheets for the Beijing Olympics ‘Torch Relay’ again each with 20 stamps. All
sheets are unmounted mint. £22

HUNGARY

852     E      A good to fine used selection of oddments and sets on stock pages spanning 1947 to 2007, a few better
seen (100s) £22

853     E      Modern U/M thematic collection on four Hagner sides £16

ICELAND

854     S      1876 Five Values 3A Mint with 5A Unused (Thin) Plus 6A-10A-20A Fine Used all with Hinge Remains.
SG42-28-29a-30-32a. £30

855     E      1880s to 1920s mainly used selection on album page including early ring types vals to 10a, 1920 vals to
1k, 1925 vals, 1930 10a Air mint etc, condn mixed in places (c51) £18

856     S      1948 Hekla Fresh Light Mounted Mint Set of Seven to 10Kr SG 280/86. £30

857     E      1988 Year Pack with all stamps and miniature sheets U/M, cat £33 £8

858     S      SG280/286, 1947 Hekla set of 7 mint and U/M, cat £90 £18

859     S      SG96/101 (less 98) 5 values of 1911 set (less 4a) fine used, cat £80+ £14

INDIA

860     E      1867-73 selection of used 8a Rose overprinted “Service” on album page in mixed condn (38) £18

861     S      1895 Queen Victoria high values SG107/9 used, all with circular postmarks, a couple of minor marks,
bends but a useful representative set, cat £80 £16

862     S      1902-09 set to 1r with extra shades of 2a & 8a SG054-065, good to fine mtd mint Cat £80+ £12

863     E      1911 Coronation Durbar, A complete Central Post Office card leaflet with hours of business and delivery
timescales. The outer back page has five different QV stamps postmarked for 16 Dec 1911,. Variously
stained but remains an interesting item. Also, A back page only of a similar item with 5 Different KE7 /
KGV items postmarked 12 Dec 1911, This has been folded and posted at some time but in much cleaner
condition than the other item. These are very collectable items. £28

864     S      1932 MILITARY AIRMAIL (Royal Engineers Blue Embossed Insignia on Reverse) Multi-stamped Cover
Peshawar (Pakistan) to London. Some soiling. Opened carefully at top. £75

865     S      1940-43 most values to 12a SG265-76 (not complete) all in fine mtd mint blocks of 4 of which at least
2 are u/m, Cat £130+ £26

866     A      1960-61 collection fine used with many FDCs throughout with mainly unaddressed and illustrated, clean
lot (47 FDCs plus stamps) £5

867     E      4 stock cards of used / fine used modern issues, unchecked and we estimate circa 150 different types
seen £12

868     E      A mainly used QV range on leaves with a few mint, a duplicated range with vals to 8a with various pmks
etc, condn mixed with high catalogue value (few 100) £45

869     E      A selection of QV Postal Stationery covers spanning 1891-1899 in fair to fine condition many with
various postmarks (c98) £20

870     S      SG308, 1948 Gandhi 10r good used with double ring cds postmark. Some minor imperfections. Cat
£140 £30

871     S      SG372/373, 1956 Buddha Jayanti set in U/M blocks of four. The 14a value has a light gum crease affecting
one stamp only not visible from the front. Cat £50+ £9
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INDIAN STATES

872     E      Kishangarh, SG71 1913-16 5r Brown in complete block of 20 stamps fine U/M. A rare survivor! Very
good condition, a couple of trivial gum bends and a small contemporary mark in the margin. Cat £600
as basic stamps, a complete sheet would be a considerable premium. Nice item! £50

IRAN

873     S      1911 Ahmed Mizra set of 21 values to 330k (3k thin) otherwise good to fine m/m with some minor
imperfections SG361-81 Cat £835+ £46

874     S      1911 Definitive set of 21 values to 30k, SG361-81 fine, fresh mtd mint, Cat.£800+ £90

875     S      SG430, 1915 Coronation 6c. Block of six stamps mint with no gum, but possibly proofs? All six values
printed on both sides and with inverted centres. Highly unusual £20

IRELAND

876     A      Blue ‘Stanley Gibbons’ stock book with  a stock of U /M Miniature Sheets, PSB Panes and other sheetlets.
We counted a little under 300 items with cat value of around £1,000. Quite a bit of duplication, up to
30 of some items and just one of others. All unmounted mint in clean condition. Will break well for
trader / re-seller / packet maker. Reserved at circa 10-12% catalogue. Mostly 1980’s / 1990’s period. £90

877     A      Heavily duplicated U/M stock of 1984 -1986 Commemorative issues in green stock book. Up to 50+
sets of some issues. Catalogue value exceeds £2,600 and would be ideal for approvals / resale. All in
good condition. Cheap reserve on this. £190

878     E      1922 - 1970 small mint and used collection on stock sheets. Starts with 25 overprints on GB (values to
10d), then various mint and used commems and some defins with vals to 10/- x 2. Around 220 different
stamps with sets. Reasonable starter lot of the period. £26

879     E      1980’s and 1990’s small selection of all different U/M commemorative issues on four well filled Hagner
sheets, two of which have sheetlets / miniature sheets. Good range of issues looks to be mostly in sets.
Total cat value exceeds £150. A very clean lot £42

880     A      1983-2000 u/m collection of many sets sheetlets and miniature sheets, we note 1983 Architects with
many vals to £5, 1986 Europa, 1988 Olympics sheetlet etc, condn fine throughout Cat £480+ (100s) £40

881     E      1990 - 1994 U/M and fine used collection on a quantity of written up album pages, Cat £231 £32

882     E      1995 - 1999 U/M and fine used collection on album pages including miniature sheets and sheetlets, cat
£302 £40

883     E      2000 - 2007 U/M and fine used collection on pages including miniature sheets and with nice thematic
subjects, cat £268 £36

884     A      Blue ‘Stanley Gibbons’ Stock book well filled with duplicated definitive issues, 1982 values in quantity to
£5 (51 of these!), many values represented fine U/M including many blocks and multiples, the cat value
of just these stamps is £2,470. Thereafter the later issue to £5 mint and duplicated earlier definitive types
also. Later Birds values with £1 value x 10 and some odd postage dues. A substantial cat value here all
in nice condition. Suit dealer or packet maker. Worth viewing to appreciate and cheaply reserved. £300

885     A      SG1329/1343 Hurling Team of the Millennium sheetlet of 15 framed, also the same item but completely

imperforate and again framed. Two items. This is the only format in which the imperforate sheet could
be obtained. £30

886     E      SG1466/1486 (missing 1475 and 1477b), 2002 Bird definitive set to 10 Euro (less 41c and 48c) U/M,
cat £51 £8

887     E      SG746/765, 1990 Irish Heritage definitive set to £5 U/M, cat £42 £8

888     S      SG746/765, 1990-1997 Irish Heritage & Treasures U/M set, cat £40 £10

ITALIAN COLONIES

889     S      Ethiopia - SG322a/322d, 1936 Annexation 10c to 30c mounted mint, cat £84 £10
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ITALY

890     E      1863-1918 used collection on old album page including 1863-77 vals to 1L, 1877 opts, 1889 most vals
to 1L, 1898 Parcel Post set, 1901-26 many vals to 5L etc, condn mixed, high catalogue value (70+) £27

891     S      1884 50L Yellow & 100L Blue Postage Dues SGD73-4 both good to fine cds used £4

892     S      1884-86 Parcel {Post set mint, some minor gum faults but a good looking set, cat £695 £20

893     S      1890 Postage Due 10c on 2c Mauve & orange SGD47 good to fine m/m, Cat £140 £14

894     S      1890 Postage Due 30c on 2c Mauve & orange SGD49 good to fine m/m but with minor tone spots
Cat £1,900 £140

895     S      1901 50c Violet SG70 fine m/m bar 1 short perf at left otherwise fine, scarce stamp, Cat £950 £80

896     A      1901-1980 original mint and used collection in small ‘The Ace’ red spring back album. Includes better
high cat 1950’s era material. £60

897     S      1949 25th Biennial Art Exhibition, Venice set to 50L, SG721-24 fine mtd mint, Cat £145 £14

898     S      1949 75th Anniversary of UPU 50L Blue SG725 fine mtd mint, Cat £120 £9

899     S      1949-51 commems. Small fine used range including 1949 Roman Republic 100L, 1951 Milan Fair and
1951 Monte Cassino Abbey 55L (10 stamps), cat £516 £30

900     S      1951 29th Milan Fair set SG783-4 u/m, Cat £166 £22

901     E      A mint selection of areas on Hagner page from 1920s-30s with Italian definitive stamps optd Rodi,
Scarpanto, Piscopi Lipso, Caso, Karki and Stampalia etc in good condition (c47) £18

902     E      A small 1950s selection of used on album page including long set values to 200L, 1951 Tuscan set SG779-
80, Milan Fair set SG783-4 etc (c29) £27

903     E      A small used selection on album page with a few better including 1948 Revolution vals to 50L, 1949
with Centenary of Roman Republic 100L SG720 etc. (c14) £18

904     E      A used selection from 1950s on album page, we note International Radio Conference 55L SG750,
Tobacco 55L SG757, 1951 Milan Fair 55L SG784, Triennial Art 55L SG794 etc, just to mention a few,
condn fair to fine (c30) £27

905     S      Sardinia  - Stock card of the 1855 imperforate issue, comprising SG’s 28-59 used with all three shades
of the 10c and 2 x 80 cent plus the 3L Bronze mint (gum cracking). All in mixed condition as usual, total
cat value is £2,029, there are 12 stamps in all. Reserve is under 3% cat. £60

906     S      SG12, 1863 15c blue, fresh mounted mint, cat £3,000 and attractively reserved. £160

907     S      SG3, 1862 40c red mounted mint. Strong colour, a few tone spots and priced accordingly, Cat £375 £18

908     S      SGD21, 10c Orange-brown with very nice ‘NOVARA’ cds postmark, cat £80 £8

909     A      Small collection in maroon springback album from 1977 to 1992 with much u/m including 1990 World
Cup sheetlets, 1992 Birth Centenary of Tazio, Genova 92’ etc plus some used Express stamps and some
Vatican towards end of book, condn fair to fine £15

910     S      Tuscany - SG30, 1851 4c green, nicely used but just one margin, cat £190, decent space filler £15

JAMAICA

911     S      1935 1s Variety ‘Short Extra Flagstaff ’ Marginal Unmounted Mint with Tropicalised Gum. Variety  Partial
Offset on  Reverse with tiny soil spot. SG117b Cat £425 £175

912     E      1935-1962 collection on leaves includes 1938 set used, 1948 Silver Wedding set mint, Cat £228 £24

913     S      1956-58 complete set of 16 values to £1 SG156-74 good to fine used, Cat £60 £7

914     E      1962 Ninth Central African and Caribbean Games imperforate miniature sheet hinged on album page
with 2 used examples of the issued stamps. SG Part One catalogue references this sheet and states it
exists but was never available at face value or at any post office and as such is not listed by them.
An opportunity to acquire this elusive item. £10
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915     S      SG132a, George VI 5/-, scarce line perf 14.1. Lightly cancelled with indecipherable circular cancel. Scarce
item, a few nibbled perfs as usual on this stamp, cat £250 £50

916     S      Small stock card of KG5 stamps with SG108/110, 1929-32 set mounted mint and SG111/113, 1932
Pictorial set mounted mint There are a couple of tone spots on reverse of SG112 (cats £6.50). Total cat
£102 £15

917     S      Stock card containing all of the KG5 ‘War Stamp overprints mint SG68/77 (10 stamps) plus 6 values of
the 1912-20 issue (includes 2 x 1/-) mint as well. 16 stamps in all £20

JAPAN

918     S      SG608/9, 1951 Tourism, mounted mint, cat £148 £20

JORDAN

919     S      MS588, 1963 Red Cross miniature sheet fine U/M, cat £45 £12

KENYA

920     S      Kenya, SG107/121, 1977 Minerals set U/M, cat £50+ £12

921     S      SG20/35 (except 28 and 31), 1966 - 71 Wildlife original values definitive set missing the two 1969 values
(70c and 1r50). Fine u/m, cat £50 £10

KUT

922     S      1890-95 set to 5r SG4-19 fine mounted mint, Cat £550 (15) £100

923     S      1935-37 short set to 5/- SG110-21, fine mtd mint, Cat £100+ (12) £20

924     S      1938/51 1c sg131 COMPLETE SHEET UM from Plate 4A . Variously folded but said to include VARIETIES:
(i) Retouch Value Tablet R. 9/6, (ii) Tadpole Flaw R. 10/8 (sg131ad & af cat £145 in 2014) Plus (iii) Unlisted
Tearful King & Diagonal Dr. Blade Flaw R. 1/5. Perfs Fully Intact. Tiny Wrinkle SE Corner £195

925     E      1938-54 set to £1 SG131-150a good to fine used with many perf variations, Cat £230+ (c49) £18

926     E      1938-54 set to £1 with many perf varieties and colours etc SG131-50b good to fine mtd mint, Cat
£510+ (36) £100

927     S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG157/158 Cat £50+ £17

928     S      1960-62 complete definitive set to 20/- SG183-98 good to fine used, Cat £42 £4

929     E      A mainly good to fine used selection on album pages with 1935-36 to 5/-, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u, 1938-
54 set to £1 with many better perfs, 1941-42 m & u plus Postage Dues to 1/- mint etc, Cat £319 (c110) £38

930     S      SG125f, 1935 Silver Jubilee 30c value fine used displaying the ‘Diagonal line by Turret’ flaw, cat £225 £55

931     S      SG126f, 1935 Silver Jubilee 65c value fine used registered postmark, displaying the ‘Diagonal line by

Turret’ flaw, cat £250 £60

932     S      SG146b, 2/-, perf 13¾ x 13¼ fine mint, cat £50 £8

933     S      SG147ac, 3/- perf 13 x 12½ mounted mint, cat £45 £8

934     S      SG148, 5/- perf 13¼, lightly mounted mint. Cat £160, one of the key perforation variants in this set. £32

935     S      SG148b, 5/- Perf 13¼ x 13¾ mounted mint, Cat £50 £8

936     E      SG173, 1954-7 50ct reddish purple (giraffe). An U/M vertical delivery coil join strip of three U/M and a
separate horizontal delivery coil join pair fine mint. Offered on the original Murray Payne cards when
purchased (a  few years ago) when they were priced at £75 £42

KUWAIT

937     S      1923-24 short set to 1r SG1-12 fine mounted mint, Cat £130+ (12) £23

938     S      1948 KG6 5/- two copies one mounted mint the other fine used, both with ‘T Guideline in King’s hair
variety’ Murray Payne Cat No CW37a. Cat £165 and scarce. £75
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939     E      1963-1972 selection of all different commemorative sets on two  Hagner’s, cat £145 £20

940     E      Selection of 16 U/M sets on stock page. Between SG213/5 to SG422/5. All good condition, total Cat
£81+ £18

KYRGYZSTAN

941     E      2002 World Cup Football Final pair of miniature sheets as MS255a and MS255b overprinted, one in
gold, one in silver. These have the OVERPRINT INVERTED, most unusual. The normally overprinted
sheets catalogue £64, these would be at a premium to that, unlisted in the SG Stamps of the World. £40

942     E      2015-2018 U/M and fine used range on Hagner pages. 62 stamps and 16 miniature sheets, looks good
value £40

LABUAN

943     E      Small mint & used selection on stock page, we note 1892-93 set used, 1902-03 many vals to $1 mint
and 1904 4c on 8c & 4c on $1 both fine mint, Cat £320+ (30+) £60

LATVIA

944     E      2015-2017 U/M 32 stamps and 2 miniature sheets, cat £229, difficult period to source. £32

LEBANON

945     E      1920’s to 1960’s picked over mint collection on album pages. 165 stamps including some sets. We spotted
a 1956 United Nations FDC , also a trio of imperfs apparently from  a 1942 limited printing. Plenty of
overprints to classify and several overprints for airmails etc. Cat value easily exceeds £800 £90

946     S      SG280/289, 1944 anniversary of President’s return to Office, set of 10 most including the Air Values are
lightly mounted mint. The 12p50 blue has a small thin and 200p Postage has a minor tone spot, otherwise
a very fresh set, which cats circa £300. £40

947     E      SG444/453, 1952 Postage set (10v) mint on album page. Fresh colours, cat £144 £26

LEEWARD ISLANDS

948     S      1905-08 values to 1/- with ½d, 2d, 3d(2), 6d and 1/-, SG29, 31, 33-a and 34-5, Cat £210 fine mounted
mint (6) £38

949     S      1912-22 many values to 5/- including shades SG46-57 good to fine mounted mint, Cat £235 (18) £42

950     S      1921-32 short set to 5/- plus better shades of the lower values SG58-78, fine mounted mint Cat £279
(21) £48

951     S      1938/40 1d Scarlet Die B Light Mounted Mint with VARIETY VALUE TABLET & ‘LEEWARD ISLANDS’
SHIFT NW c/w 1d Scarlet Die A UM (Toned Gum) for Comparison of both Variety and Die. SG98/99var £35

952     S      1949 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG117/118 Cat £7 £2

953     E      Mint & used selection from 1867, we note 1902 m & u to 3d, 1907-11 vals to 6d m, 1912-22 vals to 2/-
m, 1921-32 vals to 5d m & u, 1938-51 vals to 1/- m & u, 1954 most vals to 60c mint etc, Cat £460+
(120) £65

954     E      SG126/140, 1954 Definitive set (15v) fresh mounted mint on album page. Cat £75 £18

LESOTHO

955     S      SG329/33, 1977 Animals u/m, cat £28 £5

LIBYA

956     E      SG690/694, 1976 Libyan Birds, U/M sheets of 25 stamps IMPERFORATE. An internet search only
returned the normal perforated set. The odd gum bend but decent condition and a good bird thematic
item to display. £120
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LIECHTENSTEIN

957     S      1932-33 Youth Scenes Birthday to 1f20, SG118-26 fine cds used, Cat £1,180 (9) £90

958     S      SG151/172, 1936 Zeppelin set mounted mint, cat £124 £24

959     S      SG271, 272, 274 and 276, 1949 Paintings 30r, 40r, 60r and 90r mtd mint, cat £81 £10

960     S      SG404, 1960 Europa very fine used c.t.o., marginal stamp, cat £80 £13

LUXEMBOURG

961     A      1852-modern mainly used collection in small album including 1852 vals to 20c, 1882 vals to 50c, 1891
vals to 1f, 1921 vals to 5f, 1940s mint sets, 1946 Air to 50f, 1948-58 to 8f, 1956 Europa, 1957 Europa,
then a range of defins & commems to c1990s, condition mixed (few 100s) £20

962     E      1993 Definitive issue, 6 values (5, 7, 14, 18, 22 and 25) in complete U/M sheets of 50 stamps each. Fine
condition, will break well for resale, cat £750+ £24

963     E      SG2132/2137, 2017 Roses coil stamp set self adhesive, U/M on backing paper. Cat £33 £8

964     E      SG609/611, 1956 Europa x 5 sets mounted mint, several are lightly mounted, cat £3,400 ideal for dealer £40

MACAU

965     E      1988 and 1989, 8 different commemorative sets on FDC’s, includes fauna and transport etc. Cat £70+
as used stamps £9

966     E      1996-1999, selection of 19 different miniature sheets, all superb used removed from FDC’s. Cat £146 £24

967     E      2002 World Cup special Miniature Sheet containing 2 stamps each from China, Macau and Hong Kong,
mentioned in the sectional Stanley Gibbons catalogue but unpriced. £5

968     S      Filial Love Premium Booklet issued 9th October 2002. contains four panes each being a single stamp
miniature sheet SG1311a, 1312a, 1313a and 1314a. This booklet is not currently listed or mentioned in
the Stanley Gibbons sectional catalogue. Nice item and individually numbered on reverse. £12

969     B      Office Depot envelope box with circa 40= First Day Covers primarily second half of the 1990’s. Some
duplicates but we counted 24 different FDC, total catalogue value exceeds £321 as used stamps, FDC’s
will be worth more. Good clean material £44

970     S      SG606/609, 1985 25th Anniv. Of Luis de Comoes Museum se-tenant strip of four. U/M, cat £50+ £8

971     E      SG623/628 and MS629, 1986 Musical Instruments on album page, mounted mint. Scarce set and
miniature sheet, cat £425 £44

972     S      SG641/4, 1987 Shek Wan Ceramics, vertical strip of four se-tenant stamps, U/M.  Cat £44 £6

973     E      SG662/5 1988 Protected Mammals sheetlet of four complete sets U/M, Cat £160+ £38

974     E      SGMS678, 1988 Olympic Games Miniature Sheet on FDC, Cat £80 as a used item. One small corner
bend mentioned for accuracy. £13

MALAWI

975     S      SG262, £2 Butterfly definitive. Top value cat £30 £8

MALAYA

976     S      1931 Brown envelope commercial mail from Singapore with Penang transit stamp on reverse. Typed
address to London and also typed is ‘Air Mail (Dutch) Alor Star - Amsterdam’. Has a blue Air Mail label
(P & T Mail 25). Cover is very weathered at edges but a rare survivor. Has KGV Straits Settlements
stamps 1 x 30c, 2 x 12c, 1 x 2c and 1 x 50c. £16

977     S      1931 Registered letter envelope with pre-printed 15c registration fee seal sent to Richmond, Surrey ‘
and bearing the legend ‘Via Karachi Air Mail’. Kuala Lumpur 9 registration label. Cover has FMS Tiger type
stamps, 12c and 25c on face plus2 x 25c and 1 x 3c on reverse. Envelope has been opened at right.
Nice commercial mail item. £20
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978     A      A useful mint & used selection in green stock book including Sates, we note Straits 1883-91 vals to 6c,
Surcharges m & u, 1892-99 m & u vals to 50c, 1902-03 vals to 25c u, 1904-10 to 50c u, 1906-12 vals to
$2 u, KGV vals to $5 u, KGVI to $5 u, then good clean ranges of FMS, Johore 1890s m & u, Kedah vals
to $1 m or u, Kelantan, Malacca KGVI m & u, Negri Sembilan 1891-94 set m, 1890d opts m & u, Pahang,
Penang, Perak from 1884 with 1900 surcharges with other mint vals to $5, Selangor, Trengannu 1910-19
vals to 20c, 1941 surcharges, 1957-63 to $2 mint, Malaysia 1960s-90s with many u/m sets etc, condn fair
to fine with a few minor imperfections, Cat £2,500+ (100s) £400

979     E      Including States and North Borneo / Singapore etc. - Range of album pages with mint and used ranges
from Straits, through FMS and BMA periods. Picked over in places but interesting items remain. Several
hundreds on circa 40-50 pages. Worth a look £75

980     S      Johore - SG98, $2 of good used appearance, cat £65, maybe a cleaned fiscal £10

981     S      Pahang - SG29/44, 1935-1941 set to $1 (16 values) a mix of mint and U/M, Cat £135+ £30

982     S      Pahang - SG72, 1950 $2 green and scarlet fine used block of four stamps, cat £140 £30

983     S      Penang - Between SG3 and SG20, KG6 thirteen different values 1c to $1mounted mint, cat £67 £8

984     S      Straits Settlements - 1937-41 Die I x 8 stamps to 30c and Die II 2c, 3c and 15c all mint (couple U/M),
total cat £248 £24

MALDIVES

985     E      Mint, used and u/m selection on stock page including 1909 set, 1933 vals to 1r, 1956 to 10r, 1960 to 10r,
1963 FFH, 1968 Paintings etc, Cat £220+ (90+) £36

MALTA

986     E      1860-1974 partially remaindered collection on leaves. Vendor advises over 480 stamps all different, of
which 194 are pre current reign. Better items include SG35 10/- lightly used; Edward VII values to 1/-
mint and used; GV with values to 2/- mint and used plus 10/- unused no gum; Later Postage overprints
to 5/- and 10/- mint; SG188 + 191 used (cat £145); Both KG6 def sets look complete (mixed mint and
used); Later QEII ranges inc some mini sheets; Page of Postage Dues. Decent cat value here and worthy
of consideration £140

987     E      1860s-1970s mint & used collection on stock pages including 1863-81 ½d Yellow buff u, 1885-90 to 1/-,
1899-1901 vals to 2/6, 1903-04 vals to 1/-, 1904-14 vals to 1/-, 1914-21 vals to 1/-,  etc plus other KGV
to 1/- mint, KGVI m & u vals to 10/-, 1956-58 m & u vals to £1 then other mainly u/m commems to
1970s, condn fair to fine Cat £1,200+ (few 100s) £180

988     A      1935-95 in black lighthouse album with matching slipcase a mainly used offering with some u/m spotted
also.  Cat.£714 £70

989     S      1949 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG249/250 Cat £38 £12

990     A      1953 - 2003, loose leaf green binder with a small accumulation of unmounted mint sets (for the most
part). Minor duplication in places but a good range of issues. Not comprehensive but also includes some
blocks of four. Must be close to 2000+ items in this one with a considerable catalogue value and all
good quality, no rubbish seen. Nice lot for dealer / eBay trader as very clean and covers a 50 year period
in some depth. £60

991     E      1998 France World Cup Football Miniature sheet x 23 copies all fine used CTO. Cat £74++ £10

992     A      A fine mtd mint collection in black springback album from 1938 to 1970s including 1938-43 to 10/-,
1948-53 most vals to 10/-, sets from 1957, 1965-70 most vals to £1, plus later vals to £2 etc (few 100) £20

993     E      SB1 and SB2, 1976 Booklets x 10 of each (Cat £115) + later 2/6d black on green booklet x 10 and 5/-
booklet x 4, total cat £200+ £30

994     S      SG153, 1926 2/- brown & blue mounted mint. Key value in set, worth half the cat for the entire set.
Awkward value to locate. Cat £55 £24

995     S      SG210/213 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £45 £12

996     S      SG35, 1899 10/- blue black fine used, Cat £75 £32
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MAURITIUS

997     A      1858 - circa 1970 mint and used collection in green spring back album. QV to QEII with some postmark
interest throughout. A few hundreds mostly different and clean throughout. STC £1400+ £220

998     E      Mint & used collection on stock pages including 1858-62 Red brown & Blue mint, 1859-61 1/- u, 1863-
72 to 1/- u, 1878 to 2r50 on 5/- u, 1880s surcharges m & u, 1895-99 to 18c, 1898 36c u, 1900-05 vals
to 15c, 1910 vals to 50c, 1913-22 to 1r m, 1921-34 vals to 2r50, 1938-49 vals to 2r50, QEII vals to 10r
m & u etc, condn mixed in places but generally good to fine, Cat £1,640+ (270+) £250

999     S      SG149, 1900 5c green and orange mtd mint, cat £35 £8

1000   S      Sg154, 1900-05, 2r50 green & black/ blue fine used with super cds. One short perf at top and colour a
tad pale if we were being harsh. Most attractive, cat £170 £40

1001   S      SG245/248 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £35 £10

1002   E      SG276/290, 1950 second George VI definitive set complete mint on album page. Cat £75 £15

MONACO

1003   S      1922 Views, 22c to 5f mtd mint includes 2 x 2f shades and both 5f colours and 10f fine used. Cat £130+ £22

1004   S      1939 National Relief Fund set to 5f+5f SG199-208 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £360+ (10) £30

1005   S      1948 comprising of two mint sets with Olympic Games SG343-51 (small faults) and Death Cent of
Francois Joseph Bosio SG352-60 (fine), Cat £300+ £18

1006   E      1949 Red Cross Fund block of four U/M, being ¼ of MS408, also the same item but imperforate being
¼ of MS409. Accompanied by the 1951 surcharged block (imperforate) being ¼ of MS459. Many printed
albums have spaces for these blocks of four rather than the larger miniature sheets (represented by
four of these). This format is quite commonly collected in Europe for these items rather than the SG
listed items. The perforated item has a fold in line with the perfs, otherwise in good condition. Pro rate
cat value is circa £450 £50

1007   S      1955 Air 500f & 1000f SG510-11a fine mtd mint, Cat £220 £14

1008   E      Between SG3204 and 3226, 2106 issues, 13 sets and 2 Mini Sheets, those checked were U/M, cat £116 £22

1009   E      MS1125 and MS1490, 1974 and 1981 Europa Miniature sheets unmounted mint, cat £105 £10

1010   S      SG1480/84, 1981 Royal Silver Wedding set in U/M corner marginal blocks of four U/M, cat £80 £14

1011   E      SG417/424, 1950 Prince Rainier set of 8 on two clean air mail covers with illustrated postmark and 1st
day of issue cachet. Cat £42 as used stamps £8

1012   E      SGMS1125, 1974 Europa Miniature Sheet, fine used, cat £65 £8

MONGOLIA

1013   E      1975 Winter Olympics, short set to 50m in blocks fine cto used (21 short sets) Cat £30 £1

1014   S      Between SG18 and 26, 8 different values from 1m to 3T all good used / cto. Some faults to a couple
but overall seldom seen and a visually appealing lot, cat £129 £24

MONTSERRAT

1015   S      1916-22 short set to 2/- SG49-57 good to fine mounted mint (10) £16

1016   S      1949 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG115/116 Cat £9 £3

1017   E      A small mainly mint selection on stock page including 1876-83 1d, 1884-85 vals to 4d, 1903 vals to 6d
plus 1/- u, 1904-08 vals to 1/-, 1922-29 vals to 1/-, 1938-48 vals to 10/- with some better perfs, QEII vals
to $4.80 m etc, condn fair to fine, Cat £490+ (100+) £75

1018   S      SG136a/149, 1953-1962 definitive set fine mint, cat £75 £18

1019   S      SG363a/399a, 1976 Easter set, surcharge omitted. A scarce set see catalogue note, U/M £85

1020   E      SG577c, 1983 surcharge error 40c on 10c Hogfish (wrong stamp SG578 in error) fine U/M corner
marginal copy displaying cylinder info. £10
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1021   E      SG889/904, 1994 Insects in upper left hand corner marginal blocks of four U/M with complete traffic
lights and plate numbers in marginal selvedge. Cat £145++ £30

1022   E      SGO44, 1981 15c Official marginal horizontal pair U/M,  displaying  a major shift of the overprint to
the right and into the margin, spectacular £10

MOROCCO AGENCIES

1023   E      1937 Coronation issue for Spanish, French and Tangier areas; SG164, 229 and 244. Each in complete
(folded) sheets of 120 stamps. Nice condition for these, white gum, some perf separation to be expected
from folding. Total Cat £360. A chance to acquire in complete sheet format, which can be broken into
many smaller blocks. Two of the sheets have a purple ‘Made in England’ handstamp in the sheet margin. £44

1024   S      1948 1s Olympic Games Mounted Mint Overprinted TANGIER with VARIETY ‘White Blob on Lands
End’ (from Cyl. 3 No Dot  R. 7/3). Comes with Normal Mint GB 1s Brown for Comparison. SG 260var £120

1025   E      Spanish; SG172/4, George VI 1940 Postal Centenary, three of the four issued, stamps (missing 25c on
2½d blue). 100 of each value, fine  unmounted mint, Cat value is £475 and very cheap reserve. This is
in large block format including margins. £40

1026   S      Tangier - 1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG255/256 Cat £20 £8

NETHERLANDS

1027   S      1946 selection of high values with 2½G SG617 x3, 5G SG618 x3 and 10G SG619 all good to fine used,
Cat £300+ (7) £28

1028   E      A fine u/m selection of sets and MSs from 1978-79 on stock sheet plus one booklet Cat £37+ (few
dozen) £1

1029   A      A mint & used collection of early to 1996, we note good 1930s used, Child Welfare issues used, 1952
Landing of S. Africa, 1956 Rembrandt m, 1960 Child Welfare set m, then further mint sets etc with some
being u/m, condn fair to fine (100s) £40

1030   E      SGMS3395, 2017 Viktor & Rolf Fashion Design miniature sheet U/M, Cat £65 £12

NEW GUINEA

1031   E      Selection of mint’ NW Pacific Islands’ overprints on stamps of Australia on stock page. Very minor
duplication, 64 stamps in all including four vertical strips of three (settings A-C joined). Values to 2/- x 2
and 5/- (this has a horizontal crease). Nice lot generally in very clean condition. £100

1032   S      SG97w, 2/- brown Kangaroo type of Australia, Inverted watermark, vertical strip of three showing the
three different settings (A-C) of the overprint. Mounted mint on top stamp only other two U/M, £30

NEW HEBRIDES

1033   S      (French), SGF106, 1957 5f black, top value in set fine used £19

NEW ZEALAND

1034   A      1915  to early 1970’s mint and used collection in red ‘Favourite’ spring back binder. Of note 1934 Tasman
used, 1935 values to 3/- used (x2), 1940 Centenary used; 1953 QEII set mint and used; several Health
Mini Sheets mint. Includes Cook islands, Niue and Ross Dependency issues with some sets including pre
current reign. Clean lot £50

1035   E      1958 Health 3d + 1d Blue (SG765) Miniature Sheet ‘Miscut’ with circa 7mm perforation shift to left.

Spectacular when compared to normal sheet as there is now a complete blank stamp sized label x 2 at
the right hand of the sheet. Fine U/M and a very visual variety. £30

1036   E      NZ Fish & Game Council, $10 Game Bird Habitat sheetlet of 6 stamps U/M, attractive Bird thematic
with decorative ‘ducks’ border £20

1037   E      QV to KG6 small mint ( a few U/M) range with 35 values to 1/-, looks clean and will repay correct
identification £12
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1038   S      SG1009, 1973 2c Butterfly no watermark, bottom marginal block of four with a good shift downwards

of the black printing U/M. A quite visual variety when compared to the normal stamp. £46

1039   S      SG1202a, 1979 14ct on 10ct QEII with ‘surcharge doubled, one albino’, very fine unmounted mint. An
elusive and attractive variety. £36

1040   S      SG586, 1936 8d in an U/M marginal upper right corner block of four U/M, Cat £60 £12

1041   S      SG590b, 1941 3/- U/M, cat £80 £20

1042   S      SG605w, 1938 1d scarlet with inverted watermark, complete booklet pane of six stamps, fine
unmounted mint. Perfs on one side slightly trimmed, otherwise very good. Scarce King George VI item £44

1043   S      SG686b, KG61/- Perf 14, upright watermark, with plate number 1 in lower margin. Top left hand stamp
has a very significant distortion of the second ‘E’ in revenue such that it has no centre bar. U/M and an
interesting variety. £18

1044   S      SG723/36 1953 Definitive set fine mint, cat £120 £24

1045   S      SG735, 1954 5/- red QEII, U/M, cat £32 £8

1046   S      SG736, 1954 10/- fine mint, cat £65 £13

1047   S      SG781/802, 1960-66 definitive set to £1 U/M, cat £60 £12

1048   S      SGD1a, 1899 ½d postage due with ‘No stop after D’ variety. From R2/3, mounted mint and very clearly
the correct stamp. Usual irregular perforations for this issue, fresh appearance, Cat £225. £42

1049   S      SGO138, 1938 1½d purple-brown official (KG6) mounted mint, cat £80 £20

1050   S      SGO142a, 1940 Centennial 1d chocolate & scarlet Official, ‘FF Joined variety’ lightly mounted mint. £24

1051   S      SGO159/O167, 1954-1963 Official set to 3/- a mix of mtd and U/M, the 3/- is U/M, cat £45 £10

1052   S      Small Accumulation GV to E2 Mint & Used Multiples (8 Pieces/34 Values) Inc GV 4d Dp Purple Strip of
3. Mainly Fine with Couple Faults. SG422g/721 £25

1053   A      Small stock book with a substantial collection / accumulation of mint George VI coil join pairs. Duplicated
lot with ½d x 73, 2d x 117, 3d x 140+, 4d x 16, 5d x 5, 6d x 32, 8d x 8, 9d x 63, 1/- x 3, 1/3d x 10. Many
are U/M and generally in good condition with numbers in the joins, many different numbers in evidence.
Lovely lot for either collector or dealer, it would take a considerable time to form this lot from scratch.
Reserve is cheap. £550

1054   E      Two ‘Universal Mail Booklets’, each containing 4 international postcard stamps. One is South Island, the
other is ‘Christchurch. Privately issued but valid for postage, nice items. £10

NEWFOUNDLAND

1055   E      1860 to 1935 mint and used collection on stock book pages. Circa 190 different stamps includes SG11
unused, 1933 Gilbert set min, t both coronation sets mint and 1941 sets plus a few postage dues. Cat
exceeds £1,600. Well worth viewing. £220

1056   E      1939 Royal Visit in u/m block of 40 including Bradley Wilkinson imprint at base, Cat £200 £27

1057   S      SG130141, 1919 Caribou set (12v) mounted mint, many are lightly mounted. Good fresh colours, cat
£200 £75

1058   S      SG282 Proof, 1942 8c rose-red vertical plate proof pair on gummed watermarked paper. Imperforate
with security punches, creasing as usual and with correction ringed in black. Something a little different. £28

1059   S      SG285a, 1941 15c Claret, Printed double, one albino, very lightly mounted mint. Offered on the original
Murray Payne stock card when purchased. Nice item and rarely offered. Cat £300 £130

NIGERIA

1060   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG62/63 Cat £17 £5

1061   S      Between SG99/114, 1959 Wild Animals set U/M (missing 50c, 10f and 200F), 13 values total cat £102 £10
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1062   E      Laos- small mint & used selection with 1884-86 ad & 1d mint then vals to 6d used, 1887-1902 vals to
10d m, 1893 ½d on 4d m, 1904-06 m & u vals to 1/-, a few minor imperfections here and there, Cat
£260+ (40+) £36

1063   S      MS564, 1988 Shrimps of Nigeria Miniature Sheet, spectacular mis perforation, splits each stamp into
four and leaves intended borders of stamps imperforate. A highly visual error and very cheaply reserved
in our opinion. £8

1064   S      Niger Coast - SG73, 2/6d olive-bistre mounted mint, cat £95 £20

1065   S      SG101, 1961 £1 x 3 and SG185, 1965 £1 x 5 all good to fine used, Total cat £99 £10

1066   S      SG12ba, 1914 £1 purple and black/red, Die II U/M, Cat £225 £70

1067   S      SG174, 1966 Bird, fine used corner marginal block of four displaying sheet number, Cat £52 £10

NIUE

1068   E      Modern U/M issues on three stock cards with some attractive thematic sets £10

1069   S      SG75/7, 1938 King George VI set good to fine used, cat £50 and quite awkward to find. £16

1070   S      Small mint selection on card with values to 5/- including 1902 ½d on ½d, 1917-21 1/-, 1919-29 5/-
(SG33 P.14) and 1927-28 2/- Admiral Deep blue, all in good condition, Cat £130+ (4 items) £9

NORFOLK ISLAND

1071   E      1991-2004 but mainly 1990s sets u/m including Explorers to $2 etc, condn generally fine with additional
MSs £15

1072   E      SG1/12a, 1947 -59 Definitive set complete (14v) mounted mint on album page. Cat £35 £9

1073   S      SG1/12a, 1947/59 definitive set of 14 U/M, cat £35 £8

NORTH BORNEO

1074   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG350/351 Cat £35 £11

1075   E      A mint & used selection on stock page including 1894 2c-6c mint, 1897-1902 vals to 12c m or u, 1909-
23 vals to 16c m or u, 1939 m or u vals to 8c, QEII vals to $2 used plus a few mint etc, condn mixed in
places, Cat £500+ (100+) £65

1076   S      SG143, 1901-1905 $2 fine used circular postmark, a little grubby at base from use and a couple of
curtailed perfs. Nonetheless  a decent example of an awkward adhesive. Cat £100 £27

1077   S      SG150, 1904-1905, 4 cents on 18c (Perf 14½-15) very fine used, cat £40 £16

1078   S      SG214/232 (less 222), 1918 Red Cross overprint basic set lightly mounted mint to $2 + 2c. (one of
each value except 8c + 2c), Cat £285+ £110

1079   S      SG295/298, 1931 North Borneo Company 3c to 12c mounted mint, cat £30 £7

1080   S      SG303/317, 1934 set complete mounted mint. Nice fresh set, but the $ values all have a clear cellophane
adhesion on the gum and reserved accordingly, values to 50c are all fine, cat £1,400 £130

1081   S      SG346b, 50c chocolate & violet fine used with the listed variety ‘Lower bar broken at right’ Nice
example. £16

1082   S      SG391/406, 1961 Definitive set to $10 (missing 4c value), Cat £74 £18

1083   S      SGD87 1939 6c violet postage due with light cancellation, nicely used, a difficult KG6 item,  cat £160 £50

NORTHERN RHODESIA

1084   E      A small mint selection on Hagner page including 1949 UPU, 1953 vals to 2/6, 1953 set to 20/- and 1963
P. Dues to 1/-, condition fair to fine with a few minor faults, Cat £120+ (40+) £5

1085   S      SG75/88, 1963 definitive set (14v) mounted mint, cat £60 £12
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NORWAY

1086   S      1935 Nansen SG235-8 and 1957 Tourism set SG464-6, all m/m, Cat £52 (7) £4

1087   E      2006 Year pack of stamps as well as Year pack of stamp booklets in fine u/m condition, Cat £342 £20

1088   S      SG6, 1856 3s lilac fine cds used, cat £95 £16

NYASALAND

1089   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG161/162 Cat £18 £6

1090   E      1953-4 Coil Stamps - Album page with the 1d, 2d and 6d values with the coil perforations. SG173a,
176a and 180a. Each stamp in a complete coil strip of 10 stamps made up from sheets and thus showing
the ‘coil joins’ Interesting lot and unusual to have this format - coils folded to fit on the album page.
Majority U/M. £17

1091   S      SG11, 4/- fine mint, cat £110 £21

1092   E      SG114/122, 1934-5 KGV set mint on album page, cat £48 £15

1093   E      SG144/157 and SG160, 1945 second King George VI definitive set plus 1d Leopard mint on album page,
cat £86 £18

1094   E      SG144/157, 1945 definitive set mounted mint - a few low values U/M, cat £85 £16

1095   E      SG144/157, 1945 KG6 set mint on album page, cat £85 £24

1096   E      SG188/198, 1963 QEII definitive set (being the Revenue stamps overprinted ‘Postage’) fine mint on
album page. Cat £17 £4

1097   E      Small mint & used selection on Hagner page from 1891-1904 including 1891-95 vals to 8d m & u, 1897-
1900 vals to 1/- m & u etc, Cat £215+ (c27) £30

OMNIBUS

1098   A      1985 The Life & Times of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth, The Queen Mother an u/m collection in printed
album with many sets and miniature sheets £10

ORANGE FREE STATE

1099   E      1868-1903 mint & used selection with some useful including 1868-94 vals to 1/-, 1881 & 1882 opts,
1894 m & u, 1900 opts with some “a” numbers etc, 1902 ovpts m & u, 1903-04 m & u vals to 6d etc,
condn fair to fine Cat £900+ (140+) £70

1100   S      SG148/51, 1905-1909 MCA wmk set (4v) mounted mint, good colours, one short perf on the 4d value
(which cats £4.50), total cat £100 £32

1101   S      SGM1, 1899 Military Frank stamp fine used on piece, slight damage at upper right, but good appearance,
cat £80 £10

1102   S      SGM1, 1899 Military Frank stamp fine used, cat £80 £20

PAKISTAN

1103   S      1948-57 complete set to 25r plus a few extra perf variants SG24-43a fine mounted mint, Cat £290+
(23) £46

1104   S      1953 optd “Service” with 2r and 5r SG042-3 fine mounted mint £18

1105   E      An u/m duplicated selection on Hagner sheets including 1951 3a & 4a (SG56 (47), SG58 (58), 1956
Republic Day, 1957 set, 1955-56 2½a Type I and Type II (170+, C. £4.75 each), 1961 SERVICE set x103
SG066-7 Total Cat £1,460+, (100s) £60

PITCAIRN ISLANDS

1106   E      1957-63 set to 2/6 with some additional mint vals to 2/6, many u/m (27) £18

1107   E      1971 Polynesian Pitcairn, U/M in complete sheets of 25 sets, cat £75 £10

1108   S      SG11/12, 1948 Silver Wedding set fine used, cat £51 £16
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PNG

1109   S      Papua, SG29, 1906-7 6d large ‘Papua, Forged Port Moresby cancellation with crosses each side of

Papua dated 22nd January 1907, referenced in the Lee book, page 68. An interesting one for the specialist £12

1110   S      SG130a, 1932 ½d Black & Buff, ‘McCracken printing’ U/M lower left corner block of four, the awkward
shade of this stamp. A little minor toning of gum on a couple as often encountered with this stamp. Cat
£76+ £15

POLAND

1111   A      1970’s U/M collection in maroon 32 side stock book. Lots of it so reserve looks cheap. Not the expensive
period but colourful £10

1112   A      Early to late 1980’s mint and U/M collection including miniature sheets in a chunky tan stock book.
Several hundreds with many sets and a good catalogue value. £40

1113   S      SG494/497, 1944 Monte Cassino set mounted mint, cat £66 £8

1114   S      SG494/7, 1944 Monte Cassino set fine mtd. Mint, Cat £60 £12

PORTUGAL

1115   A      1912-1990 mint & used collection in album including 1912-17 Ceres values to E10, 1924 Cameos vals
to 4E60 m, 1930s commems used with many gap fillers to 1990 plus 1876 News paper stamps used
and Postage Dues m  & u etc, condn fair to fine (100s) £30

1116   S      1956 Centenary of Portuguese Railways SG1136-39 fine mounted mint, Cat £135 £12

1117   E      1980’s Tiles sets in sheetlets of 6 U/M and Fine Used, totally unchecked, several dozens from an ex
dealer stock. Huge cat value £40

1118   A      A good to fine used collection in loose leaf album from imperfs to 1970s, we note 1860s imperf, 1912
vals to 5$E, 1931-38 to 5$E, 1931 vals to 1$25E, 1938 Raisin to 1E75, 1940 Centenary to 1$75E, 1941
Costumes, 1945 President Carmonen to 3$50E, 1947 Recapture of Lisbon, 1952 NATO, 1954 Sao Paulo,
1957 Garrett just to mention a few as there are plenty more sets to mid 1970s etc, condition fair to
fine with just a few imperfections (100s) £40

1119   B      Collection of New Issues in Firefly (small) box issues ranging from 1976 to 2000 many u/m sets and
FDCs many in envelopes and clear packets, condn fair to fine (100s) £40

1120   A      Early to modern mint & used collection in large red stock book including many Ceres vals used, 1940
vals to 1E75 u, 1945 Navigators vals to 3E50 u, 1946 Castles vals to 3E50 u, 1956 Queen Lenora set u
plus other values to $50 used etc, just to mention a few, condn fair to fine (100s) £30

1121   S      SG1065/6, 1952 N.A.T.O. commemorative pair, mounted mint, Cat £516 £28

1122   S      SG1570/1, 1975 Europa, U/M, cat £56 £5

1123   S      SG575, 5e green, fresh lightly mounted mint, cat £90 £12

1124   S      SG61, 1867, 80r orange, with curved value labels. Strong colour, sound used copy, cat £160 £14

POSTCARDS

1125   A      Dover - Collection in two large four ring binders. Comprises postcards old and modern reproduction
types as well as photographs and prints covering various aspects of the town. There are over 180 different
items providing a good range of views both historic and modern including landmark buildings and scenes,
maritime subjects, railways and trams etc. £36

QATAR

1126   S      SG35/7, 1961 2r, 5r and 10r all good to fine used, cat £41 £10

RHODESIA

1127   S      SG10, £1 deep blue fine used, cancelled by  a ‘LOMOGUNDI’ cds cancel.This is a scarce postmark and
reserved by vendor accordingly. Nice stamp £140
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1128   S      SG113, 1909 £1 Grey-purple perforated ‘SPECIMEN’ but this is inverted - most unusual not seen this
before! Mounted mint £90

1129   S      SG491, 3c Roan Antelope, Lower left corner marginal plate & traffic light block of four. U/M, ‘Black

printing doubled’. Nice positional item. £50

1130   S      SG93a, 1901 £20 Yellow-bistre unused without gum. Perfinned ‘2 11 07’ and no other obvious marks
etc. Probably a fiscal use, but cats £16,000 mint and unpriced used. A gap-filler for an otherwise
unobtainable stamp. £90

1131   E      Used with slight duplication including 1896-97 (Dot) vals to 8d, (No Dot) vals to 2/- and 1897 vals to
8d, condn mixed in places, Cat £230+ (c59) £10

ROMANIA

1132   E      2015-2017 collection on Hagner’s. 75 stamps and 1 miniature sheet U/M, cat £416. Difficult period to
find. £48

1133   E      SG2617/24 and MS2625, 1958 Romanian Stamp Centenary set plus one miniature sheet U/M on album
page. Cat £76+ £18

RUSSIA

1134   A      1972-76 and 1981/82 superb used collection on printed leaves, cat £380+ £28

1135   E      SG3251/3 1966 Antarctic Expeditions set in a complete sheet of 8 sets U/M. Nice display piece as this
just about fits on a A4 page £18

SAAR

1136   E      SG311, 1952 Stamp Day on clean illustrated FDC with special single day of use postmark. Cat £46 as
used, £8

SABAH

1137   S      SG423, 1964 $10 fine used, cat £45 £10

SAMOA

1138   E      Large stock card with two complete definitive sets U/M. SG390/399c (at £20) and SG647/665 (cat £22).
Both attractive thematic sets, the former with various fauna the latter with local fruits. Total Cat £42 £10

SARAWAK

1139   E      Mint and used remnants to 1934 on two printed pages removed from album. 36 stamps , all different
(one block of 4 x $1 used).  Decent starter lot at well under 80p a stamp £26

1140   S      SG184, 1950 KG6 $2 x 4 copies, each fine used part cds, Total cat £698 £10

SAUDI ARABIA

1141   S      SG1073/1075, 1974 Universal Postal Union set mounted mint. Scarce set cat £225 £30

SERBIA

1142   S      1911 3d Lake Block of Four & Single Fresh Unmounted Mint Original Gum with Some Light Gum
Wrinkling. Superb Original Colour & Scarce in Multiples. Tiny Scuff on the Single Stamp. Cat £225 as
FIVE SINGLES. GENUINE - NOT REPRINTS. £75

SEYCHELLES

1143   E      1890-1960s mint & used selection on Hagner sheets, we note a few Die I & II used, 1893 3c & 15c m,
1901 Surcharges m, 1912-16 vals to 75c u, 1921-22 vals to 20c u, 1938-49 m 7 u vals to 50c (including
SG140 x2 mint), 1954-61 vals to 70c, 1962-68 vals to 1r used etc, condn mixed in places with many fine
seen with some duplication, Cat £400+ (230+) £30
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1144   S      1938-1949 KGVI set of 25 complete mounted mint. Good colours, cat £550 as cheapest printings.
SG135/149 £55

1145   S      1938-47, 20 values between 2c and 1r50, a mix of U/M, mounted mint and fine used (between SG135
and 147), Total Cat £135 £16

1146   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG152/153 Cat £18 £6

1147   E      A small mint selection of 1938-49 issues including better, we note 12c SG139, SG140-142a, 45c SG143,
75c SG145 and SG145a etc, Cat £440+ (14) £40

1148   S      SG128/131 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £55 £14

1149   S      SG138a, 9c grey-blue in a marginal block of four stamps, the upper two are lightly mounted mint, the
lower two U/M, cat £152 £21

1150   S      SG33, 1877-1900, 75c yellow & violet fine used, cat £70 £26

1151   S      Zil Elwannyen Sesel, SG120/123 and MS124, 1985 Giant Tortoises set and Miniature Sheet U/M,
Awkward set. £5

SIERRA LEONE

1152   E      1935-1965 collection on small leaves from 1935 Silver Jubilee mint, cat £191` £20

1153   S      SG197/199, 1938 2/-, 5/- and 10/- fine used, Cat £39+ £8

SINGAPORE

1154   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG31/32 Cat £100 £33

1155   S      1955-59 $5 in a fine cds used block of 6 SG52, Cat £39 £4

1156   S      SG165/170, 1971 Paintings set of 6 complete fine used c.t.o. £18

SLOVENIA

1157   E      2015-2017 U/M collection on stock card, 42 stamps and 1 miniature sheet. Cat £156 £24

SOLOMON ISLANDS

1158   S      SG1202/1215, 2006 Shells definitive set (14v) complete, all marginal U/M corner singles from the top
right hand corner of the sheet displaying ‘Plate Numbers. £9

1159   S      SG52, 1925 10/- mounted mint, unfortunately has a tiny thin spot on reverse, cat £140 £14

1160   S      SG53/56 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £45 £12

1161   S      SG82/96, 1956-1963 QEII definitive set fine used, cat £60 £15

1162   S      SG976/987, 2001 Bird Definitive set U/M, cat £35 £8

SOMALILAND

1163   S      SG103/104, 1938 3r and 5r both lightly mtd mint, cat £57 £12

1164   S      SG105/112, 1938 ½a to 12a U/M, cat £78 £15

1165   S      SG137/148, 1953-1958 definitive set mint, cat £120 £24

1166   S      SG86/89 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £50 £14

1167   S      SG93/104, 1938 Definitive set complete (12v) mounted mint, cat £150 £44

SOUTH AFRICA

1168   S      1940s KGVI Revenue-Duty stamps with various good to fine used values to £10 (13) £25

1169   E      1973  Bicentenary of rescue by Wolraad Woltemade set, SG332/34 in part sheets of 60 sets. Cat
£240++, fine U/M £12

1170   S      1997 Endangered Fauna 20R (top value) in u/m and cto used Cylinder blocks of 4 (SG1028) Cat £50 £6
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1171   E      A good to fine mint collection on Hagner’s we note 1913-24 vals to 1/-, 1935 S. Jubilee ½d, 1d & 6d
(pairs), 1938 Voortrekker, 1939 Landing, 1941-46 War Effort, 1942-44 War Effort etc then issues with
some u/m Cylinder blocks etc, clean lot, Cat £570+  (200+) £30

1172   S      SG151/164, 1954 Definitive set a mix of mint and U/M, cat £35 £8

1173   S      SG227/236, 1963-67 definitive set of 10 fine mint, cat £80 £14

1174   S      SG97/104, 1942-1944 War Effort reduced size set U/M, cat £50 £10

SOUTH GEORGIA

1175   E      1971-76 surcharged definitive series look to be U/M (those checked)  and possibly all values represented.
48 stamps all but 2 are in the SG18/31a number range. Vendor says these are unchecked for shades etc.
Clean lot on stock page. £18

1176   S      SG1/16, 1963-69 definitives complete with both £1 values and the perf variety on the ½d (17 stamps)
U/M, cat £200+ £70

1177   E      SG161/175, 1987 Birds definitive set of 15 to £3 on three First Day Covers, cat £50 attractive! £12

1178   S      SG18/31a, 1971 Decimal currency set U/M, cat £60 £16

1179   S      SG251w, 17p Larsen’s Voyage with ‘Watermark Crown to right of CA’ fine U/M £6

SOUTHERN RHODESIA

1180   S      1924-29 complete set to 5/- including 1d SG2d, good to fine mtd mint, Cat £230 £35

1181   S      1924-29 many vals to 2/- SG1-12 good to fine used with a couple of shades, Cat £140 (15) £25

1182   E      1931-37 many values to 5/- including perfs with some better seen SG15-27 good to fine cds used, Cat
£375+ (25) £75

1183   E      1931-37 many values to 5/- including perfs with some better SG15-27 good to fine mtd mint, Cat £470+
(24) £90

1184   A      1932-47 mint & used collection in green springback, we note 19335 S. Jubilee, 1935-41 Victoria Falls
including P.12½ and P.14, 1937 Coronation and 1937 definitives to 5/-, 1940 Golden Jubilee etc with
presentation of both mint and used, condn fair to fine, Cat £300+ (c94) £50

1185   S      SG11, 1924 1/6d horizontal pair very good used with ‘West Nicholson, S. Rhodesia CDS plus part of
another, cat £100+, a couple of reduced perfs £10

1186   E      SG35/35b 1935-41 Falls (3v) and SG40/52, 1937 Definitives all mint on a single album page, cat £100 £20

1187   S      SG89/91, 1953 5/- to £1 inclusive, very good to fine used, cat £115 £26

SPAIN

1188   E      A4 stock page of U/M Frama issues, the Peseta face value is 771pta and Euro Face value is 19.99. 37
items £10

1189   A      Early to circa 1945, boxed Davo printed album with pages for Airs and other related issues etc. Has
three or four older pages from another album at the front with a few stamps on. Very clean condition
with a few hundred mint and used stamps. Good project for continuation, worth the reserve for the
empty album we think. £30

SPANISH COLONIES

1190   S      Morocco - SG150, 1929 Seville-Barcelona exhibition 10p brown U/M block of four, minor gum ends
but very fresh cat £168+ £26

ST. HELENA

1191   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG143/144 Cat £28 £9

1192   E      2001 - 2016 U/M collection on stock pages, all different sets and mini sheets / sheetlets, Cat £580 £75
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1193   E      Literature - St. Helena Postal History & Stamps by Edward Hibbert, long out of print and difficult to
source. Seen online at £35+ in a few places only £16

1194   E      QV to KG5 mint and used selection on album page. 37 stamps in all includes 7 QV overprint types,
1912 4d/6d set and Views 1/- etc. £26

1195   E      SG1011/1018 2006 Exploration & Innovation set in sheetlets of 8 stamps (4 sets) U/M, cat £90+ £20

1196   S      SG50/51, 1896 2½d and 5d fine used, cat £47 £10

1197   S      SG64/67, 1903 ½d to 8d (4 vals) fine used, cat £41 £10

1198   S      SG64/67, 1908-11, 2½d to 6d fine used, cat £96 £20

ST. KITTS-NEVIS

1199   S      1949 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, tone spot, SG80/81 Cat £11 £1

1200   S      SG394/406, 1978 long set, 5c to $10 (13v), No 1c or 2c, all U/M, but with Country name obliterated

and overprinted SPECIMEN’. Most unusual £16

ST. LUCIA

1201   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, SG144/145 Cat £19 £6

1202   S      SG16, 1864-76, (4d) yellow, perf 14, wmk Crown ‘CC’, fine used £8

1203   S      SG3, (6d) Green, star wmk, Perf 14 - 16 good used with slightly blurred duplex cancel, Cat £200 £44

ST. VINCENT

1204   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG162/163 Cat £28 £9

1205   S      1978 Coronation 5c-40c-$1-$3 MINIATURE SHEET with SPECIMEN Overprints Unmounted Mint.
Small gum wrinkle. S MS134 Specimen £25

1206   E      Grenadines - MS359, 1985 Railways (Leaders of the World) miniature sheet unmounted mint, a
worldwide edition of just 10,000. Accompanied by a second sheet, which is completely IMPERFORATE,
nice Railway thematic item fully written up. Two sheets. £12

1207   E      Grenadines - SG357/8var, 1985 Railways (Leaders of the World) $3 value in a block of four stamps
(two se-tenant pairs) U/M, with a circa 3mmm to left and 2mm upward movement of perforations.
This is a block from the right hand side of the sheet which shows a blank white 2-3mm wide strip at left
as a result. Spectacular appearance and offered with normal for comparison. Fully written up. £16

1208   E      Grenadines - SG504/5, 1987 Railways 10c vertical pair with ‘RED OMITTED’ from Buffers etc. fine
unmounted mint.  Very visual missing colour error with normal for comparison. Fully written up. (2 pairs) £16

1209   E      SG882/3var, 1985 Leaders of the World, Railway Locomotives (4th series) $2.50 value ‘The Great Bear’
locomotive in corner block of four (2 se-tenant pairs). Two blocks, one normal, the other is completely

imperforate. Impressive block, fine U/M £16

SUDAN

1210   E      1951 1m to 4m SG123-26 in complete fine cto used sheets of 100, with some perf splitting otherwise
eye catching, Cat £1,900 (100s) £155

1211   S      SG91/3, 1941 5p, 6p and 8p m/m, cat £75 £15

SWA

1212   S      SG105/107, 1938 Voortrekker ½d+½d to 1½d+1½d very lightly mounted mint (virtually U/M). Cat
£74 £12

SWAZILAND

1213   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding mounted mint set of 2, very small tone spot, SG46/47 Cat £40 £10
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SWEDEN

1214   A      1855-1952 Mint and used collection in red 2 ring binder. Older material tending to be used , later mint.
Includes SG2 x 3 used; 1858 series duplicated used including some cds.; 1872 issues with used duplicates.
1924 UPU used values to 500. Interesting officials and dues also. Mixed condition in places with plenty
of good postmarks seen. A valuable and interesting lot on 35 pages, we counted over 690 stamps £100

1215   A      A fairly comprehensive used collection in small green springback album from 1858 to 1970s we note
1858 vals to 30ore, 1872 vals to 1RD, 1889 issues, 1920s with vals to 145ore etc, then a very good
selection of 3 sided perfs, sets etc some in pairs with other values to 20k Swans etc, condn poor to fine
plus a few Officials at back of book, Cat £1,000+ (100s) £85

1216   A      A fine collection of booklets from 1942 to 1980s with better including 1969 Fairy Tales, N. Countries,
Bridges, 1970 Trade & Industry, Birds, 1971 Christmas, 1982 and 1984 Rebate booklets etc, good solid
lot with very little duplication, Cat £1,260+ (c124 B/Lets) £100

1217   E      Loose stamps in packet, including some sets and earlier coils (look to be U/M) with a face value of
1,250Kr, plus a range of booklets face value 810Kr. Total face circa £175, cheap start on this. £35

1218   A      Mid to modern period of fine used commems in green stock book with vals up to 50k, condn fair to
fine (100s) £12

1219   E      SG2895a, 2014 Berries & Leaves booklet with 2 x U/M sets cat £50+ £8

1220   E      SG2914a, 2015 Pop Artists booklet contains 2 x U/M sets, cat £50+ £8

1221   E      SG2919/2923, Prince Eugen paintings in strip of five U/M, Cat £50+ £8

1222   E      SG2951/52, Ingrid Bergman set in self adhesive strip of 5 stamps U/M, cat £52 £8

1223   E      SG2976a, 2016 Natural History Museum booklet with 2 x U/M set, cat £50+ £8

1224   S      SG3, 1855 6s grey used with parts of two Gothenborg circular cancels. Blunt corner perf at upper right
and has a hint of some thinning on reverse. Facially fine, scarce stamp, cat £1,700 and reserved by vendor
as a cheap space filler. £50

1225   S      SG57, 1903 5k blue, Opening of the Post Office very good used, cat £42 £10

SWITZERLAND

1226   A      Remaindered collection 1900 to 1960’s. mint (everything checked was U/M) and used. Many sets remain
including Pro Juventute and other charity sets. The Pro juve are U/M. We note Miniature Sheets MS403a
(cat £80 u/m), MS446b (cat £90 u/m), 1948 IMABA sheet (cat £140 U/M) and others. 27 U/M air issues
at the back. Good lot with  a decent cat value and we think much of the mint is U/M! £200

1227   S      1951 National Philatelic Exhibition MS, SGMS531a, u/m, Cat £375 £24

1228   E      1963, SG676/680 fine used blocks of four on album page, also MS675a, International Red Cross
Centenary miniature sheet fine used on first day cover. The set commemorates nursing / Red Cross
subjects. Good medical lot, cat £41+ £8

1229   A      Early to 1970’s primarily used collection in the Stanley Gibbons printed album. Stamps from 1862 to
1970’s. Over 500 different stamps on 50+pages. Good basis to start a collection. £38

1230   A      Mint & used collection in brown stock book, we note early Pro-Juventute sets mint & used from 1915
to 1960s, some Pro-Patria m & u, then earlier Switzerland issues from Helvetia’s with vals to 1f, condn
fair to fine (dozens) £20

1231   S      SG319, 35c Air, cinnamon & brown, good used with slogan cancel, cat £75 £10

1232   S      SG321, 1923 Air 40c lilac and violet fine used, cat £85 £15

1233   S      SG337, 1914 Mountain Views 10F green fine used, cat £65 £10

1234   S      SG346, 1932 Disarmament Conference 90c fine used, Cat £65 £10

1235   S      SG358, 1935 Air surcharge 10c on 15c fine used, cat £60 £10

1236   S      SG459, 1945 Peace ‘Pax’ 10F violet on buff, top value, fine used, cat £170 £30

1237   S      SG459, 1945 Peace, 10F violet / buff fine used , cat £180 £30
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1238   S      SG47/459, 1945 Peace set (13v), all fine used cds copies, except 1F value, which appears to be U/M. Cat
£1,300 £300

1239   B      Small blue box containing ranges of FDCs, some plain some illustrated from 1962 to 1977 with some
u/m sets in packets (92 covers + stamps) £20

1240   E      Stock card with 14 standing Helvetia types (in the SG range SG134 to 162) mint / unused. Values 20c
to 40c. Total Cat value is in the region of £1,600, mixed condition, most with faults but a clean lot which
will repay identification and classification. Zumstein numbers indicated have not been checked by us.
Cheap lot reserved at under 5% cat. £70

TANGANYIKA

1241   S      1922-24 short set to 2/- with 1/- & 2/- wmk INV, SG74-84 all u/m £28

1242   S      1927-31 set to 2/- SG93-103 fine mtd mint plus 5/- SG105 (torn & not counted), (13) £16

1243   E      A mainly good to fine used selection on album pages including 1917-21 vals to 1r, 1922 set of 2 mint,
1922-24 most vals to 1s including 1925 Colour change vals to 30c used and 1927-31 most vals to 2/-,
clean lot Cat £190+ (c38) £38

TANZANIA

1244   S      1985 Set of THREE PROGRESSIVE PROOFS of 100/- Celebrating Queen Mother’s 85th Birthday Superb
Unmounted Mint with 1 Proof Very Small Mark on Gum. Comes with Hinged Mint Set of Four Inc 100/- £40

1245   S      SG462 var, 1986 World Chess Championships 100s value top right corner marginal stamp with
spectacular mis perforation such that country name and value appear at the top of the stamp rather

than the bottom, offered with normal for comparison. Highly visual variety. £12

THEMATIC

1246   A      A modern collection of Railway Heritage sets to $1 u/m including Nevis, Tuvalu, St. Lucia and St. Vincent
(dozens) £1

1247   A      Birds early to modern mainly used, we note Hong Kong to $50, South America, Romania etc, condn
mixed (few 100s) £1

1248   E      Birds in complete u/m sheets with Falklands 1982 (SG433-38) and Faroes 1977-78 in complete sheets
(SG27-9 and SG35-7) £18

1249   A      Birds in spring back including Albania u, Australia, Burundi u, Falklands m & u vals to 1/-, Hungary u,
Malaysia to $2 u, NZ m & u, Romania, Russia u, Panama, Yemen u, B.I.O.T 1975 Birds to 10r u/m etc,
condition fair to fine (few 100s) £10

1250   S      Congo 1971 Scouts with silver stamp block of 4 plus 1 gold stamp SG299-303, u/m (5) £4

1251   A      Cricket - 1988 England - Australia Bicentenary collection produced by Stamp Publicity. Includes GB and
Australian stamps plus Team Photo’s with (presumably autopen) Autographs, then various covers
including the T.C.C.B. Official with special postmark and other commemorative covers. 20 pages or so
with background information, apparently a worldwide limited edition of 700. Nice item for the sports
enthusiast that will have been relatively expensive to buy new. £30

1252   B      Cricket collection in three albums with useful Commonwealth commemorative covers and mint sets.
We also note Barbados picture postcard signed Garfield Sobers. Several hundreds. £20

1253   A      Diana Princess of Wales, Collection in a blue 22 ring binder with gold text printed cover. Contains U/M
collection on printed pages Aitutaki to Uganda for C/W countries with sets for both the 1981 Royal
Wedding and also her 21st Birthday the following year. Plenty of sets and miniature sheets and other
sheetlets. Very full album, which will have cost a small fortune to accumulate at the time. £36

1254   A      Olympic Games from 1994-1996 with stamps & miniature sheets, sheetlet and many FDCs from across
the globe with a few Benham covers (qty) £8

1255   A      Olympics- A fine modern u/m 1970s-1990s collection in special album with sets, miniature sheets and
a few covers with one signed by Steve Beckley (dozens) £15
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1256   A      Railways - Blue album with selected material on Hagner sheets. All sets or Miniature sheets or the train
value from the set), many items all identified by SG Number, cat £1,658 £165

1257   E      Railways - St. Lucia, 1984 Railway Locomotives (2nd issue), SG715/726 Imperforate Proof colour trials
in six Format International Security Printers card folders, one for each value in pairs. Has comments on
each colour and initialled etc. Lovely thematic display items . Nice and unusual and good to have the
complete set! £15

1258   E      Railways - Two varieties. St Lucia $3 vertical pair missing colour  with normal for comparison. Also Tuvalu
(19th March 1985) 30c and $1 values in blocks of four (being part of 2 sets) both normally perforated
and also completely imperforate. All U/M and nice to add a little extra to a thematic collection and / or
display £28

1259   E      RED X issues, including France 1991, 1993 & 1995 Booklets fine used, Monaco 1973-89 u/m MSs plus
Tuvalu 1988 15c, 40c & 50c Blocks of 4 with “RED X” Omitted together with normal (dozens) £80

1260   A      Royalty - 1985/1986, The life and times of Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother, special printed album
with an U/M collection of Commonwealth Countries from Antigua to Zambia on circa 100 pages with
spaces marked for everything. WE counted over 280 items including several Miniature Sheets and we
estimate this album is circa 85% complete. One of the better Omnibus issues with a considerable
catalogue value and offered very cheaply in our opinion. £40

1261   B      Royalty - An oblong box containing Commonwealth selection of booklets with 1977 S. Jubilee, 1978
Coronation, 1981 R. Wedding etc, countries include Antigua, Grenada, Turks & Caicos, Montserrat, St
Kitts, Nevis etc, condn fine (c69 booklets) £10

1262   E      ROYALTY - Small selection on stock page, all U/M, cat £64. Includes Miniature sheets and issues beyond
2000. Good condition, all issued after 1976. £5

1263   E      Scout issues with 1984 Mali SG541-3 and Senegal in blocks of 4 SG785-89 all IMPERFORATED, u/m,
Cat £350 £27

1264   B      Space collection in box file, includes an A4  stock book, pages and stamps on a Hagner sheet. 100.’s of
items. £75

TONGA

1265   S      1936 Tin Can Mail envelope bearing 2½d stamp. Reverse side bears 4 cachets in different colours and
languages confirming Tin Can mail details. Front has two cachets plus explanation of despatch on 15th
July 1936. Cover is addressed to New Zealand £20

1266   S      2008 surcharges x 2, 30s on 55s (black Ducks and grey Mullet0 and 70s 55s (Blue Crowned Lorikeet),
both U/M and scarce. The Lorikeet stamps has a minor blemish to gum. Cat £75 £20

1267   A      Green ‘Lighthouse’ stock book with modestly duplicated in places mint (some U/M) accumulation of
pre 1966 material with much being in the 1930’s and 1940’s. Includes some multiples including SG81
U/M block of four (cat£168+), some surcharges and 3 sets of 1938 Accession. A few faults here and
there but majority in good condition. a few hundreds and we estimate cat £1,200+. Worth viewing, suit
reseller. £200

1268   E      SG1120A Incorrect Tongan inscription variety within a sheet of 20 stamps U/M. The variety is repeated
5 times in the sheet, cat £122 £20

TRANSVAAL

1269   E      A4 stock card with 300+ mint and (mostly) used stamps predominantly values to 1/-. Needs checking
/ classification and ideal for postmarks. Totally unchecked according to vendor and likely to be chance of
finds here. Ideal for dealer, Looks very messy but high cat, if you want a challenge...... £65

1270   S      SG239, 1901 1d rose-red & green with unlisted ‘Short I’ in overprint variety, good used £10

TRINIDAD

1271   S      SG215, 1921-22 £1 Green & Carmine mounted mint, light even gum tone plus mark on gum not
detracting from facial appearance. Cat £180. Looks cheaply reserved. £36
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1272   S      SG249, 4c Chocolate fine mint, awkward value in set, cat £32 £6

1273   S      SG255/6, 1940 $1.20 and $2.40 mounted mint, Cat £60 £10

1274   S      Trinidad & Tobago, SG213 & 215, KGV 5/- and £1 values fine mounted mint (the £1 quite lightly so) cat
£255 £110

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

1275   S      1938-44 complete set to $4.80 including extra 12c (shade) SG246-56, fine mtd mint £26

1276   A      A fine mint & used collection in red springback album including 1913-23 vals to 1/- including shades etc,
good selection of “War Tax” issues including mint-u/m blocks, 1922-28 m & u vals to 5/-, 1938 vals to
72c including perfs used, 1935 S. Jubilee m & u, KGVI to $1.20 used, then a good mint & used selection
of Postage Dues to 1/- (290+) £195

1277   S      SG239/242 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £32 £9

TRISTAN DA CUNHA

1278   E      SG28/41, 1960 Definitive set on album page U/M, cat £75 £20

1279   E      SG666/677, 2000 Monarchs definitive set 0f 12 to £5, cat £42+ £10

1280   E      SG71/84b, 1965-1967 definitive set of 17 to £1 U/M on album sheet, cat £50 £12

TURKEY

1281   S      Three U/M Europa sets for 1974 (SG2482/83), 1984 (SG2854/55) and 1985 (SG2890/91). 6 stamps,
total cat value is £121.25 £11

TURKS & CAICOS 

1282   S      1917 1d Red Imperceptibly Mounted Mint with Faint ‘WAR TAI’ Overprint for ‘WAR TAX’. Comes with
Ordinary Overprint for Comparison. SG 140var £75

1283   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG208/209 Cat £14 £4

1284   S      SG191a, 1937 Coronation ½d Deep Green shade. An awkward King George VI variant. Two copies, one
is unmounted mint, the other fine used. Surprisingly awkward stamp to find. Cat £80 £22

TUVALU

1285   A      1976 - 2004 U/M collection in large green ‘Clearview 32’ stock book. 100’s of stamps and miniature
sheets with better seen £80

1286   E      1979 to 2006 selection of sets  to $3 and $5 including sets optd “Official”, all fine used £9

1287   A      Large red ‘Davo’ stock book. Very modern U/M lot with 96 mini sheets and 8 sets - some nice thematic
issues here. £80

1288   A      Red ‘Compass’ stock book with U/M issues 2009 to 2020. 97 Miniature sheets and four sets. High cat £80

1289   A      U/M issues up to 2019 in a red ‘Compass’ stock book. 55 miniature sheets and 28 sets. High cat value £70

UNITED NATIONS

1290   E      New York - SGMS38, 1955 10th anniversary of the U.N. miniature sheet on FDC, cat £60, cover has a
few wrinkles and MS looks to have a tear at base. £8

1291   E      SGMS38, 1955 10th Anniversary miniature sheet mint,  fine used and on FDC as well (3 items), cat £300 £24

URUGUAY

1292   E      Fournier Forgeries of the 1859 issue 60c dull lilac, 80c orange yellow, 100c rose, 100c deep carmine
and 80c green all in vertical pairs and overprinted ‘faux’ . Also a single example of the 120c blue creased
and without the overprint. Some slight thins but an attractive lot of historic significance. £34
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USA

1293   A      1859-1952 mint & used collection in Fawn coloured Lighthouse album, hinge less, including 1870 vals to
30c u, 1902 vals to 50c u, 1922 vals $1, 1930s mint & used with other values to $5 seen used etc, condn
mixed (100s) £30

1294   S      1869 2c Post Rider sound used, cat £90 £14

1295   S      1894 $1 Perry fine used, cat £120 £20

1296   S      1935 ‘Francesco de \penedo Trans-Atlantic crash cover, the plane carrying 500 letters crashed on take
off. A similar cover sold at Cherrystone Auctions (USA) in 2017 for $240 (circa £180) £90

1297   A      2006-2010 Collection in blue ring binder on Hagner sheets u/m & used with some sets seen, condn fair
to fine (few 100) £10

1298   A      A large album with 1985-1990 selection of sets and singles all in cylinder blocks of 16 or 20, fine u/m,
Cat £2,330+ (face $370+) (100s) £140

1299   E      A mainly modern selection on leaves, we note mid period mint, commems with 1992, 1993, 1995 and
1997 mint sheetlets etc, condition fair to fine (100s) £15

1300   S      Card with 6 mint/unused stamps, SG424/5 (unused) cat £113, SGP428 10c Parcel Post unused cat £55
and SG275 8c brown M/M (cat £80). Also 2 x 1904 2c red overprinted Philippines both mounted mint.
Reserved at well under 10% cat £16

1301   B      Carton with approx. 1.8 kilos of kiloware with mostly older issues (1970’s and earlier). Literally thousands
of stamps for your money here. £20

1302   S      Cinderella - 1940 American Olympic Committee undenominated stamp in four different colours in
U/M blocks of four. Interesting! £8

1303   E      Cinderella’s- “Help Crippled Children” stamps labels ranging from 1947 to 1956 all in u/m blocks (100s) £1

1304   E      Cinderella’s- 1944 WWII Anti war Arthur Szyck Save the Jewish people of Europe stamp label in u/m
block of 25 (Retail £8 each) £30

1305   E      Cinderella’s- 1950s National Park in 5 sheets or part sheets depicting Birds, Animals and insects, all u/m
(dozens) £1

1306   E      Cinderella’s- collection of various Christmas labels in large blocks, half sheets etc mainly covering 1942
to 1955 plus a few 1980s all u/m (100s) £5

1307   E      Cinderella’s- Epilepsy Foundation of America charity stamp Light The Candle of Understanding in sheet
of 40 with bottom margin u/m £1

1308   E      Cinderella’s- Scarce WWII Anzac Club New York, Fellowship, Friendship, Australia, America, New Zealand
Military poster stamp in large u/m block of 12 (Retail £12 each) £25

1309   A      Large album with 1975-80 selection of singles and sets in cylinder blocks of 16 or 20, all u/m Cat £1,200+
(face $200+) £30

1310   A      Large album with 1981-84 selection of singles and sets all in cylinder blocks of 16 or 20, all u/m Cat
£1,790+  (face $350+) (100s) £125

1311   S      SG119, 1869 Paddle Steamer sound used, cat £180 £20

1312   S      SG153, 1870 Henry Clay 12c good used, cut down wing margin at left and couple of nibbled perfs. Cat
£225 £20

1313   S      SG234 90c Perry used, a few nibbled perfs, cat £90 £15

1314   S      SG2921, 1994 25th Anniversary of  the Moon Landing $9.95 mtd mint, cat £38 £9

1315   E      SG3059/3078, 4381/4395, MS4475. 1995 Civil War sheet, 2004 Cloudscapes sheet and 2005 Equal
Rights miniature sheet, all U/M, cat £74 £15

1316   S      SG349, 1908 $1 Washington fine used, cat £110 £16

1317   S      SG5254, 2012 Landmarks $18.95 Carmel Mission fine used on piece, cat £47 £8

1318   S      SG527, $2 Franklin very good used. Cat £48 £10
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1319   S      SG528, $5 Franklin, very good used, Cat £110 £16

1320   S      SG65, 1861 12c Washington good used, cat £120 £20

1321   S      SG69, 1861 2c Andrew Jackson good used, cat £65 £10

1322   S      SG73, 1861 Lincoln 15c good used with straight edge at left, cat £200 £20

1323   E      SGMS2660, 1992 Columbian Stamp Expo set of six miniature sheets U/M, cat £65 £11

1324   E      SGMS2660, 1992 Columbus set of six miniature sheets U/M, cat £65 £14

1325   S      SSG317, $1 Farragut good used, cat £100 £15

1326   S      SSG317, $1 Farragut, Mtd mint, cat £800 £80

VENEZUELA

1327   E      SG1694/1699 and 1748/62. 1961 and 1962 Birds sets U/M, cat £50+ £10

VIRGIN ISLANDS

1328   S      SG103/106 1935 Silver Jubilee set fine used, Cat £55 £14

1329   S      SG136/147, 1952 definitives et of 12 U/M, cat £50 £12

1330   E      SG149/161, 1956/62 definitive set of 13 mounted mint on album page. Cat £110 £18

1331   E      SG178/192 and SG207/209 on Hagner sheet. Definitive set is very lightly mounted mint and the three
surcharged values are U/M.  Cat £85 and in good condition. £16

1332   S      SG240/256, 1970 Ships long set U/M, very minor gum disturbance on $3 value, otherwise fine, Cat £28+ £5

1333   E      SG2409/56, 1970 Ships definitive series (17v) fine used, all with tidy cds postmarks and awkward thus.
Cat £35 £12

1334   E      SG560/578 (19v), 1985 Birds of the British Virgin islands set unmounted mint £16

1335   E      SG610/613, 1986 History of Rum Making set in sheets of 40 overprinted SPECIMEN. Normal sets cat
£400+ £20

ZANZIBAR

1336   S      1948 Royal Silver Wedding lightly mounted mint set of 2, SG333/334 Cat £25 £8
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INVICTA STAMPS LIMITED

eBay Shop

As well as being the organiser of Dover Stamp Auction, one of the
directors behind Invicta has an eBay shop, which has been running for
over three years and has well over 8,650 ‘positive’ feedback. The
‘invictaphilatelics’ eBay shop typically has around 8,000 items available
to purchase on a ‘Buy It Now’ basis.

The main areas of interest are Great Britain and British
Commonwealth early to modern although we also have ranges from
several foreign countries also. We also have a very good range of GB
First Day Covers, with the emphasis on ‘Official’ covers and modern
special postmarks. You will find several scarce FDC items in our eBay
shop listings including more recent ‘official’ issues.

The eBay shop is looked after by Peter’s wife Julieanne. 

We have given a link direct to the shop below, which you need only
type into the search bar on your computer or mobile device. We
hope you find the time to look at the range of items on offer.

www.ebay.co.uk/str/invictaphilatelics

In the meantime, if you want to have a look at the periodic auctions
which we may list, then add the seller name to your favourites and have
a look. 

We generally list new items on a regular basis, usually but not necessarily
every week.
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How to Pay & Future Auction Dates
Paying Us for Successful Purchases

Payment arrangements and options are the same for all clients, whether you bid postally, by
email or physically attend the sale. All lots remain our property until full payment has been
received.

Please note that payment for all lots on the day is required before lots will be released to
the buyer, unless prior arrangements have been made to do otherwise.

PAYMENT ARRANGEMENTS

CASH
Cash in £ sterling will be accepted to a maximum of 10,000
Euro’s equivalent. This is the maximum limit allowed to comply
with UK Law relating to money laundering.

CARD PAYMENTS

We accept both credit and debit card payments without any
surcharges or additional fees. However, we do not accept AMEX

payments. For postal bidders, you can provide these details when
bidding, or alternatively, you may phone us to make a card
payment over the phone upon receipt of lots.

BANK PAYMENTS

A credit direct to our bank account is the cheapest way for us to

receive money from you. If you set us up to receive funds in this
way it would be greatly appreciated, you need only quote your
name and Dover Stamp Auction invoice number as the reference. 
Our Bank Details are as follows:
NatWest Dover Branch, Sort Code 60 – 07 – 04

Account Number 39804119

Account Name: Invicta Stamps Limited

CHEQUE
We can accept cheque payments from clients known to us,
although these cost us more money to process than a direct bank
credit. However, all bidders may use cheques if they wish.

OTHER
It may be possible to accept other payment methods, although
we prefer the options listed above. Please contact us if required
to discuss.

FUTURE AUCTION DATES

SUNDAY 18TH SEPTEMBER 2022

SUNDAY 18TH DECEMBER 2022
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DOVER STAMP AUCTION

BID FORM

BIDDERS DETAILS

NAME:

ADDRESS :

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

POSTCODE:

PHONE:

EMAIL:

SIGNATURE:

I will make payment direct to your bank account

I wish to pay by cheque which is enclosed.

I wish to receive an invoice.

I wish to pay by credit card or debit card (as details below)

Card valid from date: / Expiry date: /

Card Number:
Security code
from back of card:

Last 3 Digits

PAYMENT INFORMATION

PLEASE NOTE BIDS BELOW RESERVE LEVELS STATED IN THE CATALOGUE WILL BE IGNORED

LOT BID LOT BID LOT BID

Continue on separate sheet of Paper if necessary

Invicta

Stamps Limited
PUBLIC SALE NO. 10

SUNDAY 19TH JUNE 2022 AT BIGGIN HALL, BIGGIN STREET, DOVER, KENT, CT16 1BD
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Selling in our auctions

IF YOU WISH TO SELL IN OUR AUCTION

If you wish to sell material through our Dover Stamp Auction public sales, 
please phone us in the first instance on 01304 829827 or Peter’s Mobile 
(07702 270948), email us or come to the auction to discuss how we can help.
Whilst we can sell almost anything philatelic, the following should be noted:

•   Our 'standard' commission charged to vendors in this auction is 20% excluding
VAT. Rates for larger properties and 'regular' vendors may vary by prior
arrangement.

•   We do not charge lotting fees, unsold fees or picture fees. The vendor's
commission is the only cost you will pay to sell through us.

•   You must check with us beforehand if bringing bulky material (i.e. more than 1
box).

•   Other than lots reserved at £1, every lot must have a minimum reserve price

of £30, as the cost of handling items below this value is uneconomic.

•   We reserve the right to reject any un-required material submitted.

•   We have produced a sheet of 'Guidance Notes' for sellers that is available on
request and provides more information on ways in which you can enhance the
prospects of selling with us.

•   Material left with us is not insured.

•   Payment is made 5 weeks after the date of the auction.

We want your items to sell as we do not earn anything unless they do. That is why
we will not accept consignments where we feel the reserve prices are too
expensive. Our ownership team has been running auctions for over 7 years and
attending auctions as buyers for over 30 years. That experience gives us confidence
that we can help you to find a buyer for your unwanted material.

Please help us to help you by providing as much information as you can, this may

include any or all of the following factors:

1.   A count of the quantity of stamps (or a reasonable estimate / guaranteed
minimum)

2.   Catalogue value (please indicate the age of the catalogue used – it can make a
big difference!)

3.    For mint decimal stamps of Great Britain, it helps to calculate a ‘face value’
which could be used as postage

4.   Specify the dates / reigns covered where applicable
5.    Flag up any particularly noteworthy items in large collections

PLEASE SPEAK TO US FIRST

DO NOT SEND UNSOLICITED MATERIAL TO US
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Lot 574 Lot 596

Ex Lot 597

Lot 551

Lot 589
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Ex Lot 600

Ex Lot 788

Ex Lot 791

Ex Lot 803

Lot 744 (shown at 95%)
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Ex Lot 804

Lot 829

Lot 931

Ex Lot 950

Lot 818

Ex Lot 889

Lot 847
Ex Lot 948

Ex Lot 995Lot 980

Lot 1088
Lot 1032

Lot 1102
Ex Lot 1074 Ex Lot 1126
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Ex Lot 123

Ex Lot 144Ex Lot 124

Ex Lot 107

Lot 131

Lot 141

Lot 214

Lot 217

Lot 180 Lot 189

Lot 223

Lot 270 Lot 229
Ex Lot 274

Lot 304

Lot 305 Ex Lot 343

Ex Lot 1121 Ex Lot 1154

Ex Lot 1197Ex Lot 1165

Lot 1123
Lot 1137

Ex Lot 1141

Ex Lot 1161Lot 1159 Ex Lot 1180

Lot 1234Lot 1233

Ex Lot 1241

Lot 1236
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